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PARLIAMENT HOUSE the documents. but this search did bring
Preservation of Documents under

Foundation Stone
MR. BRAND (Greenough-Premier)

[4.33 p.m.]: Before moving a motion in
connection with the documents discovered
under the foundation stone of Parliament
House, I wish to apologise to the Leader
of the Opposition for not having discussed
this matter with him, but it is not a con-
troversial one. I move, without notice-

That this House Place on record that
on Wednesday, the 10th October. 1962.
tradesmen working on the additions to
Parliament House, when moving the
foundation stone from the Position
where it was laid on the 31st July,
1902, to its location on the new eastern
frontage, discovered a canister con-
taining the following documents:-

Government Gazette dated the
25th July, 1902;

Western Australian rear Book for
1898-99, vols. I and 11;

Plans of the new Houses of Par-
liament;

Copy of The morning Herald of
the 30th July, 1902;

Copy of The West Australian of
the 30th July, 1902;

-Copy of the invitation card to
the ceremony of the laying of
the foundation stone;

and requests the Joint House Commit-
tee to determine whether these records
should be replaced, together with
other up-to-date documents, under the
foundation stone when it is placed in
its final position.

Members will recall that the foundation
stone of this building stood apart from
the main structure for over sixty years.
It was laid in the north-east corner on
what was to be the city frontage on the
31st July, 1902, by the then Governor,
Captain Sir Arthur Lawley, K.C.M.G., and
evidently those responsible decided to
attempt to preserve some records of the
time. They were unable to foresee that
in the historically short span of sixty years
the foundation stone would have to be re-
moved to another location to conform with
a new plan for the building. In the re-
moval of the foundation stone the carms-
ter containing the documents. was found
underneath.

Unfortunately the records, which were
placed in a tin-plate canister, have been
affected by moisture due to corrosion of
the metal, and one item, which appears to
be an envelope which could give some
information concerning this incident, is too
badly damaged -for any writing to be
legible.

A search of Public Works Department
records and the archives has failed to
reveal any mention of the depositing of

to light the fact that the ceremony had to
be Postponed for about a month due to the
death of the then Premier, The lion.
George Leake.

It is felt that similar records should be
deposited when the foundation stone is in-
corporated in the new frontage, and this
motion will authorise the House Committee
to act for us in this direction.

I would like to place on record that
Messrs. Alex Fair! ull and Kevin Weaver.
employees of the contractor, were the
tradesmen who located the canister and
reported their find to their employer.

It was decided yesterday that I should
follow the lead which was being taken by
the Upper House in formally doing what
I have just done. The passing of this
motion will authorise the House Commit-
tee to take such action as it thinks neces-
sary to presefve the records of the his-
tory of the building of the House of Par-
liament in Western Australia.

ML HAWKE (Northam-Leader of the
Opposition) [ 4.38 p.m.]: I formally second
the motion.

Question put and passed.

AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT
Tabling

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I have
received from the Auditor-General a copy
of his report on the Treasurer's statement
of the Public Accounts for the financial
year ended the 30th June, 1962. It will
be laid on the Table of the House.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

RAILWAYS
Disposal of Former Reserves

1. Mr. W. A. MANING asked the Min-
ister for lands:
(1) Has the special committee appoint-

ed to make recommendations as
to the method of disposal of lands
formerly railway reserves, present-
ed its report?

(2) If so, what is the proposal?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) and (2) The special committee

deals with applications for Crown
land, previously contained in rail-
way reserves, following the clos-
ure of the relevant railways by pro-
clamation, as soon as possible
after disposal of railway assets:
e.g., rails, sleepers, buildings, etc.

The method of disposal will be
in accordance with section 14 of
the Railways (Cue-Big Bell and
other Railways) Discontinuance
Act.
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FREMANTLE FISHING BOAT
HARBOUR

Dredging

2. Mr. FLETCHER asked the Minister
for Works:
(1) When is the dredge to be return-

ed to the Fremantle fishing boat
harbour?

(2) What Is the anticipated date of
completion of dredging?

Permanent Moorings
(3) Can permission be now granted

to craft owners to establish per-
manent moorings in areas of the
harbour where dredging is now
completed?

Mr. BOVELL (for Mr. Wild) replied:
(1) About the 29th October, 1962.
(2) July, 1963.
(3) No. Allocation of moorings in the

new areas cannot be made until
the whole of the dredging work is
completed.

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

Subsidy for Development

3. Mr. HALL asked the Minister for
Tourists:

Will the Tourist Development
Authority make available finance.
by way of subsidy on a £:2 for £1.
basis for approved tourist attrac-
tions at approved tourist centres?

Mr. BRAND replied:
All local authorities throughout
the State are invited to submit
applications to the Tourist De-
velopment Authority for financial
assistance for projects of a tourist
development nature.
Each application Is considered by
the authority; and, if the project
conforms to its general standards
and policy, country local authori-
ties may be granted a subsidy on
the basis of £2 for £1.

APPLES

Railnge from Bunbury

4. Mr. HALL asked the Minister for
Railways:
(1) What tonnages of apples were

carried by the W.A.G.R. from
klbany to Fremantle for the years
1957-58, 1958-59, 1959-60, 1960-61,
and 1961-62?

Railage from Mt. Barker
(2) What tonnages of apples were

carried by the W.A.O.R. from Mt.
Barker to F'remantle for the years
1957-58, 1958-59, 1959-60, 1960-61,
and 1961-62?

Mr. COURT replied:
Year

(1) 1957-58 ..
1958-59 ..
1959-60
1960-61 ..
1961-62 ..

(2) 1957-58 ..
1958-59 ..
1959-60
1960-61 ..
1961-62 ..

Tons
21
Nil

... Nil
15
Nil
17
28

1.. 29
... Nil

WATER SUPPLIES AT ESPERANCE
Reservoir: Capacity, Intake, Charge to

Consumers, etc.
5. Mr. MOIR asked the Minister for

Water Supplies:
(1) What is the planned capacity of

the Esperance water supply reser-
voir?

(2) What is the estimated rate of flow
into the reservoir from the source?

(3) can he indicate what daily rate
of water will be available to-

(a) domesic users; and
(bj) industrial users?

()What charges will be levied In re-
spect of each category?

(5) What is the expected demand for
domestic users and industrial
users?

Mr. BOVELL (for Mr. Wild) replied:
(1) 500,000 gallons.
(2) Up to 300,000 gallons per day.
(3) Present stage-domestic users up

(4)
(5)

to 250,000 gallons per day.
Present stage-industrial users up
to 50,000 gallons per day.
No decision has yet been made.
Domestic users 200,000 gallons per
day.
Industrial users 40,000 gallons per
day.

Drilling Operations
6. Mr. MOIR asked the Minister for

Water Supplies:
(1) What results were obtained

through the drilling work per-
formed by Artesian Well Drilling
Service, of Manning, for the
Esperance water supply?

(2) How much drilling was carried
out?

(3) What was the amount paid for
these services?

Mr. BOVELL (for Mr. Wild> replied:
(1) Drilling is still in progress, and

bores have not Yet been tested to
determine the yield.

(2) Approximately 150 feet of drilling
has been completed out of an
estimated total of 300 feet.
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(3) The drilling contract, subject to
local conditions encountered, will
cost in the vicinity of £3,200.

FARM BUILDING MATERIALS
Rail Freight Concessions

'7. Mr. MOIR asked the Minister for
Railways:

Are rail freight concessions avail-
able on building materials re-
quired for buildings on farms in
the initial developmental stages?

Mr. COURT replied:
NO; but special rates are available
generally for pre-cut and prefab-
ricated buildings, building ma-
terials, and component parts.

MINERAL CLAIMS
Decision of Minister on No. 292

* 8. Mr. -TONECIN asked the Minister re-
presenting the Minister for Mines:
(1) What was the decision of the Min-

ister for Mines on the recoin-
-mendation of Warden N. J. Mal-
ley, on the application of Depuch
Shipping and Mining Co. Pty. Ltd.
for mineral claim No. 292?

Whim Creek: Marking of Ground
(2) Is the ground at Whim Creek

marked out or delineated by the
survey posts branded M.C. 90
Crown land?

(3) Uf "Yes," is it available for mark-
ing out and for possession as a
mining tenement?

(4) Is the ground at Whim Creek
marked out or delineated by the
survey posts marked P.A. 284

*Crown land?
(5) If "Yes," is it available for mark-

ing out and for possession as a
mining tenement?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) A decision has not yet been made

in regard to application for min-
eral claim No. 292.

(2) to (5) The ground referred to in
these questions is within the boun-
daries of application for mineral
claim No. 292 and will be affected
by the decision regarding this ap-
plication, and is therefore not
available for marking out and pos-
session as a mining tenement.

LATEC INVESTMENTS LTD.
Accountants

9. Mr. JAMAIESON asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Justice:
(1) With reference to the answer to

my question (5) (2b) on Thursday,
the 13th September-Latec In-
vestments Ltd., Registration of-
why were the accountants for the
period the 30th June, 1961, to the
present time not given?

(2) What are the names of these per-
sons or firms concerned?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) The answer to question 5 (2) (b)

was taken from the annual ac-
counts of Latec Investments Limi-
ted as ifiled with the Registrar of
Companies in this State. The ac-
counts made up to the 30th June,
1901, were so filed on the 23rd
January, 1962. No later accounts
have been filed with the Registrar
and accordingly no information is
available as to the company's au-
ditors for the period since the
30th June, 1961.

(2) Answered by No. (1).

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RATES
Payment in Two Instalments

10. Mr. W. HEGNEY asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Local
Government:
(1) Is it proposed to amend the Local

Government Act to provide for
payment of rates in two instal-
ments?

(2) If not, will he give an assurance
that no local authority will take
legal action against any ratepayer
who elects to pay rates in two in-
stalments as was permitted pre-
viously?

Mr.
(1)
(2)

NALDER replied:
NO.
No. It is the concern of each indi-
vidual council, which can make
by-laws permitting payment by
instalments if it so desires. In
any case, it is unlikely that a
council would take action against
a Person Paying by instalments if
the Person concerned had ap-
proached the council on the sub-
ject first. It is desired to point
out that the right to pay in two
moieties applied only to what are
now cities and towns and there
has never been such a provision
in respect of what are now shires.

TOILET FACILITIES
Provision at Railway Stations and

Sidings
11. Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for

Health:
(1) Is his department aware that the

Railways Department is refusing
to supply toilet facilities at rail-
way stations and sidings, e.g., at
West Midland, Ashfield, Success
Hill, Koongamia, etc.?

(2) Is there not an obligation on the
department to comply with the
Health Act?

(3) Will the Health Department take
action to see proper toilet facilities
are Provided at stations, etc.?

1712
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Mr. ROSS HUTTCHI-NSON replied:
(1) The department is aware that the

Railways Department does not
provide public toilet facilities at
some stations.

(2) and (3) There is no legal obliga-
tion for the Railways Department
to provide sanitary conveniences
on railway stations for the use of
the public.

Position at West Midland and Ask field.
12. Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for

Railways:
(1) Is he aware the patrons of the

railways at West Midland and
Ashfield are disturbed because no
toilet 'facilities are available?

(2) Will he inquire whether facilities
at Ashfield for the staff can be
modernised and made available
for schoolchildren on the opening
of the new school in February,
1963?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) and (2) As previously explained

to the honourable member by
both myself and the department,
it is not the policy to provide
public conveniences at stations.
In practice railway stations are
in no different position from bus
stops in respect of passengers.

Mr. Tonkin; Another lurch forward!
Mr. Court: I do not think you can

dispute the merit of the answer.
The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman):

order!

"RIVERBANK" INSTITUTION

Absbonders
-13. Mr. BRADY asked the Minister rep-

resenting the Minister for Child
Welfare:
(1) How many inmates of Riverbank

have absconded since the institu-
tion was opened?

(2) Was this institution built as a
maximum Protection against such
break-outs?

Inquiry into Break-outs
(3) Has aiW inquiry been held-

(a) to ascertain cause of break-
outs;

(b) to ensure further break-outs
do not occur?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Scven.
(2) Riverbank was designed and built

to Provide maximum security-
compatible with the reformative
training of the inmates.

(3) (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.

STANDARD GAUGE RAILWAY
Tenders for tart hworks and Labour

Employed
14. Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for

Railways:
(1) When will tenders for earthwork.

f or the standard gauge railway be
accepted?'

(2) Will contractors employ their own
labour or will the Commonwealth
Labour Department do the pick-
up for same?

(3) When will earthworks be, com-
menced?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) Contracts were awarded to Perron

Bros. Pty. Ltd. and Leighton Con-
tractors Ltd. on the 11th October.
1962.

(2) The manner of engagement of
labour is a matter for the contrac-
tors. to determine, but it Is ex-
pected that some use will be made
of the services of the Common-
wealth Labour Department for
this purpose.

(3) Contractors are expected to start
moving plant on to the site
immediately. Major work is
expected to be in progress by the
end of October or the first week
in November, 1962.

WERE AND WIRE NETTING
DELEGATED AGENCY

Amounts Advanced
15. Mr. CORNELL asked the Minister for

Lands:
(1) What amounts were advanced

under the Wire and Wire Netting
Delegated Agency in each of the
financial Years ended the--

30th June. 1960;
30th June, 1961;
30th June, 1962?

(2) On what date was the last In-
dividual advance approved?

(3) Are applications for financial
assistance still being entertained?

(4) If loans are still available from
this source-
(a) what is the maximum amount

available to an individual
borrower;

(b) what is the total amount that
is still available for advances?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) 1960-f1,240;

196 1-E607;
1962-Nil.

(2) The 17th April, 1959.
(3) Yes.
(4) (a) No designated maximum

amount.
(b) £53,118.
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"HILLSTON" BOYS' FARM
Number of Absconders

16. Mr. DUNN asked the Minister for
Pollee:
(1) What was the number of ab-

sconders from Bullston boys' farm
for the period the 30th September,
1961, to the 1st October, 1962, as
recorded by the Police Depart-
ment?

Security Measures
(2) What security measures are in

force to prevent inmates from ab-
sconding from this institution?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) 74 instances, involving 48 boys.
(2) (a) Close control, by staff, of boys

working on farm or in school
workshops.

(b) Boys sleep in locked dormi-
tories with adequate all night
supervision.

(c) Power of superintendent to
inflict loss of privileges, cor-
poral punishment, or place-
ment in security cell.

(d) Possible transfer to River-
bank.

STATE SHIPPING SERVICE
Tonnage of Cargo Handled at North-

West Ports
17. Mr. RHATIGAN asked the Minister

for the North-West:
(1) What tonnage of cargo have State

ships discharged at each of the
ports of Geraldtofl, Carnarvon,
Onslow, Point Samson, Port fled-
land, Broome. Derby, and Wynd-
ham for each of the years 1950
to 1962?

(2) What tonnage of cargo was taken
on at each of the above ports for
each of the years 1950 to 1962?

Number of Passengers
(3) What number of Passengers trav-

elled on State ships to and from
each of the ports mentioned in No.
(1) during each of the years 1950
to 1962?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) to (3) The answers to these ques-

tions require a lot of statistical
data. I will seek permission to
table such information today.

The statistics were tabled.

CYRIL JACKSON HIGH SCHOOL
Commencement, Co'mpletion, and

.Anticipated Enrolment
18. Mr. TOMS asked the Minister for

Education:
(1) On what date was the construc-

tion of the Cyril Jackson High
School commenced?

19.

(2) When is the anticipated date for
completion of the above contract?

(3) What is the number of rooms be-
ing erected and for what purpose?

(4) What is the anticipated enrolment
of-

(a) first-year students;
(b) second-year students?

(5) In the event of the school not be-
ing completed at the opening of
the school year 1963, will he give
an assurance that students will
not be shifted from their present
schools until the buildings are
totally completed and ready for
occupation?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) The 27th August, 1962.
(2) The 28th January, 1963.
(3) Twenty rooms comprising 8 class-

rooms, 1 general utility room,
2 home science rooms, 1 technical
drawing room, 2 manual training
rooms, 2 science rooms, 1 library,
1 art room, 1 craft room, 1 typing
room.

(4) (a) 395.
(b) 29D.

(5) No.

HAULAGE VEHICLES
Weight, Pay Load, and Overloading
Mr. WILLIAMS asked the Minister
for Transport:
(1) Is he aware that in the heavier

types of haulage vehicles such as
those in classes "'," "L", "M",
the permissible total weight of
vehicle and pay load in the States
of New South Wales, Queensland,
and Victoria exceed those allowed
in Western Australia by as much
as three or four tons?

(2) Is he aware that in the state of
South Australia at least one clas-.
sification of class "M" vehicle has
a total weight of 36.12 tons as
compared to 22 tons permitted in
Western Australia?

(3) In view of the greater gross
vehicle weights and axle loadings
permitted in other Australian
states, on roads constructed to the
same standards as those in Wes-
tern Australia, would he give con-
sideration to the suggestion that
no Prosecutions for overloading
on one wheel only be initiated
until the load on that one wheel
exceeds the permissible loading
allowed in the states of New South
Wales. Queensland and Victoria,
together with the tolerances now
permitted in Western Australia,
in cases where the gross vehicle
weight does not exceed the re-
quirements of the Western Aug-
tralian Traffic Act?

1714
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Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Yes; but permits can be obtained

in this State for increased load-
ing up to a maximum of 36 tons
on defined routes, the controlling
factor being road surface, bridge
and culvert structure on the route.

(2) Yes. Loading under permit in this
State gives similar loading on de-
fined routes. Most "M"1-class
vehicles are operating on permits.

(0) The matter has been considered
but it is not intended to make
any change as the 5.000 lb. tyre
loading applicable in this State
is in accordance with world-wide
practice.

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD

Retention of Bets

20; Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for
Police:
(1) As it is a rule of law that in all

instances where the Statute con-
fers discretionary Powers on a
person or body to act on his or
their opinion such powers can-
not be exercised in an arbitrary
or whimsical manner but shall
be exercised in good faith to the
intent and purpose that the full
effect shall be given to the in-
tention and will of the Legisla-
ture, is it not a fact that the
Totalisator Agency Board, al-
though not lawfully empowered to
do so, has, because of its failure
to appreciate that "linpractic-
able" does not mean inexpedient
or undesirable, retained those bets
on local races which it was mani-
festly Practical for it to have
transmitted to the totalizator on
a racecourse?

Repayment of Money to Bettors
(2) Under the circumstances as the

board has become responsible for
a situation under which numerous
bets which were Purported to have
been made were never made be-
cause such bets were not trans-
mitted through the board to the

* totalisator and could not lawfully
be retained as bets with the board.

* is not the board holding a very
large sum of money which is re-
payable to those Persons who
lodged, in good faith, bets to be.
transmitted to the totalisator?

(3) When is it proposed to refund
this money to the bettors?

Legal opinion on Retention of Bets
(4) If he rejects the legal interpreta-

tions upon which the foregoing
questions are based, will he ob-
tain an opinion from a Queen's
Counsel and make it available to
the House?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) No. Due regard should be given

to the passages, "to retain such
bets" and "in the opinion of the
Board" appearing in section 20
(1) (b) of the Act and to section
21 (2).

(2) No.
(3) Answered by No. (2).
(4) No. A question which seeks "an

expression of opinion on a ques-
tion of law' is stated by Eskine
May, 16th Edition at p.359 to be
inadmissible, and it is considered
that Public funds should not be
spent in obtaining a legal opinion
from a Queen's Counsel merely for
the information of a member. I
have no reason to doubt that the
board is acting according to law.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD

Legal Opinion on Retention of Bets

1.Mr. TONKIN: I desire to ask a fur-
ther question of the Minister for
Police relating to the answer he
has just given. As I have the
Opinion of a leading Queen's
Counsel that the action of the
board is contrary to the law, does
not the Minister think it is right
and Proper in a matter of this
kind that a legal opinion should
be sought, even if it is not made
available to Parliament?

Mr. CRAIG: As I have not seen the
opinion that is referred to, my
answer Is !'No."

STATE SHIPPING SERVICE
Supplies of Captain Williams's Report

2. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
the North-West:

In view of the importance and the
great interest being shown in
Captain Williams's report on the
State Shipping Service, will he
give consideration to having it
printed so that it can be included
in the bound volume of Votes andi
Proceedings and also so that those
who wish may be able to obtain
a copy?

Mr. COURT replied:
I wish to thank the honourable
member for giving me notice of
this question, and the answer is as
follows:

It is not thought necessary to
have further copies of Captain
Williams's report printed.
An extra copy to that officially
tabled has been made available
in both the Legislative Assembly
and the Legislative Council for
the use of members. A copy has
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also been made available for
the office-use of the Leader of
the Opposition in the Legisla-
tive Assembly and the Leader of
the Opposition in the Legislative
Council.
A copy of the report was posted
to each of the shire councils in
the north the day the report
was tabled in Parliament to
ensure that a copy was available
for general use in each of the
main centres in the north.
Two copies have also been made
available to the Pastoralists &
Graziers' Association.
If the honourable member knows
of any organisation which has
a substantial interest in the
operations of the State Shipping
Service and would reasonably be
expected to need a copy of the
report for its operations, con-
sideration will be given to mak-
ing some of the limited reserve
supply of copies available.

SUPERP'HOSPHATE WORKS AT
ESPERANCE

Agreement between Government and
- Albany Company

3. Mr. MOR asked the Minister for In-
dustrial Development:

Has the Government yet con-
eluded an agreement with the Al-
bany Superphosphate Company to
build and operate a superphos-
phate works at Esperance?

Mr. COURT replied:
The final legal details have not
yet been fully resolved.

BILLS (10): INTRODUCTION
FIRST READING

1. Alsatian Dog Act Repeal Hill.
.2. Vermin Act Amendment Bill.

AND

3. Plant Diseases Act Amendment Bill.
Bills introduced, on motion by Mr.

Nalder (Minister for Agriculture).
and read a first time.

4. Stamp Act Amendment Bill (No. 2).
5. Licensing Act Amendment Hill.
6. Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insur-

ance) Act Amendment Bill.
7. Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insur- -

ance Surcharge) Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr.

Brand (Treasurer), and read a first
time.

8. Reserves Bill.
9. Farmers' Debts Adjustment Act (Re-

vival and Continuance) Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr.

Hovell (Minister for Lands), and
read a first time.

10. Native Flora -Protection Act Amend-
ment Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr.
Bovell (Minister for Forests), and
read a first time,

BUSH FIRES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL'

Council's Amendments
Schedule of three amendments made by

the Council now considered.
In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr. I.
W. Manning) in the Chair; Mr. Bovell
(Minister for lands) in charge of the
Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: Amendment No. 1
made by the Council is as follows:-

No. 1.
Clause 1.8. Page 11, line 32-Delete
the Passage commencing with the
word 'and". in line 32 down to and
including the word "Officer" in line
37, and substitute the following:-

and of those officers shall ap-
point two as the Chief Bush
Fire Control Officer and the

-Deputy Chief Bush Fire Con-
trol officer who shall be first and
second in seniority of those of -
fierts, and subject thereto may
determine the respective seni-
ority of the other bush fire con-
trol officers appointed by it.

Mr. BOVELL: I ask the Committee to
agree to this amendment, which was moved
in another place at the request of the
Government. As the Act stands there is
no obligation for officers to be appointed,
and the Royal Commission indicated this:
but once they are appointed the local
authority must establish the order of seni-
ority. The Royal Commissioner said that
it should be obligatory for a local autho-
rity to appoint the chief fire control offi-
cer, and a deputy chief fire control officer.-
The amendment carries that into effect
but gives the local authority the discre-
tion as to naming the order of seniority of
the other members of the brigade. The
Bush Fires Board considers it is an approp-
riate amendment, and I ask the Commit-
tee to agree to it. I move-

That amendment No. .I made by the
Council be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 2 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 2.
Clause 20, page 12, line 24-Insert
after the word "amended" the fol-
lowing passage:-

(a) by substituting for the word
"near" in line one of para-
graph (a) the word "On"'
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(b) by substituting for the word
"near" in line two Of pars&-
graph (a) the word "on";
and

(e)
Mr. BOVELL: I ask the Committee to

disagree with this amendment made by the
legislative Council. The parent Act now
prescribes that where a bushflre is burn-*
ing in or near forest land, or in or near
Crown land, if a forest officer appointed
under the Act is present the powers and
authorities conferred by the Act upon a
busbfire control officer appointed under
the Act, or upon a captain or other officer
of a bushfire brigade, are exercisable by
him.

Forest Officers have to protect a, national
asset, not only in State forests but also in
Crown land. They are specially trained
for the purpose of fire fighting, and they
invariably have the best equipment to deal
with fires. I do not want to discount the
efforts of voluntary fire brigades, but this
provision has been in the Act for over 20
years, and the amendment in the Bill was
not in regard to this matter at all: it was
put into the Bill to tidy up the section in
the parent Act, and the Legislative Council
has taken the opportunity of moving a
further amendment with which I ask the
Comumittee to disagree. I move-

That amendment No. 2 made by the
Council be not agreed to.

Mr. KELLY: I believe the Minister is
correct in refusing to agree to the amend-
ment made by the Legislative Counci]. I
consider the old wording to be preferable
to the Legislative Council's amendment. If
the amendment were agreed to it would
mean that the activities of the control
officers would be handicapped until such
time as a fire got away from the near
position and had actually entered a pro-
perty. That would be a bad principle to
establish and, in lots of cases, would be
the means of spreading dangerous fires
which could have been prevented.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendmient not agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. 1. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 3 made by the Council
reads as follows:-

No. 3.
Clause 28, pages 16 and 27-Delete
proposed new section 88.

Mr. BOVELL: I move-
That amendment No. 3 made by the

Council be not agreed to.
This proposed new section carries on a

principle which has been in operation in
the parent Act for over 20 years. I refer
members to section 50 of the Act and also
to clause 28, proposed new section 68, in
the Bill, which the Legislative Council has
asked should be deleted-.

The clause protects the local authority.
Under section 50 of the parent Act the
board, without any direction or 'approval
from the Minister, could take the action
and sue the local authority for neglect to
furnish certain returns. I am informed
that this clause will bring section 50 into
line, and any action the board may desire
to take must first be submitted to the
Minister-that is, the Minister for Lands;
not the Minister for Forests, because the
Bush Fires Act vests the authority in the
Minister for Lands. The Minister's ap~-
proval in writing will be required by the
Bush Fires Board to take legal action,
which must be dceided in a court of sum-
mary Jurisdiction.

The Bush Fires Board is comprised of 50
per cent, of direct representatives of the
Country Shires Association, and there is
no provision for the Minister to reject
them. The country shires shall nominate
the numbers, and they shall be ai~pointed
by the board. So half the voice on the
board comprises direct representation of
the country shires. I represent an area
with two country shres; and after having
spoken to various members of the board
in MY district for the last two or three
weeks, I find that no objection to this
clause' has been raised; nor have I been
addressed by any shire in writing object-
ing to the clause which the amendment
of the Legislative Council would strike
out.

There is an obligation on local authori-
ties to see that the provisions of the Act
are carried out. It is desired that the
co-operation of all concerned be sought.
because without that co-operation the pur-
pose of the Act could not be successfully
effected. The sole object, of course, is to
prevent fire damage both to public and pri-
vate property. It is not intended that any
person or authority shall be victimised in
any way. This is not considered an af-
front to local authorities. If it were, then
why over 20 years has not some move been
made by local authorities when section 50
already provides for a penalty of £50?

The penalty in this regard conforms to
that in the parent Act. Penalties have
not been raised; they are more or less of
a nominal amount. Fires know no boun-
daries, and if one local authority neglects
its duty the fire could spread and cause
damage in other districts as well. In view
of the principle which is already estab-
lished, and which has remained unaltered
for 20 years, I ask the Committee to re-
ject the amendment made by the Council.

Mr. KELLY: I feel the Committee should
reject the amendment made by the Coun-
cil. The Minister has covered most of the
points; but I would like to say that on some
occasions local authorities are not fully
co-operative, and in dealing with an auth-
ority of that kind it would be unwise to
allow an amendment such as that proposed
by another place; because the new section
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in the amending Bill and the portion cov-
ered in the parent Act are preferable to
the amendment presented to this Chamber.

It is Possible that some road boards may
not be fully conscious of the hazards in
which other districts might be placed on
account of their neglect-it is not quite so
much a case of not being ca-operative. It
would be undesirable to be in the position
in which such an amendment would place
us. I had an opportunity to speak to several
representatives of shire councils-though
not full -councils-and without exception
they agree that the course proposed by this
Chamber is the desirable one.

Mr. MITCHELL: I support the Minister
and the member for Merredln-Yilgarn.
Without this clause It would not be pos-
sible to bring a local authority to book, as
it were, for the most flagrant breach of Its
duty in relation to the Bush Fires Act.
This clause would permit the board to re-
port any neglect of duty to the Minister,
and give the Minister a chance, if neces-
sary, of prosecuting the local authority
concerned.

There is no doubt that 90 per cent. of
local authorities-perhaps mare today-are
far more effective in their control of the
Bush Fires Act than they were a few years
ago. Only a short time ago we had many
loose interpretations of the Hush Fires Act
by local authorities. Only a few years ago
it was possible to drive for many miles In
the country without seeing a firebreak. To-
day local authorities are, fortunately, tak-
ing a more serious view of their responsi-
bilities. It is necessary to have some pro-
vision in the Act whereby local auhorities
can be brought to account for serious
neglect of duty.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am in complete agree-
ment with all those who have spoken
before me; but I would like some clarifi-
cation from the Minister. If I heard him
aright he said that in the Act at present
there is authority for the Bush Fires Board
of its own volition to institute proceedings
against a local authority; and that a
penalty of up to £:50 could be imposed.
In the amendment of the Legislative Coun-
cil, however, there is a watering down of
the powers of the board. That is what I
understood the Minister to say.

But my own reading of the Act and
the Bill suggests to me that at the present
time the Bush Fires Board has this power
to take action and to inflict a penalty of
up to £50; but that applies only in the
matter of the local authority supplying
certain data as to persons, equipment, and
so on. However, this is something which
Is. new to legislation providing there are
certain processes for action to be taken
against a local authority failing to exer-
cise some of its responsiblities. In other
words, it is not a substitution and a water-
Ing down of what exists in the Act, because
I think section 50 will remain. This is a
further provision to ensure that if a local

authority is remiss in fulfilling its obliga-
tions then some appropriate action could
be taken against it. Would the Minister
confirm or deny my interpretation?

Mr. BOVELL: Section 50 provides for a
penalty of £50 where certain returns have
not been submitted.

Mr. Graham: The Legislative Council's
amendment is a rejection of the proposed
new section.

Mr. BOVELL: Proposed new section 68
says--

A local authority that fails or
neglects to carry out any duty, exer-
cise any power or perform any func-
tion that under the provisions of this
Act it is required to carry out,...

F'rom that I take it that whereas section
50 does not at present require the author-
ity of the Minister, this provision will now
make that authority necessary; and where
proceedings are to be taken against a
local authority the consent of the Minister
will have to be obtained..

Mr. Graham: It then means there are
some redundant words in the existing sec-
tion 50.

Mr. BOVELL: No. There are not suffici-
ent words; no approval of the Minister is
necessary. They would go their own sweet
way and decide to take action, and the
first the Minister might hear of it would
be when a local authority was being prose-
cuted by the Bush Fires Board without the
Minister's knowledge. Now the Minister will
have to approve before any action is taken.
Under section 50 there is no obligation on
the board to seek the Minister's approval
to take action; but now the Minister's
approval will be required, because the Pro-
posed new section covers the provisions in
the Act relating to certain functions to be
performed by local authorities.

Since the second reading of this Bill was
made public, the Bush Fires Board has met,
and there was a full attendance; and the
advice of the Crown Law Department was
sought as to whether there was any other
way in which local authorities could be
brought to book, as the member for Stirl-
ing put it. But apparently there was, no
other way in which local authorities could
be made to carry out their functions; and
there was no penalty for neglect of their
responsibility other than that in section 50,
which was already established and which
operated for 20 years. Whilst thinking
that the local authorities could be made
to carry out their obligations, the Bush
Fires Board feels that this principle has
already been established for 20 years, and
unless some better method can be found,
the existing principle should be continued.

Mr. RtJNCIMAN: I am not in favour of
this amendment. I feel the entire purpose
of the Bill is to protect our citizens, their
homes and pastures, and our forests from
the devastating effects of bushiflres which,
despite numerous rules and regulations,
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have been all too prevalent. The inten-
tion of the Hill is to tighten up control
and make it more effective. Surely' there
cannot be too many precautions taken
when dealing with bushflres. It is only
iight that the bushflre brigades and local
authorities should have most of the power.
Incidentally, the majority of members of
local authorities are members of a bushflre
brigade.

During this debate we have heard much
discussion concerning the role of the fire
brigades in the combating of fires. How-
ever, to my mind, the main purpose of the
Bill is the prevention of fires. There are
many people who are willing to help whe
a fire breaks out, but sometimes they ae
lax in the provision of their own fr-
breaks and in removing fire hazards. Ofe
some- people do niot take the fullest Pre-
cautions during burning-off operations or
when they are lighting fires, and they
could burn out their neighbour's property
or the whole district. These people are a
menace to their neighbours and everyone
in a town.

It is to the local authorities that most
of us look to see the regulations are fully
carried out. If a local authority is lax in
this regard, it is a menace to the adjoin-
ing local authorities. I am of the opinion
that the Hill as originally introduced makes
certain that people will comply fully with
the Act.

Half the members on the Bush Fires
Board are shire councillors of long stand-
ing who have had considerable experience
in fighting bushfires, and they would be
most sympathetic and understanding be-
fore taking any action. After all is said
and done, that action is only a recom-
mendation to the Minister: and no doubt
he would consider the matter thoroughly
before autborising that any action be
taken by the flush Fires Board.

We will always have fires that are start-
ed by lightning, by accident, by children
with matches, by crackers; or a fire may
escape from a property as a result of an
adverse wind; but I feel we need never
have such a conflagration as that which
occurred at Dwellingup, provided we do our
duty by practising controlled burning, sys-
tematically Providing firebreaks, and elim-
inating all fire hazards. If a shire, having
the power to see that these things are done,
is lax or apathetic about it-and there
are some in that category-and the fire
gets away and burns out thousands ofacres of pasture, or even one property, that
shire should be liable to prosecution.

I would also like to add that I sent
copies of this Bill to four shire councils
in my electorate and three of them have
advised me that they are in agreement
with the Bill as it was presented to Parlia-
ment.

Mr. ROWBERRY: I rise to Support the
.Minister in his contention that the whole
purpose of the Bill is to prevent fires
from breaking out and to try, as far as

possible, to obtain the co-operation of
every individual and organisation in the
State towards that end. if local govern-
ing bodies wish to avoid the Imposition Of
a fine, they should do everything that i
required of them by the Act and its regu-
lations.

I have the greatest admiration for local
governing bodies as a whole, as they stand
up to their responsibilities very well; and
in all cases they carry out their duties
without any financial remuneration. The
Proposed new section 68 gives teeth to the
Bill; and if it is not included I think we
will lose an opportunity of providing some
means of forcing the local authorities that
will not stand up to their responsibilities
to take action. Therefore, I agree with
the Minister when he said that the Pur-
pose of the Bill is to Prevent fires from
breaking out as far as that is humanly
Possible and also to gain the co-operation
of everyone concerned.

Those who object to the inclusion of
these provisions in the Bill should re-
member that we are endeavouring to Pre-
vent such outbreaks as occurred last year
in the Dwelllngup and Margaret River
areas, where much property was destroyed.
We are also out to gain the co-operation
of the local governing bodies. If a fine
has to be paid as a result of these pro-
visions, the Bill provides that the money
will be Paid from the revenue of the
board concerned, and that no imposition
will be placed on individual members.

Question Put and Passed: the Councils
amendment not agreed to.

Report, etc.
Resolutions reported and the report

adopted.
A committee consisting of Mr. Kelly, Mr.

Mitchell, 'and Mr. Bovefl (Minister for
Lands) drew up reasons for not agreeing
to amendments Nos. 2 and 3 made by the
Council.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

BILLS (8): RECEIPT AND FIRST
READING

1. Trustees Bill.
2. Administration Act Amendment Hill.
3. Married Women's Property Act Am-

endment Bill.
4. Testator's Family Maintenance Act

Amendment Bill.
5. Charitable Trusts Bill.
6. Law Reform (Property, Perpetuities.

and Succession) Hill.
'7. Adoption of Children Act Amendment

Bill.
8. Simultaneous Deaths Act Amendment

Bill.
Bills received from the Council: and,

on motions by Mr. Court (Minister
for Industrial Development), read
a first time.
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CHILD WELFARE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 11th October.
on the following motion by. Mr. Craig
(Minister for Transport):-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

MR. HAWKE (Northam-Leader of the
Opposition) [5.57 p.m.]: This Bill proposes
to amend the Child Welfare Act in relation
to a provision which deals expressly with
the treatment of school children who are
committed as habitual truants.

Under the law hitherto a child com-
mitted *by a court for habitual truancy
had to be sent to one of the institutions
under the jurisdiction of the Child Welfare
Department. The proposed change in the
law will allow such a child to be placed in
the care of the department without the
department being under the singular
necessity of placing the child in an institu-
tion.

Under the Provisions in this Bill the
Child Welfare Department will be able to
use one of several alternatives in regard to
such children. In the first place it will still
be able, if it thinks the situation justifies
such action, to have such child placed
within an institution; and from time to
time, if thought desirable, to transfer the
child from one institution to another. In
addition, however, the department may
Place the child in what is rather crudely
described as a receiving depot.

I have never liked the term "depot" as
a place where children, or even adults.
are to be received. As a matter of fact,
when I was Minister for Child Welfare I
had the name of the Mt. Lawley Receiving
Depot changed to the Mt. Lawley Re-
ceiving Home. I think we should wherever
possible wipe out the use of the word
"depot" where the place in question is used
to receive children-especially to receive
children-and, indeed, where it Is to re-
ceive, and hold for the time being, adults.

In addition, the Child Welfare Depart-
ment will have the alternative or the dis-
cretion of boarding out these children to
foster parents. I must admit I am not
very keen on the use of this alternative
where the natural parents are still alive
and where they would be in a position to
care for the child. After all is said and
done, it is the child who has committed
an offence against the Education Act by
continually playing truant from school.

I know there is a Penalty upon the
natural parents, when the child is com-
mitted to the care of the Child Welfare
Department. However, where the natural
Parents are respectable and sensible, and
have good reputations, I think it would be
rubbing salt very much into their wounds
If they were to find that after their child
had been Placed in the care of the Child

Welfare Department by a children's court,
the Child Welfare Department had boarded
the child out with foster parents. I would
hope this alternative would be used only
in those circumstances where the natural
parents, for some substantial reason or
other, were considered to be undesirable
with respect to having the care of their
own child or their own children.

Such a child may also be apprenticed by
the department, or placed at service with
some suitable person, or placed in the cus-
tody of some suitable person who might be
willing to take charge of it.

The change in the law which this Bill
proposes is very desirable and therefore
acceptable. It is a goad thing the law is
being changed to give the Child Welfare
Department several alternatives from
which to choose in an endeavour to reform
the child or children concerned. I have
already Pointed out there is no alternative
under the existing law but to send the
child or children concerned to an institu-
tion, and there should be some alternatives
available. I am confident the availability
of alternatives will speed up the reforma-
tion of the children concerned and prob-
ably enable them to be released from the
care of the department in a such shorter
period of time and have them restored
to their homes, and, I should hope, as
non-truant children, to the schools from
which they came originally. I support the
second reading of the Bill.

MIL CRAIG (Toodyay-Minister for
Transport) [6.4 p.m.]: The Leader of the
Opposition has summed, up this Hill very
clearly. Like him, I do not care for the
description of receiving "depot," which
sounds cold, dispassionate, and inanimate.
As he suggested, it should perhaps be re-
ferred to as a receiving "home," or some-
thing along those lines; because I feel
that such a place is the point. at which
the treatment proposed for a particular
child has to be decided.

The honourable member also referred to
placing the children in the care of foster
parents. I think that would apply only
in the case where it was considered the
child's Parents did not have sufficient con-
trol. I do not think there is any intention
to adopt such a course where a child's
parents meet fully the requirements of the
department. Then again, it would be
necessary to adopt this course, as it could
be the desired form of treatment, of
placing a child with foster parents when
it had no Parents of its own. However, I
will convey the views of the Leader of the
Opposition to the Minister for Child Wel-
fare, and I thank him for supporting the
Hill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

-In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.
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MENTAL HEALTH BILL

Council's Amendments: In Committee
Resumed from the 11th October. The

Chairnan of Committees (Mr. I. W. Man-
ning) in the Chair; Mr. Ross Hutchinson
(Minister for Health) in charge of the
Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: Progress was reported
after the Minister for Health had moved
that the following amendment made by the
Council be agreed to:-

No. 12.
Clause 64, page 34-Delete subelause
(4).

Mr. NORTON: I am afraid I cannot
agree with the Minister's explanation in
regard to this amendment. I understand
that this clause, and a number of others
in the Bill, were drawn up by the Crown
Law Department in conjunction with the
Public Trustee, and they particularly want
this provision in the Act. If the Legislative
Council's amendment is agreed to it will
take away a very important power which
should be in the Act; because this clause
gives the court the right to appoint, or
not to appoint, a person who is a natulral
person. It clearly sets out that should a
natural person, or some other person on
his behalf apply to the court to be ap-
pointed as a trustee or manager of the
estate of an incapable Person, the court
must be satisfied that person is capable of
taking over the managership in preference
to the Public Trustee or a corporate
trustee. That power should not be taken
away, and the Bill should be left as it is.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I am afraid
I cannot follow the honourable member's
remarks very clearly. Clause 64 is divided
into six subolauses, each of which hits re-
lation to the other. Subelause (1) indi-
cates that there are three types of Persons
or organisations that may be appointed as
managers of the estates of incapable people.
In order, they are the Public Trustee, a cor-
porate trustee, or a natural person; and
each of them has equal rights. The second
subalause deals with the court being able
to obtain Proof of the ability of each of
these categories of persons to handle the
estates of incapable people.

The import of subelause (4), the one
which the Legislative Council wants to de-
lete, is that the third category of persons,
a natural person, who can be appointed
by the court, must show that he should
be appointed in preference to the Public
Trustee or a corporate trustee. This would
lead to the virtual exclusion of a natural
person; and it is considered by many that
the best type of person to look after some
estates would be a natural person. There-
fore it is manifestly unfair that a natural
person should have to prove to the court
that he should be appointed in preference
to the Public Trustee or a corporate trustee.
I think we should agree to the amendment.

Mr, NORTON: I may not have put it
very clearly, but from the way I read sub-
clause (4) it means that the wife of an
incapable person, whose son may have
come of age since the appointment of the
Public Trustee, or a corporate trustee,
could apply to the court to have her son
appointed as trustee. If the subelause is
deleted, I cannot see that there is any
power for such an application to be made
for a natural person to be appointed.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: The court does
that under subolause (2).

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. GUTHRRIE: The member for Gas-
coyne. I think, has not quite appreciated
what is involved in this amendment. To
understand it fully one must turn to Bill
No. 37 on the file, which has already been
dealt with: namely, the Public Trustee
Act Amendment Bill. Prom that Bill it
can be seen that a new section 24 was
inserted in the Public Trustee Act. If I
may, I will read the first subsection of
this new section, which is as follows:-

(1) Subject to the succeeding sub-
sections of this section, the Public
Trustee has the care and management
of the estate of every incapable
patient and the provisions of section
forty-nine of this Act apply to that
care and management.

Of course, section 49 mentioned in that
subsection is section 49 of the Public
Trustee Act and not of the legislation
which this Bill1 seeks to amend. That is
the automatic provision which applies in
every case. If a person is admitted as a
patient immediately, without any order of
the court, the Public Trustee takes over
the administration of that person's estate.
However, under the present Lunacy Act-
and under this Bill-it has always been
recognised that there may be reasons why
some other persons should have the right
to apply for a body corporate to manage
the affairs of an incapable person. Apart
from that, there are quite a number of
incapable persons who never become
patients of a, hospital. They are people
who, by an order of the Supreme Court,
are found to be Incapable.

If the member for Gascoyne cares to
turn to the definition of "mental disorder"
in clause 4 of the Bill he will see that it
covers a wide range and includes people
suffering from mental Incapacity due to
old age, and those who are suffering from
alcoholic complaints. It is only an ex-
tremely old and senile person whose affairs
can be managed by a natural person. Some
members of the family apply to the
Supreme Court for an order that the
patient's affairs be administered; that is,
when this Bill becomes law. Such aL per-
son is not incarcerated in any institution
but remains in his own home. However,
his affairs have to be administered.
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Clause 64 is the dragnet clause which
covers the case where the Public Trustee
has automatically taken over, and, shortly
after, some member of the family applies
to take over the administration of the
estate; to have the Public Trustee con-
tinue the administration; or to have a
body corporate appointed. The appli-
cation is made to the Judge and he would
naturally take into account the fact that
the Public Trustee had been administering
the estate for a number of years. If that
were so, it Is most unlikely that the judge
would take the estate out of his hands
unless some good reason for doing so were
established.

However, in subolause (4) a pro-
vision has been inserted that where
any person does so apply for some indi-
vidual to be appointed as the manager of,
the estate, he has to satisfy the court that
he should be appointed not only in
preference to the Public Trustee, but also
in preference to a corporate trustee.

In other words, this Parliament would
for the first time be declaring, in effect,
that the Public Trustee or a corporate
trustee is a preferable trustee to a private
individual. That is a matter upon which
people may have a difference of opinion.
I think it can be safely said there
are many people who would say that a
private individual administers an estate
better than a corporate trustee, but I am
not going to enter into that argument.
However, I do not think it is right for
Parliament to admit, in effect, that a
Public Trustee or a corporate trustee is
better than a private individual.

If subelause (4) is deleted we simply
take out all reference to that aspect, but we
still retain the provision that the court has
absolute discretion as to whom it will
appoint as the manager of the estate. The
Committee can take it for granted that
in such a case as was mentioned by the
member for Gascoyne. where the Public
Trustee had carried on for many years,
no judge would think of disturbing the
status quo.

In this instance I think the Legislative
Council is quite right in seeking the de-
letion of this subelause. Members of the
Committee may wonder why I did not
notice it and speakc to it when the meas-
ure was previously before us. The reason
is simple: this clause was not in the 1961
Bill. 'I had read that Bill and had heard
what the Minister said about the similarity
of the two measures; and, quite frankly. I
missed this subclause when we were on
clause 67 in the Committee stage. It was
then too late to refer to it; otherwise I
would have raised objection at that time.
Accordingly I agree to the amendment
made by the Legislative Council. because
I think it is quite in order.

Mr.'NORTON: From inquiries I have
made I understand that the Law Society
and the Pgiblic Trustee were responsible

for this Provision in the Bill. By suggest-
ing that it be inserted they took
into consideration the experience gained
over many years in respect of natural
persons acting as managers of estates.
I1 understand there is a case in existence
where one of the sons was originally
appointed as the nctural person to
manage his deceased father's estate. Then
it was found that he was not capable of
administering the estate in a proper way.
I would also mention that many such cases
have been encountered.

I am not by any means saying this
Parliament should provide that the Public
Trustee or a corporate trustee should pre-
dominate over a natural person, but we
know. that trustee companies and the
Public Trustee are capable and efficient
bodies to administer any estate. On the
other hand, if a natural person is appointed
as trustee, in many instances his qualifica-
tions and ability may not be known. It
is because of this fact that this clause has
been inserted so that proof can be given
to the court that a natural person is
capable of managing an estate.

As I said before, I also understand that
it would give to the wife of an incapable
person the opportunity of applying to the
court to have one of the sons appointed
as manager or trustee after he had attained
the age of 21 years. it might have been
that prior to the person becoming incap-
able, the sons in fact did most of the
work and most of the managing of the
property; but owing to their age they were
unable to continue, and the estate passed
into the hands of the Public Trustee.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: A natural manager
can be substituted; the court may remove
him.

Mr. NORTON: That is so; but this is
simply protecting the eourt, and also the
person, because it says the incapable
person's interest shall be paramount; and
if a person who is a natural person applies
for trusteeship then he shall supply good
and proper proof that he is capable of
carrying out the duties.

Mr. OUTHRIE: I would like to point
out that a natural person has to put up a
security and have his accounts passed.
Under clause 70 there is power to remove
him if he has been guilty of misconduct.
Uf such a person Is mismanaging an estate
then the court may, on the application of
the Public Trustee, make an order to ap-
point a new manager.

Mr. Norton:- What about appointing him
in the first place?

Mr. GUITHRIE: The court has to be
satisfied. Judges do not appoint people
managers because they ask for it, They
want to be satisfied. Many of the people
appointed are highly qualified professional
men, quite as capable of managing in
estate as a. body corporate, I have acted
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as legal adviser to some substantial estates
which have been managed well by private
individuals.

It is a diffiult thing for a person, when
applying in the first instance, to say. to
the court, "I am better than the Public
Trustee." Surely all he can say is, "I am
as good as the Public Trustee, or a body
corporate." This provision makes him say
that he is better than the Public Trustee,
and I think it is wrong. If a person has
mismanaged an estate it is simple to have
him removed.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 13 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 13.
Clause 67, page 36-Delete the
passage commencing with the word
"conferred" in line 19 down to and
including the figures "1941" in line 21
and substitute the wards "set out
in section sixty-eight."

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 13 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This amendment and the next are linked,
and the words proposed to be deleted from
clause 67 refer to powers contained in the
Public Trustee Act. The amendments pro-
posed by the Legislative Council follow a
reconsideration of the methods used of in-
corporating power given under another
Act; namely, the Public Trustee Act. This
will be done under clause 67, whilst those
words remain. This practice apparently is
not uncommon, but it is undesirable to
have constant reference made to another
Statute; and it has also led in this in-
stance to the exclusion, or omission, of the
power of the trustees to invest moneys of
incapable persons.

This was the point raised by the member
for Subiaco when he spoke Previously
during the Committee stage of the Bill.
There is also the possibility of the over-
lapping of powers when they are referred
to in another Act as well as the legislation
before us. All the heads of powers have
now been incorporated under clause 68.
and the specific mention of the powers
conferred on the Public Trustee in respect
of the estates of incapable persons by the
Public Trustee are sought to be deleted
from this clause.

Mr. NORTON: I support the motion.
Throughout the course of these amend-
ments made by the Legislative Council we
have been changing the Act in a machinery
manner to give full power to the Master
of the Court. As far as I can see this is
simply taking power conferred on the
Public Trustee originally and bringing it
into conformity with the rest of the Act.

Question put and passed; the Coun~cil's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN
Amendment No. 14
Is as follows:-

(Mr. I. W. Manning):
made by the Council

No. 14.
Clause 8, page 36, line 35-Delete
subelause (1) and substitute the
following:-

Powers (1) The Court may. by order.
conferrable authorise or direct the manager
0n5aagn of the estate of an incapable

person to do all or any of the
following, that is to say-

(a) take possession of all
the property of the in-
capable person;

(b) demand, receive and
recover income of, and
moneys due or that
become due to. and
any compensation or
damages for injury to
the estate or the per-
son of, the incapable
person;

(c) pay any debts of, and
settle or compromise
any demand made by,
or against, the incap-
able person or against
the estate and dis-
charge any encum-
brance on the estate;

Wd invest any moneys
forming part of the
estate in any securities
in which trustees may
by law invest;

(e) sell, or grant an option
to purchase, any pro-
perty of the incapable
person, by public auc-
tion or private con-
tract. in such manner
and on such terms or
conditions and for
such purposes as the
Court, or, if the Court
so orders, the man-
ager, thinks fit;

(f) grant or concur in
granting a lease of any
property of the incap-
able person, for such
term and on such
covenants, including.
without limitation, an
option or options of
renewal, as the Court,
or, if the Court so
orders, the manager
thinks fit;

(g) surrender, or concur
in surrendering, any
lease, accept any lease,
accept the surrender
of any lease or renew
any lease;
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C(h) execute any power of
leasing vested in the
Incapable person.
where he has a limited
estate only in the
property over which
the power extends;

(i) repair, and effect any
insurance necessary
for the protection of,
any of the property of
the incapable person;,

(j) expend money in the
improvement of any
property of the incap-
able person, by way of
building or otherwise;

WIc make exchange or par-
tition of any property
of the incapable Per-
son, or in which he is
interested, and give or
receive money for
equality of exchange
or partition:

(1) carry on, or join in
carrying on, any trade
or business of the in-
capable person or in
which he is interested
and raise and employ
in the trade or busi-
ness any additional
capital to that then
employed therein:

(m) agree to the alteration
of the conditions of.
or to a dissolution of
and the distribution of
the assets of, any
partnership that the

* incapable person has
entered into or sell any
partnership interest of
that person:

(n) complete any contract
for the performance of
which the incapable
person is liable or
enter into any agree-
ment terminating his
liability thereunder:

(o) bring, and defend,
*actions, suits and

other legal proceed-
ings, in the name of
the incapable person;

(p) exercise any power or
give any consent re-
quired for the exercise
of any power, where
the power is vested in

-: the incapable person
for his own benefit or
the power of consent Is
in the nature of a

* beneficial interest in
him;

CW surrender, assign, or
otherwise dispose of.
with or without con-
sideration, any on-
erous property of the
incapable person;

Cr) sequestrate the estate
of the incapable per-
son, under the pro-
visions of the bank-
ruptey laws;

Cs) bring lands of the in-
capable person under
the operation of the
Transfer of Land Act,
1893;

Ct) surrender any policy of
life assurance of the
incapable person;

(u) apply or expend
moneys of the incap-
able person, whether
arising, from real or
personal property and
whether income or
capital, for the main-
tenance of that per-
son, of the husband or
wife of that person or
of any person wholly
or partially dependent
on that person, or f or
the maintenance, edu-
cation and advance-
ment of the children,
grandchildren or any
infant relative of that
person, in such man-
ner and to such extent
as the Court, having
regard to the circum-
stances and the value
of the estate of
that person, considers
proper and reason-
able;

Cv) expend moneys of the
incapable person -in
the purchase of a
home for that person,
or for the wife, hus-
band or children of
that person: and

(W mortgage, charge
(with or without power
of sale and on such
terms as the Court
thinks fit), deal with
or dispose of, as the
Court thinks most ex-
pedient, any property
of the incapable per-
son, for the purpose of
raising, securing or re-
paying, with or with-

*out interest, money
that is to be, or that
has been, appied to, or
for, the carrying into
effect of all or any of
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the things authorised
by the Court, under
this Part.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: This amend-
ment is consequential on the one we have
just agreed to. it incorporates all the
heads of powers of trustees under the
Mental Health Act, I move-

That amendment No. 14 made by
the Council be agreed to.

Mr. NORTON: I think the Minister
should have given us some more explana-
tion. He could have told us, for instance,
that all the subelauses in clause 68 are
reincluded in the amendment before us.
The amendment deletes the reference to
a property of greater value than £1,000.
The nine extra paragraphs added are
simply taken from the Public Trustee Act
and are in conformity with the Public
Trustee Act of today.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 15 made by the Council
is as follows:-

NO. 15.
Clause 72, page 41, line 14-Delete
the words "Public Trustee" and
substitute the word "Master".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 15 made by

the Council be agreed to.
I would refer members to subelause (1)
of clause 72. On clause 64 I mentioned
that there were three categories of trustees
-public trustees, corporate trustees, and
natural persons. Under clause 72 it is pro-
vided that a natural person who has been
appointed trustee shall lodge with the Pub-
lic Trustee full and true accounts of his
administration. That means that the
natural persai has to lodge those docu-
ments with his rival in business. It is
considered that this practice is wrong in
principle and that it would be better for
these accounts to be lodged with the
Master of the Supreme Court, who is in
an unbiased position.

Question Put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 16 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 16.
Clause 72, page 41, line 18--Delete
subclause (2) and substitute the
following:-

(2) When a manager dies, a
person having possession of any
books, papers or documents re-
lating to the estate of an in-
capable person that was being
administered by the deceased
manager shall deliver them to

163)

the court; and those books,
papers or documents shall there
be examined and disposed of in
accordance with the rules.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move--
That amendment No. 16 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This amendment is consequential on the
one we have just agreed to. Under this
provision a person having possession of the
books, papers, or documents relating to the
estate of an incapable person shall deliver
them to the court instead of to the Public
Trustee.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. IL W. Manning):
Amendment No. 17 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 17.
Clause '72, page 41., line 25-Delete
the words "Public Trustee" and sub-
stitute the word "Master".

Mr. ROSS HUITCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 17 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This isanother consequential amendment
which seeks to substitute the word
"Master" for the words "Public Trustee".

Question jut and Passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):*
Amendment No. 18 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 18.
Clause 72, page 41, line 30--Delete
the passage "1, or may be,".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 18 made by

the Council be agreed to.
As we have accepted the principle that the
Master is in a better situation to deal with
the position than the Public Trustee, the
words "or may be" are redundant.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 19 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 19.
Clause 72, page 41, lines 32 and 33-
Delete the words "Public Trustee
shall make a report thereon to the
Master who" and substitute the
word "Master".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 1.9 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This is another consequential amendment.

Question Put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. 1. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 20 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 20.
Clause 72, page 41, lines 38 and 38-
Delete the passage ", either by the
Master or the Public Trustee," and
substitute the words "by the
Master".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHLINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 20 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This is another consequential amendment.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN -(Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 21 made by the Council Is
as follows:-

No. 21.
Clause 72, page 42, lines 1, 2 and 3-
Delete the passage ", and those
accounts shall be kept, in safe
custody and preserved by the Public
Trustee for a period of not less
than twelve years".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 21 made by

the Council be agreed to.
We have already accepted the principle
which I have enunciated, and the relevant
words appearing in this clause are mean-
ingless.

Question put and passed; the Council's.
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 22 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 22.
Clause 72, page 42. line 7-Delete
the words "~Public Trustee" and sub-
stitute the word "Master".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 22 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This is a further consequential amend-
ment.

Question put and passed; the Councils
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 23 made by the Council is
as follows:-

No. 23.
Clause 72, page 42-Delete the
passage commencing with the words
"Public Trustee", in line S and
ending with the word "who" in
line 11, and substitute the word
"Mdaster".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 23 made by the

Council be agreed to.,
It is sought to substitute the word "Master"
for the passage to be deleted.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I .W. Manning):
Amendment No. 24 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 24.
Clause 72, page 42, line 16-Delete
the words "Public Trustee" and
substitue the word "Court".

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 24 made by

the Council be agreed to.
In this case it is sought to substitute the
word "Court" for the words "Public
Trustee"

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. I. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 25 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 25.
Clause '72, page 42, lines 11? to 19-
Delete the passage "and by the
Court, on the reference to the
Master, under this section, of any
question arising out of the ac-
counts,".

Mr. flOSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 25 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This is a further consequential amend-
ment.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. 1. W. Manning);
Amendment No. 26 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 26.
Clause 88, page 50, lines 1 to 4-
Delete paragraph (b) of subolause
(2).

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 26 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This amendment provides for the deletion
of paragraph (b) of clause 88 (2) and is
consequential upon agreement with the
new definition of "psychiatrist," and on
the new form of describing this class of
person. The amendment has relation to
the fact that the Medical Act is the proper
Statute to deal with these matters, and
the Medical Board is the proper authority
to deal with the registration and cancella-
tion of psychiatrists.

Question Put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. 1. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 27 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 27.
New clause-Insert after clause 88
a new clause, to stand as clause 89,
as follows:-

Medical 89. (1) The Medical Board
Board appointed under the Medical
to maintain Act, 1894, shall, for the pur-
register of poses of this Act, prepare and
Psychiatrists, maintain a register of psychia-

trists, containing the names of
every medical practitioner prac-
tising in the State who has
made a special study of, or
who has gained and maintained
special skill in the practice of,
psychiatry and who is recog-
nised by the Medical Board as
a specialist in psychiatry.

(2) Where the Medical Board
is of the opinion that a medi-
cal practitioner, whose name is
contained in the register of psy-
chiatrists prepared and main-
tained pursuant to this section,'
has ceased to be a specialist
in psychiatry, the Board shall
remove his name from that
register.

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON: I move-
That amendment No. 27 made by

the Council be agreed to.
This amendment gives rise to the altera-
tion in the definition of a psychiatrist and
to the amendment we have just agreed to.
If members will note the difference in the
definition of "psychiatrist" on page 4 of
the Bill, they will see that it ties in with
this new clause.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. 1. W. Manning):
Amendment No. 28 made by the Council
is as follows:-

No. 28.
Second schedule, page 52, lines 10
and 11-Delete the passage "uinder
section six of the Inebriates Act,
1912,' where secondly occurring in
paragraph (c) of clause 2.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: This is a
machinery amendment to the second
schedule. I move-

That amendment No. 28 made by
the Council be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Report. etc.
Resolutions reported and the report

adopted.
A committee consisting of Mr. Guthrie,

Mr. Norton, and Mr. Ross Hutchinson
(Minister for Health) drew up reasons for
not agreeing to amendment No 11 mnade
by the Council.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

CONSTITUTION ACTS
AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 11th October,
on the following motion by Mr. Court
(Minister for Industrial Development):2-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

MR. BRADY (Swan) [8.9 P.m.]: Since
taking the adjournment of this Bill I have
studied the four clauses involved. TWO
of them deal with the requisite qualifica-
tions for election to the Legislative Coun-
cil, and for those wanting to be on the
roll for the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly; and one clause deals
with the right of Australian natives to be
enrolled.

As I said before, one clause deals with
the qualifications wvith regard to election
for the. Legislative council and the quali-
fications for the Legislative Assembly.

The main alterations, as I see them, are
that previously a naturalised person would
have to wait five years before being eligible
to nominate. Now that qualification is
removed and a person will be able to nomn-
inate immediately he is naturalised.

There was in the Constitution a provi-
sion which precluded natives from having
a vote. That Situation is being altered
under this Bill. In the past, one of the
disabilities suffered by a native was that,
under a provision in section 15 of the
Constitution. he could not vote, this. pro-
vision reading-

(ii) no person who is a native accord-
ing to the interpretation of that
expression in section two of the
Native Welfare Act, 1905-1954, and
is not the holder of a certificate of
citizenship pursuant to the provi-
sions of the Natives (Citizenship
Rights) Act, 1944-1951, shall be
entitled to be registered as an
elector.

One of the aims of this Bill is to remove
that disqualification. Therefore, in effect,
the purpose of this Bill is. on the one
hand, to remove the period of five years
which naturalised people, at present, have
to wait before being entitled to nominate:
and, on the other hand, to remove the
disqualification of natives.

There is another provision in the Bill
which states that one of the qualifications
that will be required by a person to be
elected to the Legislative Council will be
for that person to be either an elector
entitled to vote at an ejection of a member
of the Legislative Assembly or qualified to
become such an elector. Some members
of the Opposition are concerned with the
wording of this provision. I have no doubt
that before this debate proceeds much
longer this fact will become evident.
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There' is one feature in relation to this
Bill which surprises me, and that is the
lack of enthusiasm on the part of the
Minister who introduced it, that Minister
being, of course, the Minister for Industrial
Development. I have never seen anyone
more silent in regard to the introduction
of legislation than was the Minister for
Industrial Development when he intro-
duced this Bill. As a matter of fact, the
Minister as a rule goes to great lengths
to expound the terms of a Bill when he
introduces It. He advises members to the
fullest, but in this case he has not been
very knowledgeable at all and has given
the members of the Opposition very little
information.

I am wondering whether there is a
reason for that. I cannot help feeling
that the Minister was not enthusiastic
about this Bill because he was beginning
to. realise that it was going to achieve
something for the natives which members
of his Government have, for years, been
saying was not required,

Mr. Court: I told you that the Min-
ister for Native Welfare would be dealing
with this matter in more detail. I was
only dealing with the law.

Mr. BRADlY: I think the Minister is
aware of the fact that certain provisions
in this Bill are going to give natives many
of the rights which we, the Opposition,
when in Government, set out to give them
in Bills introduced In 1957 and 1958. On
each of those occasions, the then Oppo-
sition, which is now the Government,
turned them down in another place.
Therefore, I can understand the Minister
not being enthusiastic about something
which he and his supporters have not
wanted in the past.

Mr. Court; What does one do to look
enthusiastic?

Mr. BRADY: What I am worried about
is the fact that the Government is letting
the Commonwealth Government take the
initiative in regard to legislation designed
to help natives. We all know that when
the Imperial Parliament gave Western
Australia sovereign rights in 1890 it laid
down certain conditions in regard to the
Constitution and what should be done in
connection with Federal rights, voting, and
so on. Then, in 1900, when the States
agreed to give certain of their rights away
to the Commonwealth, the right to deal
with natives was left to the States. The
States' representatives insisted on that.

One would have thought that in this
year of 1962 this Government would be
taking the initiative to assist the natives
rather than letting the Commonwealth
Government again take the initiative to
the disadvantage of the State. We know
that there are certain people who would
like to see the States without any rights
at all, and no doubt many from the Com-
monwealth Parliament feel that way in-
clined.

-It seems wrong to me that the Common-
wealth Government should be doing some-
thing which the State Government must
follow. It becomes ironical to me, having
been a previous Minister for Native Wel-
fare, and having introduced two Bills into
the House to give natives many rights,
including that to be placed on the -rolls.
Therefore, as I have said, I can under-
stand to some extent the lack of en-
thusiasm on the part of the Minister for
Industrial Development when he introduced
this Bill. However, to give him his due,
it may be that he thought he would be
encroaching on the prerogative of the
Minister for Native Welfare. I will accept
that as the explanation for the time being.

Whilst speaking on this Bill, I would
like the Minister for Native Welfare and
the Government to realise that they can-
not stop-at simply giving the natives the
right to vote and get into Parliament if
they feel so inclined, They must now go
on and complete the Job as it should have
been completed years ago.

I would like to know from the Minister
for Native Welfare what be will be doing
to help the natives understand this legis-
lation. Is he going to set up some tribunal
within the Native Welfare Department to
explain to natives the rights they will have
under the Bill? Does the Minister realise
that there is an obligation on him now,
and on the Government, to go ahead and
do what the natives have been doing for
themselves at Allawah Grove for the last
live or six years?

I am referring to the setting up of in-
fant health centres in various parts of th1e
State and also to the setting up of kinder-
gartens in order to encourage the natives
in all parts of the State to take their
place in society, whether this be in the
various church organisations, football
clubs, or sporting clubs.

Is the Government now going to try to
provide decent housing so that when
natives come down to the Empire Games
they will not have to go back 150 or 200
miles each day or night because no ac-
commodation has been provided for them
in the metropolitan area, as was indicated
would be the case, in an answer to a ques-
tion asked the other night? I want to
know whether the Government and the
Minister realise their responsibility in all
these matters.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearmani): I do
not think there is anything about that in
the Bill, is there?

Mr. BRADY: Mr. Speaker, indirectly
there is.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I think
the honourable member had better con-
fine himself to the Bill and not discuss
native housing.

Mr. BRADY: I will take your advice
with regard to that, Mr. Speaker, and will
not pursue the matter at this Particular
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stage; but I will raise these matters again
when we are dealing with the Electoral
Act Amendment Bill.

As this matter affects the Constitution,
I1 would like to remind the Government
that in the present session of Parliament,
or in a recent session, the matter of voting
rights for natives has been of considerable
consequence. So much so that I under-
stand that had natives been given the
right to vote and enrol some time ago.
when the Labor Party desired them to
have those rights, we would not now be
losing a seat in the House of Representa-
tives. I1 understand we will have one
member less in consequence of natives not
being enrolled or not having the rights
which they would have had under the
Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act Amend-
ment Bill which the Labor Government
was trying to have carried by both Houses
in 1957. and 1958.

On the 30th August, 1962, the Speaker
of the Federal Parliament (The Hon. Sir
John McLeay) had this to say-

I have received a letter from the
honourable member for Fremantle
(Mr. Beasley) proposing that a defin-
ite matter of urgent public importance
be submitted to the House for discus-
sion, namely-

The need for the Parliament to
legislate for a referendum to
delete from the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Australia
Section 127 and to delete the
words "other than the aboriginal
race in any State" from Section
51 paragraph XXVI.

I add the words "of the Commonwealth
Constitution". Apparently, Mr. Beazley
was given the right to introduce that
motion by virtue of 10 members standing,
and he spoke at great length on the advis-
ability of removing section 127 and words
from section 51, because they were of a
discriminatory nature. He went on to
point out that even in the House of Rep-
resentatives Western Australia would not
have gained one extra seat from natives
having those rights to which they were
entitled since birth, but at least it would
have held the number of seats it had prior
to the inquiry by the Commonwealth
Committee which Investigated the ques-
tion of seats and the quota. Therefore, this
matter is one of vital importance in this
day and age.

The following was reported in The West
Australian on the 14th May:-

The Minister, Mr. Lewis, said last
night that the new population figures
for aborigines had shown that there
were 10,000 full-bloods and about
8,000 part-natives in the State.

It would appear that approximately 18,000
natives will be entitled to vote once this
legislation is passed. I do not think any-
body will deny the fact that the time is

long overdue when these people, who are
human beings the same as ourselves, should
have this vote.

At this stage, in view of -your direction,
Mr. Speaker, I think it Is not advisable
for me to deal with these other matters,
and I will say no more. I support the
Bill in the main. I think it is very desir-
able that the provision which precludes
people from having the vote for a certain
period after naturalisatlon should be re-
moved.

Mr. W. Hegney: The provision Is In re-
spect of people not being able to stand
for the Legislative Council or the Legisla-
tive Assembly.

Mr. BRADY: That is so. I am a little
confused, because later on I propose to
deal with the Electoral Act Amendment
Bill which deals with voting rights. I
know that this particular amendment
deals with the right of persons standing
for the Legislative Council or the Legisla-
tive Assembly. I read to the House the
relevant provisions in the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act dealing with natives.
That provision will be removed by this
Bill, and I support it in its present form.

As I have already said, I am happy
about the provision that persons must be
eligible to be on the rolls before they are
able to qualify. To summarise, the follow-
ing are the necessary qualifications for a
person to be elected to the Legislative
Council: He must be a resident in Wes-
tern Australia for two years; be aged 30
years; be a naturalised subject of Her
Majesty the Queen; and an elector en-
titled to vote at an election of a member
of the Legislative Assembly, or qualified
to become such an elector. I support the
Bill.

MR. W. HEGNEY (Mt. Hawthorn)
18.27 p.mn.]: I propose to support the Bill.
First of all I would like to say that the
action of the Government is long overdue.
I know that when the Labor Government
was in office from 1953 to 1959 a number
of attempts were made to place the native
members of our community on the same
basis as far as the franchise is concerned
as that enjoyed by every other citizen
throughout Western Australia.

The records of the House will show that
on each and every occasion many argil-
men ts-some of them very specious In
character-were put up by the Opposition
to thwart the desires of the then Govern-
ment. In other words, the opposition saw
fit to oppose our moves: and It was con-
tended, amongst other things, that the
time was not ripe; that the natives wopid
not understand the meaning of the fran-
chise; and all kinds of excuses and reasons
were advanced to try to frustrate our
attempts to extend the franchise and full
citizenship to those underprivileged mem-
bers of the community. The records will
show that.
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As a matter of fact, last year the temper
of the Government was such that it pro-
posed to introduce legislation to provide
that no native in law who was born prior
to the 1st January, 1955, would ever be
entitled to rights of citizenship. This Gov-
ernment sponsored a measure of that
nature; and attempts were made by the
minister on behalf of the Government to
justify the action, Less than 12 months
ago it was contended by the present Gov-
ernment that adult natives--who, it.is now
proposed, should enjoyL the privileges of
citizenship-were not entitled to those
privileges and were not worthy of them.
flat was less than 12 months ago.,

Why has the Government changed its
attitude? Is it because it believes there
has been such a transformation in the
intelligence and the culture of the native
community that they are now entitled to
citizenship? Or is it because the Govern-
ment has been forced by public Opinion,
not only from a Commonwealth point of
view but from an international standpoint,
to extend rights of citizenship to the native
community?

The Previous speaker has said that if
section 127 of the Commonwealth Consti-
tution had been repealed, this State would
not have suffered a reduction of from nine
to eight members in its Federal Govern-
ment representation. From the inquiries
I have made, that is a fact. I say that
this has very wide implications: and if, a
few years ago, the Government of the day
had been able to have its wishes met and
have citizenship rights established for
these people-approximately 20,900 of
them-then the Commonwealth Govern-
ment would have been bound to hold a
referendum for the purpose of repealing
section 127 of the Constitution. This section
provides that in any census held by the
Bureau of Census and Statistics the
aboriginal natives shall not be counted.

I have no doubt that the Commonwealth
Government, having passed legislation to
provide for full citizenship rights for
natives, will hold -that referendum, and
that those People who are regarded as
natives in law in Western Australia and
other States *Will be entitled to full citizen-
ship and will be included in any future
census; and consequently Western Austra-
lia will be entitled to revert to at least
nine members.

Coming back to the provisions of this
Bill, there will be approximately 20,000
people who will be entitled-if they so
wish-to enjoy the privileges and the rights
which the rest of us enjoy under the West-
ern Australian Constitution. The member
for Swan mentioned that there are three
sections involved, but two of the amend-
ments are compatible with each other;
they refer to the matter of qualification
for election of members to the Legislative
Council or the Legislative Assembly.

It has been said, and rightly so, that
the Constitution sets out that a natural
horn subject or Her Majesty would be en-
titled to nominate for the Legislative Coun-
cil if he or she had resided in Western
Australia for two years and had reached
the ripe old age of 30 years. That pro-
vision still remains, and I am amazed-
it would be amusing if it were not so
serious-that the Government, while
amending this particular section of the
Constitution, did not include an amend-
ment which would bring the qualification
for a member of the Legislative Council
into line with the qualification for a mem-
ber of the Legislative Assembly.

Section 20 of the Constitution Acts
Amend ment Act refers to a person
having been resident 12 months in ,the
State and having attained the full' age
of 21 years, not 30; and I say that
the age of 21 should apply to this
section of the Act; that is, in regard
to oualification for nomination for the
Legislative Council, I know that the
matter of age is not in the Bill before us
but it is included in the section which is
being amended, and I suggest that action
be taken at this stage to provide that the
limit of 30 years be removed and the age
of 21 years be inserted in its stead.

If this Bill is passed it will mean that
the restriction of five years on a natural-
ised British subject will be removed, be-
cause under the Constitution as it now
stands, and as I interpret it, a person
coming from a non-British country would
be required to be resident for five years
in Western Australia before suiccessfully
applying for natural isation; and having
obtained the certificate of naturalisation
it would then be incumbent on him to
be resident for another, five Years before
he could nominate for a seat in the Legis-
lative Council, having regard at all times
to the fact that he must have reached
the age of 30 years. For the Legislative
Assembly the same restriction applies
except that the person mnust have attained
the age of 21 years before he could nomi-
nate for a seat.

The amendment to section 15 of the
Act proposes to repeal this restriction which
reads-

Provided also that-
(ii no person who is a native

according to the interpreta-
tion of that expression in
section two of the Native Wel-
fare Act, 1905-1954, and is not
the holder of a certificate of
citizenship pursuant to the
provisions of the Natives
(Citizenship Rights) Act,
1944-1951, Ehal be entitled to
be registered as an elector:

It is proposed to delete that subsection-
and I am in full agreement-because if
the Electoral Act is to be amended to re-
move the restriction then it is necessary
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that this Particular Proviso be deleted
from the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act.

In effect, if this Bill is passed it will
mean that a person who is now regarded
as a. native in law would be entitled to
qualify as a candidate for a Legislative
Council seat if that particular person had
reached the age of 30 years, and would be
entitled to nominate for a Legislative
Assembly seat if he had reached the age
of 21 Years; although reference to 30 years
is not in the Bill. I think it is not wise
and not right that in these days-and in-
cidentally this 30-year limit was put into
the Constitution nearly 70 years ago--
when there are plenty of men and women
in this community who have university
degrees at 21 or 22 Years, that a person
should be 30 years of aee before nominat-
ing for the Legislative Council. I think
it is most Inconsistent, and I hope the
Oovernmenit will give further consideration
to amending that particular section.

To revert to the implications in this
measure I say that this Government is
not imbued with any idea whatsoever to
extend the rights of citizenship to persons
in this community who do not already
enjoy them. I say that unequivocally and
I make no apology. I will take a lot of
convincing that this Government has
made the move at this stage for any rea-
son other than that It is being forced to
extend to about 20,000 people of this State
the rights which the rest of us enjoy. When
I was Minister for Native Welfare and in-
troduced Bills to try to extend to the
native community the franchise and re-
move the blot on the Constitution. I was
amazed when we were confronted with
tremendous and violent opposition at all
imes from prominent members who were

then in Opposition and who now adorn
the Government benches.

Even at this late stage it is very pleas-
ing to know that there has been a change
of attitude and perhaps a change of heart.
In the future the blot on our system and
on our Constitution will be removed and
these under-privileged subjects of the
community will be entitled to enjoy the
same privileges as we have.

I recollect an incident which is quite
relevant. I was a shearer in my younger
years and for a whole season I had as a
mate one of the whitest men I ever met.
He was a half-caste, and he was a native
in law. He had a fair education, but
because he was a native in law he was not
entitled to go into a hotel, or to vote,
because he was regarded, as far as the
Government of the day was concerned, and
by the people, as an outcast. Yet he had
intelligence, standing, and culture. He
knew what he was doing, but he was not
entitled to do any of those things I have
mentioned.

I had another experience of a man who
was the A.W.U. representative on the rail-
way between Port Hedland and Marble Bar.

I tried to get one white man on to the roll
and he said, "I won't get on because they
might slug me for taxation." The A.W.U.
representative, who was a half-caste,
wanted to know why he was paying taxes,
and rates in Fort Hedland, the same as
the other workers on the job, but he was
regarded as an outcast and was not entitled
to be recognised as a citizen.

Those are not isolated cases. I know of
men who are natives in law and who refuse
to apply for citizenship under the Natives
(Citizenship Rights) Act, because they will
not degrade themselves by applying for a
license to be a citizen. They are not
foreigners; they have been born and bred
in this country, and they take the view that
they are entitled to be regarded as citizens
without having to apply for naturalisation

I hope that this Bill, and the one which
accompanies it, will be passed, and that the
blot and the slur on these people will be
removed. I know that a few years ago
there were many provisions in the Native
Administration Act which were most
reprehensible and objectionable to quite a
number of our under-privileged citizens,
and we were able to remove a lot of the
deadwood from that Act. But there are
still some objectionable provisions remain-
ing, and the principle contained in this Bill
will remove one of them. I think the
measure will be well received by the people
concerned, and I think it will also have
international implications; because a State
Government, or the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment, could not go on indefinitely send-
ing its representatives to the United
Nations Organisation while thousands of
its own native-born people were denied the
same rights of citizenship as those apply-
ing to white people.

I have pleasure in supporting the Bill,
and I hope it will be passed. I hope the
next Bill will also be passed, with slight
amendments, and that in the future these
under-privileged people will realise that
the Government, despite its continued
hesitation and its frequent objection and
opposition, has at last seen the light and
that they-the under-privileged people-
will be able to enjoy the same franchise
and the same rights that every other memn-
ber of this community has in regard to
elections.

I know that some people will say, "What
do they know about voting?" We have
nothing to preen ourselves about in this
regard, because in the Commonwealth
Parliament and in the six State Parlia-
ments it has been found necessary to
introduce compulsory voting and com-
pulsory enrolment for the white com-
munity. Every member would have been
told by some of his electors that they
would not go to the polls unless voting
were compulsory: and this is demon-
strated by the difference between Legis-
lative Council elections and Legislative
Assembly elections. Legislative Assembly
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elections are on a compulsory basis, and
Legislative Council elections are on an
optional ba-sis, and with one the voting is
about 94 per cent, and with the other about
40 per cent.

So do not let us use as an argument
that the natives will not know what they
are voting for; because, unfortunately,
there are thousands of people who are now
on the roll in all electorates who would
not vote at all unless they were forced to
do so. in many cases the fine of £2 is
the deciding factor. I hope the Bill will
be carried, and also the Bill accompanying
it, so that at least one blot on our society
will be removed.

:MR. GRAHJAM (Balcatta) 18.45 p.m.J:
It is most unlikely there will be any.member of this Chamber speaking in op-
position to the important principle con-
tained in this Bill and the one which ac-
companies it. This piece of legislation, as
has already been pointed out, has some-
thing to do with the case of new Austra-
lians who have been naturalised, and their
right to stand for Parliament. But the
important principle is, of course, the clause
which deals with the right of natives to
vote for the Legislative Council. I agree
with the previous speakers who have been
critical of the Minister in introducing the
Bill. FHowever belatedly, this is surely a
milestone in the electoral history of West-
ern Australia; yet we find the Minister,
when introducing the Bill, had this and
this only to say-

Clause 2. amends section 15 of the
Act by the deletion of paragraph (ii)
of the second proviso. This proviso dis-
qualifies any Australian native, who is
not the holder of a certificate of citi-
zenship. 'from being enrolled as an
elector for the Legislative Council.

The amendment will remove this
disqualification and will permit -Aus-
tralian natives to be enrolled as elec-
tors for the Legislative Council, pro-
vided, of course, they have the neces-
sary qualifications for enrolment.

That was the full extent of the Minister's
contribution when introducing this history-
making Bill so far as our coloured cousins
are concerned.

-Mr. Court: There are two Bills.
Mr. GRAHAM: I say the Minister ought

to be ashamed of himself, and so should
the Government. The Minister should
hang his head in shame.

Mr. Court: 'There are two Bills, and I
said the Minister for Native Welfare would
deal in detail with the provisions of the
other legislation. Don't forget there arc
two Bills.

Mr. GRAHAM: I realise there are two
Bills. No mention whatever was made of
the Minister for Native Welfare when this
Bill was introduced. In any event, surely
we are entitled to more than what is the

sum total of one-half of one minute, tell-
ing us no more than what appears in the
Bill itself, which any of us, as we have all
been to school, can read.

Mr. Court: There is more detail about
native voting in the Bill which the Min-
ister for Native Welfare will deal with in
detail.

Mr, GRAHAM: This is not a kindergar-
ten. This is the first of two Bills to in-
troduce a most important principle into
our so-called democratic way of life in
Western Australia. But apparently it did
not warrant even one word of commenda-
tion; no reasons were given for the Gov-
ernment's change of heart; no apology to
these people who have for so long been
denied the right to vote.

mr.. Court: Drivel!
Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister does not

like this, but it is perfectly true.
Mr. Court: It is not a question of not

liking it. The Minister for Native Wel-
fare will deal with the native welfare side
of it, as is quite proper.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister represents
the Minister for Justice in this House,
and he introduced a Bill for the purpose
of amending the Constitution which,
among ether things, gives a right to per-
sons who are classified as natives.' Surely
a Bill of that importance warrants some
reasons; or was it distasteful to the Min-
ister?

M.Court: Nothing of the sort. I ex-
plained why.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister ought to
apologise to everybody in this Chamber for
the fact that he and his colleagues, over
very many years, have been voting against
this very reform, and that thousands of
people who have been denied, and who are
still denied the right to vote would have
been voting years ago were it not for the
Liberal and Country parties.

Mr. Court: Nonsense! It was nothing of
the sort.

Mir. GRAHAM: Perhaps that was too
distasteful, and the Minister preferred not
to say anything about the history of it,
or what it would do, lest some member of
the Opposition should interject and say,
"Why the change of heart? Why is there
merit in natives being given the right to
vote in the year 1962-63 when they were
denied that right last year. the year before,
10 years ago, 20 years ago?" and so on,
because of the votes of the Liberal and
Country Party members. Unless there is
sheer hypocrisy being shown on the part
of members of the Government at the mo-
ment there ought to be some good and
substantial reason given by the Govern-
ment for its somersault and change of
heart. However, I suppose one asks one-
self such questions unnecessarily, because
it is perfectly true that in the history of
Western Australia, as indeed in other parts,
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the conservative political parties have been
responsible for putting the brakes on pro-
gress.

For instance, we know perfectly well the
bank officers could have had a five-day
working week five or ten years earlier than
they did had it not been for the obstructive
policies of Liberal and Country Party mem-
bers. But after a lapse of years and years
the Government finds something to sup-
port in the measures which, over the years,
it has consistently rejected.

Mr. Brand: What is stopping the Labor
Government in New South Wales from
granting a five-day week to bank officers in
that State?

Mr. GRAHAM: Whatever we say and
whatever we think has no influence in New
South Wales. What matters is what we
say and how we vote in Parliament. The
member for Cottesloe had better stand up
and ask himself why he voted against the
legislation when it was introduced by a
Labor member; and then, finally and be-
latedly, introduced the legislation himiself
because it became a political hot potato.

Mr. Brand: Not on your life!
Mr. GRAHAM: And further, the Govern-

ment introduced the legislation for the
purpose of appeasing the bank officers a
few months before polling day. There was
no reason for its introduction in 1961 as
against its rejection half a dozen times
several years earlier. Now approaches are
being made to the Government, as they
have been over the last few years, in re-
spect of granting three weeks' annual
leave-

The SPEAKER. (Mr. Hearman): Order!
The honourable member cannot proceed
along those lines; that has nothing to do
with the Constitution.

Mr. GRAHAM: It has everything to do
with it, if I may differ.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Order! II
am not going to be spoken to in that man-
ner in this Chamber.

Mr. Brand: He is putting on a show, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. J. Hegney: What about other memn-
bers?

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Order!
When I call a member to order I expect
complete silence from other members of
the Chamber. I am not going to allow
any member flatly to contradict me as the
member for Balcatta has Just done. If
he wishes to continue his speech he will
apologise and confine his remarks to the
Bill.

Mr. GRAHAM: In all humility I submit
that I am entitled to show that the Gov-
ernment has been remiss and-

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Order!
The honourable member must not flatly
contradict me as he did. That is the
point I am taking now.

Mr. GRAHAM: Surely I am entitled to
my point of view!

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): You
are entitled to your point of view, but you
are not entitled flatly to contradict the
Speaker and say he is wrong. I said that
Your remarks had nothing to do with the
Hill, and you said they did. I will not be
spoken to like that. You will either
apologise or sit down.

Mr. GRAHAM: I insist on my right to
make my address.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): You
have every right to make Your address but
that does not entitle You to contradict
the Speaker as you did.

Mr. GRAHAM:
for a few moments
strated to you why
tinent to the Bill.

Had You been patient
I would have demon-
my remarks were per-

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I am
not going to argue with you. I am merely
suggesting that you apologise for contra-
dicting me.

Mr. GRAHAM: I feel that that is un-
necessary.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Don't
You wish to continue Your speech, because
this is your last chance?

Mr. GRAHAM: On what point do you
wish to reprimand me?

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I seek
to reprimand you for directly contradict-
ing and disobeying the Chair. The autho-
rity of the Speaker must be upheld.

Mr. GRAHAM: Very well, if I must
satisfy You, and if the way to satisfy you
is not to persist with my point of view.
then I forthwith cease. But, Mr. Speaker,
may I submit to you that if I amn en-
deavouring to establish that this Govern-
ment has been responsible for allowing
delays to continue in overdue social re-
form-of which this is a classic example
-and without going into the details of
the other matters Surely I am entitled to
make reference to show that this is the
culmination of a whole series of offeaces
by the Government against society?

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I bore
with you that far, but when you com-
menced referring to three weeks' annual
leave I thought that wvas going a little
too far.

Mr. GRAHAM: All I desired to do by
making that reference was to indicate to
the Government that whilst it is denying
that right to workers at the moment, be-
fore long it will become an accomplished
fact. That is my opinion and to that ex-
tent it adds to the total of industrial re-
forms this Government has been respon-
sible for retarding. I am sorry, Sir, if I
have incurred your displeasure in seeking
to emphasise that point.
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Now, returning more particularly to the
impact of this Bill, what do we find at this
late hour? As the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn has pointed out, instead of Western
Australia, wvhich has a considerably large
native population, being able to gain some
credit for having taken action in respect
of its coloured citizens, this Government
is now giving these people the right to
vote only because the Commonwealth has
already agreed to do so. If the Common-
wealth had deferred action in this respect
for another five or ten years, no doubt the
Liberal and Country Parties forming this
Government would have delayed action
for that period.

Even so, whilst we are prepared to grab
crumbs if there is nothing else offering,
why does not the Government do the de-
cent thing and grant these people citizen-
ship? As a Government or as an Opposi-
tion we have always maintained that a
great many of the better types of coloured
persons refuse to lose their dignity by
applying for something that is a make-
shift. AS the member for Mt. Hawthorn
said, it is a dog-collar license-a permit
for a. native to become a citizen of the
country in which he was born; and many
natives have refused, on principle, to apply
for citizenship rights. I am certain there
will be the same response following this
legislation; that is. that whilst it is offer-
ing to these people the right and entitle-
ment to become enrolled, because they are
still not regarded as citizens of Australia
-and, more Particularly, of Western Aus-
tralia-there will be refusals in abundance.

Therefore, I Put it to the members of
the Government that unless they have no
hearts and no feeling for their fellow men,
why not take the full and proper step of
granting full citizenship as a right to these
persons? Why has not the Government
gone as tar as that? Apparently it is
asking too much because these people will,
in the eyes of the law, still be second-
class citizens. They will not be enjoying
the fundamental rights that all of us en-
joy, merely because they are dark-skinned.

So I cannot develop any great enthu-
siasm for this Bill notwithstanding it is a
step forward, however much belated. I
can appreciate that the Government is
not very enthusiastic about, as I say,
trapesing along behind the Commonwealth
Government. This Government has not
any desire to help these people. Indeed,
from memory, I think there was a classic
address given at a Country Party conifer-
ence dealing with this matter, where one
of the delegates spoke in opposition to the
proposal that natives should be granted
the right to vote, because in his opinion
too many of them would vote for the
Labor candidates.

Mr. Lewis: How many said that?
Mr. GRAHAM: I do not know.
Mr. Lewis: How many said the opposite?

Mr. GRAHAM: I said that a delegate
was reported as having said that.

Mr. Lewis: You can get a delegate from
any organisation to say that in a minority
of one.

Mr. GRAHAM: I spoke in the singular.
Mr. Lewis: You will get such a thing

in any organisation.
Mr. GRAHAM: If the Minister wants

me to go further, all I need do is to
Point the finger at every single Country
Party member since I have been a mem-
ber of this Parliament.

Mr. Lewis: You would not worry any-
body by pointing a finger at him.

Mr. GRAHAM: That is what the Min-
ister thinks; and he is entitled to his
opinion. But the Minister is not pre-
Pared to argue against me that the
natives have not had the right to vote
before, because of the votes of Country
Party members.

Mr. Lewis: They are going to g et it now.
Mr. GRAHAM: What is the merit in

1962, that was missing a few years ago?
Mr. Lewis: Do you say* there should

never be any change, because it was not
done 40 or 50 years ago?

Mr. GRAHAM: No. But I am not happy
about People who consistently oppose
reforms, and without any change of specific
circumstances are Prepared to turn a som-
ersault. I make the charge that this was
done on political grounds only, on this
occasion; because the Government was not
Prepared to stand up to what it would have
had to face if these People were entitled
to vote under Commonwealth law, but
were denied the same Privilege under
State law. In other words, a conservative
Commonwealth Government is miles ahead
of this reactionary Government of Western
Australia.

Mr. J. Hegney: The criticism comes from
U.N.O.

Mr. GRAHAM: And a lot of other quar-
ters as well. There is nobody on the other
side of the Chamber who can deny that
had it not been for the Commonwealth
introducing its amending legislation we
would never have had this legislation be-
fore us now.

Mr. Lewis: You are only guessing.
Mr. GRAHAM: I have recollections of

the Government telling this Chamber last
Year that it would introduce legislation
after the Commonwealth had done so.

Mr. Brand: That is so.
Mr. Court: And for a good reason.
Mr. GRAHAM: Therefore, had the Com-

monwealth delayed another year the State
would have delayed action in this State
for another year.

Mr. Brand: Not necessarily.
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Mr. GRAHAM: So members of the Min-
istry, in trying to be clever in their inter-
jections and denials, have put their foot
right into it.

Mr. Lewis: No, they haven't!
Mr. GRAHAM: Oh yes they have, be-

cause there has been no denial of my as-
sertion that a statement was made in this
Chamber to the effect that this Govern-
ment would introduce legislation after the
Commonwealth had done so. That is the
answer, not from me, but from the Govern-
ment itself. I have been handed a cony of
the newspaper report of the event, only
about two months ago, wherein a Country
Party delegate was a little scared that
there might be too many Labor voters
amongst the native people.

Mr. Lewis: No-one. denied that; we ad-
mitted that. It was a minority of one.

Mr. GRAHAM: Apparently there is
something stirring the conscience of the
Minister for Education, because when I
first made mention of this newspaper re-
port I said, "A speaker at a Country Party
conference." That is surely in the singular.

Mr. Lewis: You are welcome to what you
can get out of it.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister is appar-
ently trying to make out that I suggested
there were many delegates. It is UP to
the Minister for Education to check what
I said from the reports of the parliament-
ary proceedings. The Minister must be on
edge a little to be getting so concerned and
in endeavouring to make something out of
what I did not in fact say.

Mr. Lewis: Do not kid yourself!
Mr. GRAHAM: I do not think there is

any need for the Minister to start getting
rude.

Mr. Lewis: Don't think you can get me
on edge!

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Order!

Mr. GRAHAM: The minister must have
been on edge, because he has certainly been
biting for the last 10 minutes. The Minis-
ter has been notoriously silent. If we can
take the Minister for Railways at his word,
the Minister for Native Welfare was going
to tell us all about this and its implication
in respect of the native.

Mr. Court: So he will, on the Electoral
Bill.

Mr. GRAHAM: I wonder, then, why there
is provision in this Bill, which gives the
right to vote to natives for candidates for
the Legislative Council. Surely we are en.
titled to have something with regard to
the Government's viewpoint on this legis-
lation.

Mr. Court: it is as simple as this: We
are giving them voting rights; and if YOU
spoke for an hour and a half it would
not get you any further.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister did not
even indicate whether he and the Govern-
ment were in favour of the Bill.

Mr. Court: Of course we are! No Gov-
ernment introduces a Bill it does not want
passed.

Mr. GRAHAM: Let us get our records
clear in that respect. There was legislation
during the last Parliament, and I venture
to suggest there will be legislation intro-
duced during the life of this Parliament,
in connection with which the Minister, or
Ministers, when introducing it into this
Chamber have gone and will go to great
pains to say that it is non-party legislation,
and that members are free to vote as they

Mr. Court: As other Governments have
done.

Mr. GRAHAM: Of course. But why all
the denials in connection with this legisla-
tion? The Minister did not indicate that
this had his wholehearted blessing, or that
the Government was determined to see it
through, and that it expects its supporters
and, indeed, the Opposition, to rally be-
hinda this legislation.

Mr. Court: We will be voting solidly for
it. I do not know whether you are oppos-
ing it.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am thankful for small
mercies. But I have never known an im-
portant piece of legislation such as this
to be introduced without one reason being
given for its introduction. That is the
pathetic fact 'of the situation.

Mr. Heal: There is only one reason-that
the Commonwealth Government intro-
duced it first.

Mr. GRAHAM: As a inatter of fact even
that was not mentioned, if my memory
serves me right.

Mr. Court: You read both speeches.
Mr. GRAHAM: I am certain the Speaker

would call me to order if I started debat-
ing the other Bill. This is the measure
before us now. I repeat: Instead of merely
giving voting rights, as is the purpose of
this legislation, the Government should
have introduced legislation to give these
people full citizenship rights as their birth-
right; then automatically they would have
been entitled to vote.

So the attitude of this Government and
its political parties means, first, that some
thousands of fellow citizens-albeit with
skins of a slightly different hue-have
been for Years denied the right to vote
for parliamentary representatives, not-
withstanding the fact that they are sub-
ject to all the laws; and indeed are sub-
ject to laws which are very much harsher
than those to which we are subject.
Secondly, as has been well explained this
evening, because of the reactionary nature
of the Liberal and Country Parties in
Western Australia the State has one
member less in the national Parliament.
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Mr. Lewis: You are quite sure of that?
Mr. GRAHAM: Yes. I have already in-

dicated it is exceedingly likely, based on
previous experience, that many of the
most worthy of those entitled to vote will
not take advantage of their opportunity to
enrol, and subsequently to vote, because,
to use the term I employed earlier, they
would still be regarded as second-class
citizens; and they are not prepared to
accept that.

I wonder if. in a more conciliatory tone,
I can ask the Government through the
Minister representing the Electoral De-
partment, or the Minister representing the
Department of Native Welfare, whether it
is the intention of the Government to take
steps, as I understand the Common-
wealth Government intends to take, to
educate these people, who will now have
a greater degree of citizenship than they
hitherto had, in the matter of enrolment
and its significance; the importance of
voting at elections; the effect that voting
can have on them; and parliamentary
machinery. Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to give them some elementary in-
struction in a non-political manner? Of
course, later on the Political Parties can
set about the new electors in the same
way as they have set about the other
electors in this State.

.Mr. Lewis: We have been doing that for
months.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am thinking in parti-
cular about Government departments
campaigning for the purpose of encourag-
ing as many of them as possible to receive
such instruction. It has been suggested
to me by one of the native community
that not a great deal can be achieved by
sending white men among the native
people with a view to gaining their con-
fidence in respect of this matter. Without
traversing the details, for a long time the
Coloured folk have been at the receiving
end, and they have reason to be suspicious
and distrustful. They ;vould be far hap-
Pier with, and more receptive to, repre-
sentations from one of their own commun-
ity.

I repeat that the Government might give
serious consideration-and I am in no
sense critical of the Government in this
respect-to appointing a Panel of white
and Coloured persons who shall be given
initial instructions and delegated the task
and responsibility of going out in pairs-
a white and a Coloured person-into the
native camps and settlements. In many
cases, a white person going by himself
could not gain the confidence of the
natives in the same way as a native, who
was in close contact with them, could by
answering their queries and supplying
them with information.

I am unable to give details of the
scheme being employed by the Common-
wealth Government, but it is worthy of

the consideration of this Government to
do the same as the Commonwealth is
doing. I do not mean that the scheme
should be implemented in the ordinary
performance of the functions of the De-
partment of Native Welfare. I suggest that
a liaison be established between the Elec-
toral Department and the Department of
Native Welfare, so that persons chosen for
their personal attributes and knowledge
could be Put through a school of instruc-
tion and then embarked on their task
among the native population. They would
then be able to give answers to all the
questions that might be asked.

The Coloured people are nervous and
suspicious to a degree which we do not
understand. I am not pretending that I
do. The centuries of life in their primitive
state; the unhappy times the native popu-
lation spent under white domination: the
many unfortunate instances of colour
prejudice displayed not only in the Stat-
utes, but also in the behaviour of the
white Population, must have some effect
upon the Coloured people. They would feel
much happier if a member of their own
community were to approach them to ex-
plain the procedure and importance of
enrolment, and of voting at elections, and
also the responsibility which is involved in
enrolling.

Having been enrolled there will be a
responsibility on them to 'vote. In their
enthusiasm some might take their first
step, only to find that subsequently they
fall into difficulties and are fined for failure
to vote. Whilst I do not anticipate any
member of this House will speak against
or vote against the Bill, nevertheless my
remarks are justified.

Because this Bill has been introduced
belatedly, this House is entitled to more
explanation on its impact, on the reasons
for its introduction, and about other cir-
cumstances connected with the Bill, than
the few short lines which were read by
the Minister. The Bill only goes part of
the way. We have become accustomed to
take what little is offered by the Govern-
ment, and we on this side hope that before
long further steps will be taken along the
path of progress.

This Government has done a disservice
in many directions; and wvhilst the intro-
duction of this Bill may be some form of
repentance, I thought the Government
would have made a greater improvement
in respect of the Coloured people than it
is seeking to do under the Hill. I pay no
tribute or compliment to the Government.

Mr. Lewis: We do not expect that from
you.

Mr. GRAHAM: There is no justification
for doing so. If I were to pay a com-
pliment it would be to the Commonwealth
Liberal Government for its initiative in
introducing legislation, as a result of which
this Government was compelled to intro-
duce the Bill before us because it did not
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have the stomach to face the music if it
failed to follow behind its Federal counter-
part.

MRt. GRAYDEN (South Perth) t9.17
p.m.]: I listened with great interest to
the contributions made by the three pre-
vious speakers-the member for Swan, the
member for Mt. Hawthorn, and the mem-
ber for Balcatta. I cannot help but feel
that almost every statement they made
was nonsensical in the extreme. What they
said amounted to a cheap attempt by the
Opposition to get on the Government band
wagon in respect of this particular matter.

Mr. Graham: You are 20 years too late.

Mr. GRAYDEN: There has been respon-
sible Government in Western Australia
for 60 years or more, and Labor Govern-
ments have been in and out of office dur-
ing all that time. Yet it remained for a
Liberal-Country Party Government in the
year 1962 to introduce this legislation. All
the attempts made by the Opposition in the
past were of no avail, because in no in-
stance was the legislation, which the Op-
position introduced, put forward with the
idea of being successful. The Opposition
submitted Bills which it knew would be
defeated in another place. Tt did that in
a cheap attempt to gain votes: and it at-
tempted to foist something on the com-
munity for which the community was not
prepared-something even to the detriment
of the people whom the Opposition was
ostensibly trying to help. Virtually the
Opposition was attempting to buy votes.

The member for Balcatta said last year
that this Government introduced a mea-
sure to extend voting rights to natives.
He referred to that measure in an ex-
tremely derogatory manner, as though
the Government had taken that step to
give a sop to the native population of this
State.

Mr. Graham: Strangely, I did not men-
tion that last year.

Mr: GRAYDEN: I am sorry; I meant
the member for Mt. Hawthorn. He re-
ferred derogatively to that attempt to in-
crease the voting rights of natives in this
State.

Mr. W. Hegney: I said-
The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearinan): Order!
Mr. W. Hegney: I said-
The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): floes

the honourable member wish to stay in
the Chamber or not? I am not going to
call order four times.

Mr. W. Hegney: I was answering the
interjection of the member for South
Perth.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): The
honourable member is interjecting himself.
It was not an interjection from the mem-
ber for South Perth. He is making a
speech; he has the floor. The honourable
member may proceed.

Mr. GRAYDEN: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. The legislation the Government
introduced last year was a step in the
right direction, and the Opposition can-
not deny that: nor can it deny the advis-
ability of introducing legislation which
goes only part of the way. We had an
instance this session of the Opposition
applauding that type of action. I refer to
the amendment to the Education Act
which was introduced earlier this session.
The amendment proposed to increase the
school-leaving age, and the member for
Mt. Hawthorn applauded the legislation.
He said that it did not go far enough and
used these specific words, "It was at least
a step in the right direction." If he used
that argument in respect of the amend-
ment to the Education Act, then surely he
must use the same argument in respect of
the attempt of the Government last year
to increase the voting rights of natives.
As I mentioned earlier, that was a step in
the right direction; and that was why the
Government introduced it. Notwithstand-
ing that that was the case, the Opposition
opposed it.

In his speech the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn also made the statement that there
was a great deal of deadwood in the Native
Welfare Act and that various Labor Gov-
ernments had done a great deal to remove
that deadwood. He gave the impression
that non-Labor Governments had made
no attempt of that kind, but that is not
the case. I can remember not long ago
in this House making strenuous attempts
when the Labor Government was in office
to have two particularly vicious sections
removed from the Native Welfare Act.
One section gave the Commissioner of
Native Welfare power to take children.
away from native parents: and the other
section gave the commissioner power to
take away property from natives. Both
of these sections were inimical to the in-
terests of the aborigines in Western Aus-
tralia.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): The
honourable member may only make pass-
ing reference to that matter; he cannot
make a speech on it.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I will close on that
point and relate it to the statement made
by the member for Mt. Hawthorn by say-
ing this: Because of the Opposition's at-
titude to sections of that kind In an Act.
the member for Mt. Hawthorn cannot
come along at this stage and give the
impression that this Government was not
interested in portions of the Act which
are contrary to the interests of natives.

In the past, voting rights have not been
something that could be foisted on all
sections of the community in Western Aus-
tralia; and that has been the reason why
no Government has been able to get legis-
lation of this kind passed through this
Parliament: nor has it desired to get it
passed. It Is all very well for us in the
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metropolitan area to say that the abor-
igines should have full voting rights. Al-
most without exception we believe they
should have these rights-and have be-
lieved so for many years. However, there
are other sections in the community which
have thought otherwise.

For instance, the pastoralists are
in close contact with aborigines. They
get on extremely well with them; they
look after them; and they get loyalty
in return. However, in those parts
a different atmosphere exists. Otherwise,
we would have the situation which we
have recently seen flare up in the 'United
States of America because the Govern-
ment is trying to foist something on the
people, and public opinion is not ready for
it.

Mr. Oldfleld: What do you mean by
"foist"?

Mr. GRAYDEN: Public opinion in Wes-
tern Australia has not been ready for
natives to have voting rights; otherwise
the legislation would have passed through
Parliament long ago.

Mr. Oldfield: I remember you support-
ing it five or six years ago.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I have always supported
it. That was why I supported the legis-
lation that this Government introduced
last year. It was a step in the right direc-
tion. However, the fact remains that the
Oppbsition today criticised the Govern-
ment for this particular measure. The
Opposition says the Government is only
lukewarm about it and should have in-
troduced the legislation years ago.

Mr. Graham: You can say that again!I
Mr. GRAYDEN: We know that in West-

ern Australia the areas inhabited by most
of our aborigines are not represented by
Liberal members-they are represented by
Labor members. During the last State
election the Leader of the Opposition went
to great pains to point out to the people
of this State that in the north-west the
Liberal Party and Country Party did not
even bother to put forward candidates. All
of the seats concerned were held by Labor
members, and it is in those areas where
the great bulk of the native population
resides. In those circumstances, is it not
an extraordinary thing that the Opposi-
tion should criticise the Government for
its failure to act in respect of aborigines,
when members of the Labor Party have
been representing those people for many
years?

The member for Kimberley has about
2,000 aborigines within his electorate, and
the member for Pflbara has a couple of
thousand in his. Are not those the par-
liamentary representatives who over the
past few years, should have been pushing
in this House for voting rights for the
natives? It should not be the metropolitan

members, who have perhaps 12 to 14
aborigines in their electorates. When the
Government introduced this legislation last
year it wvas a step in the right direction,
but the Opposition opposed it. Once this
Bill is passed by Parliament and voting
rights are given to the natives, it will -be
the equivalent of giving them full citizen-
ship rights.

Mr. Graham: Why?

Mr. GRAYDEN: The member for Bal-
catta says, "Why?)" Once the natives have
voting rights we can be assured that the
Labor members who represent them will
virtually bend over backwards and do the
right thing by them. Therefore, all the
other privileges such as full citisenship
rights, which are denied them at the
moment, will come along almost auto-
matically once the , natives have voting
rights.

Mr. Graham: Why not give it to them
today?

Mr. GRAYDEN: Let us give them voting
rights first and the next step will be full
citizenship rights and the granting of
other privileges.

Mr. Graham: What is wrong with today?

Mr. GRAYDEN: The natives would have
had these privileges, together with full
voting rights, had the Labor members who
represent the bulk of these people carried
out their duties assiduously. Because the
natives in the north-west have not had
voting rights, the Labor members who rep-
resent them have not worried about them.
But give them voting rights, as this Bill
proposes, and the natives will have all the
privileges from which they are now de-
barred.

Mr. Graham: It will be interesting to
hear the member for Narrogin presently
then.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I do not want to -con-
tinue in that strain.

Mr. Heal: Because you are off the beam:
that is why.

Mr. GRAYDEN: However, the member
for Balcatta made reference to a couple
of matters to which I think a reply should
be made. For instance, he read an ex-
tract from the speech of the Minister for
Railways, which he made when introduc-
ing this legislation. Certainly there was
not very much of it.

Mr. Heal: You can say that again!

Mr. GRAYDEN: But we must not over-
look the fact that when the Minister in-
troduced it he went to great pains to
emphasise that he was not going to deal
to any great extent with the question as
it related to natives because the Minister
for Native Welfare, who would follow-

Mr. Graham: Would follow when?

1738
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Mr. GRAYDEN: -would do so. There-
fore, why should the member for Balcatta
at this stage criticise the Minister for be-
ing lukewarm about the Bill when he In-
troduced it, when all he was trying to do
was refrain from usurping the Tight of
the Minister for Native Welfare? I feel
we should applaud the Minister for Rail-
ways for his action in that regard rather
than criticise him as has been done by the
member for Balcatta.

Mr. Graham: But we are still waiting.
We have not heard from him.

Mr. ORAYDEN: Members will hear him
very shortly.

Mr. Graham: When? When all mem-
bers of the Opposition have spoken? It
will be too late then.

Mr. Lewis: There are two Bills.
Mr. Graham: But what about this one?
Mr. GRAYDEN: The other Bill will be

dealt with very shortly and the Minister
will then deal at great length with this
question. The member for Balcatta also
made reference to some obscure member
of the Country Party who, some months
ago at a Country Party convention, made
a statement to the effect that he did not
believe in giving voting rights to natives
because they might vote for Labor. Had
the statement been made by the Leader
of the Country Party-

Mr. Oldfleld: Him! He would not even
defend a member of his own party!

Mr. GRAYDEN: -or by a member of
the Parliamentary Labor Party, the mem-
her for Balcatta would have had some-
thing to criticise. But what happened
was that at a Country Party convention
or conference one lone farmer made this
statement on which the member for Hal-
catta hangs his hat.

Mr. Graham: I quoted it as being from
one speaker only.

Mr. GRAYDEN: It is a compliment to
the Government that not one member of
the Country Party or of the Liberal Party
has ever made a statement like the One
to which the member for Balcatta has
taken exception. No member of the Op-
position can find one statement along
these lines which has ever been made by
any member of the Government, and to
which exception could be taken. The
member for Balcatta, has to look to one
obscure member of the Country Party-
and not the Parliamentary Country Party
at that-to find a statement of that kind.

Mr. Graham: I will send that chap a
copy of your references to him. I think
he would be interested.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The statement to
which the member for Balcatta has made
reference is to the effect that if voting
rights were given to the aborigines, too
many of them might vote Labor. Of
bourse that is not the position. When we

realise this we know that that is the crux
of the matter and that is why the Labor
Party has never wanted this legislation to
go through.

Mr. Graham: That is why we intro-
duced it-for the fun of it. of course!I
How silly can you get!

Mr. GRAYDEN: The Country Party
and the Liberal Party have the numbers
and therefore the two parties are in Goy-
erment.

Mr. Heal: Unfortunately!
Mr. GRAYDEN: The Labor Party

knows that many of the seats it holds are
north-west seats and that the majority
of the population in those electorates--
such as Pilbara-are aborigines. In
the Pilbara electorate there are a few
hundred white people, but there are over
2,000 aborigines. The same applies to
other electorates--there is a tremendous
number of aborigines in the north. That
is why the Labor Party, although making
a pretence of wanting this legislation to
go through-does not want it to go
through.

Mr. Graham: We have always voted for
it.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The Labor Party has
always voted for it, knowing full well that
it would be rejected in another place.

Mr. Graham: Tommyrot!
Mr. GRAYDEN: As one of the Labor

Party's Premiers once said, "Thank God
for the Legisla'Ave Council!"

Mr. Oldfleld: Which Mansard is that in?
Mr. Graham: Is it in any Mansard?
Mr. GRAYDEN: The remark may have

been made facetiously. That does not
matter. The Labor Party has always
hoped that the legislation would be de-
feated. Even now it is hoping that this
legislation will be defeated because the
members know that when we have had the
next general elections in Western Aus-
tralia, the Labor Party will not have re-
elected 23 or 24 members.

Mr. Heal: It will have 26.
Mr. Graham: Or more.
Mr. GRAYDEN: It will have possibly

20 members. Take, for instance, the
position in Pilbara where there are a few
hundred white voters and over 2,000 abo-
rigines. Those natives are not going to
vote for someone they have never seen-
someone who is down here-no matter
how assiduously he goes about his duties:
and he does. They are not going to vote
for a man they never see. They will take
the advice of the station owners and mine-
owners and the people with whom they
have worked over the years. The natives
trust their employers and the employers
trust the natives; and when the elections
come around the natives are going to say
to their employers, "Look boss"-or what-
ever they call them-"there are two people.
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We have to vote for one of them or 'we will
be fined. Which one will we vote for?"
The station owner will say, "Look Jimmie"
-or whoever he is-"l1 think you had
better vote for that person."

Mr. Oldfield: He would be breaking the
law if he did that.

Mr. GRAYDEN: That will be the pattern
throughout the Pilbara district and it
would seem the Opposition would have one
less member when this H-ouse reassembled
after the elections.

Mr. Graham: It is a wonder you did not
introduce this legislation years ago, then.

Mr. GRAYDEN: That is the position in
respect of Pilbara. it applies to the other
electorates in the north-west, too. Labor
members are aware of that fact. They
know that this is going to be the position,
and that is why they are-

Mr. Oldfield: I dare you to contest a
north-west seat!

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Order!
Mr. GRAYDEN: The Labor Party has

everything to lose.
Mr. Graham: That .is why we are sup-

porting it!
Mr. GRAYDEN: If the member for

Pilbara had done everything he could for
the people of Pilbara anal the aborigines, we
would not have the position where the
natives have no citizenship rights. But sup-
pose something suddenly happened and he
did everything possible and was returned,
it, would not have the eff ect I have stated
earlier. However, until the elections come
along-and they are over two years away-
the Labor Party does not know what the
position will be.

Mr. Heal: Neither do you.
Mr. GRAYDEN: Therefore for the next

two years, If this legislation passes, the
members of the Labor Party are going to
sit back and virtually quake in their seats.

Mr. Graham: You funny boy!
Mr. GRAYDEN: We saw the effort they

put forward in this House in regard to
Bunbury, and we saw how worried they
were, and we heard the extravagant
statements made from time to time. This
is going to be repeated; but in the case of
Bunbury they only had a few weeks to
endure. Now they have to wait two years
and more to see what will happen In
respect of these north-west seats. The
Labor Party has everything to lose as a
consequence of voting rights being given
to natives in Western Australia:-

That is not the reason the members of
the Country Party and Liberal Party have
been so anxious in the past to see they
had those voting rights. That has not
been the reason; but we are glad that it
is the position.

Mr. Kelly: You are defeating your own
argument.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I am saying we are glad
it is the position. We are sincere in our
efforts.

Mr. Graham: Humbug!
Mr. GRAYDEN: We are extremely

sincere; but the members of the Labor
Party have not been. They want to see
this legislation defeated.

I do not want to continue, because I
would like to see this Bill go through; even
though the Labor members are trying to
stonewall it in the hope that it will be
adjourned and that it will be dropped from
the notice paper at the end of the session.
They would like to see that happen. I
want to see this Bill go through tonight,
and we can then get on with the other
legislation which will make this an accom-
plished fact, to the dismay of those mem-
bers of the Opposition who have spoken so
vehemently on it not only on this occasion
but in the past.

MRt. JAMIESON (Beeloo) [9,41 p.m.]:
The bringing forward again of these
amendments highlights the position of the
two different Acts of Parliament under
which the qualifications of electors for both
Houses of Parliament in this State are now
featured. I think it was the former mem-
ber for Stirling, Mr. Watts, who some time
ago indicated he thought it would be desir-
able that a tidying up should take place;
that the qualifications of electors should
both be in the Electoral Act or should both
be in the Constitution Acts. Confusion
has arisen in many of the arguments to-
night because of this very reason.

The B3ill deals with the qualifications of
persons to become members of Parliament
in both Houses, but it deals with voting
qualifications for only one House-namely,
the Legislative Council. The supplemen-
tary Act, to which some reference has been
made, takes over the matter from there
and deals with that aspect more fully.

However, 1 criticise the Bill now before
the House because of the very nature of
its drafting. It refers to the principal Act,
and it then refers to something occurring
in line five. There has never been a reprint
since 1889. There have been three or four
amendments since that time, but the only
reprint available, in its full context, is that
contained in our Standing Orders book.
The things referred to on line five are
virtually on line six; so they do not exist
where the Bill provides that they should
be amended. It looks as though it is high
time the whole Act was re-examined and
reprinted so that we would know exactly
where we were going on this matter.

While I support the principle contained
in the Act, I think the section which is
deleting the other five-year waiting period
for people who have been naturalised, is
kowtowing a bit to the likes of Sapelli who
put up such a show about the matter at
the last election. I thinkc he is the only
one who has ever come within the circum-
-stances applying. However, despite all that,
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I would agree it is a desirable feature that
a person must be entitled to be enrolled
for the Legislative Assembly and should
be entitled to become a member of either
House, which is proposed by this Hill. I
have no argument about that.

Another section-towards which much of
the debate has been directed-gives natives
the right to have a vote and, in effect, to
become members of both Houses of parlia-
ment and have a vote in the Legislative
Council. I am sure the member for South
Perth was underrating the intelligence of
the native population when he suggested
they would accept the dictates of station
managers, or similar people, who told them
whom to vote for. Natives have a fair
degree of intelligence, and they know what
they want. If they want to vote for the
Liberal Party, the Country Party, or the
Labor Party, I say that is their own choice.

I propose to quote from this several-
times-quoted article on the Country Party
conference. One member said that the
whole darn lot of them would vote Labor;
and another person responded by saying
that if they wanted to vote Labor, that was
their prerogative; that we should be big
enough to go out and get their votes. I
say that is the view of the Labor Party.
If a native wants to vote for the Country
Party or the Labor Party, it is his preroga-
tive; but we should be big enough to go
out and get his vote.

Certainly, my colleague, the member for
Kimberley would have a greater advantage
than my colleague, the member for Pilbara,
because he can talk to the natives in their
own language-which is probably some-
thing that none of the Liberal Party candi-
dates could achieve.

Mr. Brady: He is probably up there now.
Mr. Bickerton: I would hope they would

vote in English.
Mr. JAMIESON: I think the Govern-

ment should be grateful to the Opposition
for using its members last session to block
the constitutional majority which would
have placed on the statute book a provision
giving native citizens something which the
Government proposes to give them this
year. As a consequence, they have saved
the Government the humiliation of having
to go back on its own legislation and re-
pealing it after it had been on the statute
book for only one year.

During the debate on the subject at the
time, we indicated that we should give
natives certain rights, and they should be
given those rights immediately or in the
near future. Of course, that has now
taken place by reason of this Hill being
introduced, and we all hope that the pro-
visions in the Bill will become the law of
the land.

it was mentioned that the north-west
members should have been more active in
trying to obtain better conditions for
natives. I will remind the member for
South Perth that no-one was hel!,' In

greater esteem by the natives than the
late Mr. Coverley, who was, for many
years, the Minister for Native Welfare..
Mr. Coverley did all in his power to in-
troduce on a number of occasions pro-
visions-some of which were passed-such
as those which are now before us. It is a
Paramount fact that amendments to this
Act were brought before this House at
least a dozen times during the period that
the Labor Government was In office.

It is of no use the member for South
Perth saying that because we knew it
would be defeated in the Legislative Coun-
cil no action wvas taken when, only a few
short years ago, there was a provision for
segregation-separate schools for native
children. He now comes along and says
that members on his side of the House
were the only ones who have been actively
associated with the betterment of the
natives. That'is too ridiculous.

I am sure we should like to hear from
those members who represent such areas
as Katanning, Narragin and Wagin, where
there are quite big settlements of natives
on the outskirts of those towns. Those
natives are all reasonably educated to an
elementary standard, to an extent where
they will be able to use their votes and
will be enrolled. This applies more in
their case than to the nomad natives in
the Pilbara or Kimberley districts. The
members of those electorates should have
been active in this H-ouse to get better
rights for those natives. They should
have Put forward proposals not now, but
years ago-and they should have been
Prepared to support the natives with their
votes in this House. But they did not do
that. Most of the natives have not citi-
zenship rights. There .would not be 50
Per cent. of them who have citizenship
rights, because, as the honourable member
knows, most of them are too proud to
apply for those rights; and I do not
blame them for that.

It would appear to me, as I indicated
earlier, that the amendments are worth-
while moves and deserve the support of
the House. However, I would draw the
Minister's attention to the proposed
amendments that I have indicated to him.
Unfortunately, the Bill was only introduced
on Thursday; and therefore I did not have
the opportunity of getting the amend-
ments on the notice paper. They have the
effect of deleting certain Provisions so that
among other qualifications would be this-

Who is an elector entitled to vote at
the election of a member of the Leg-
islative Assembly.

That would delete the Provision-
or is qualified to become such an
elector.

The wording "or is qualified to become such
an elector" was taken from the original
1899 Act which, of course, was in vogue long
before there was compulsory enrolment
and compulsory voting for the legislative
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Assembly. I feel the provision is super-
fluous: and, indeed, it would be a Protec-
tion to have it removed.

Early in the year, I asked the Minister,
among -other questions, whether he
would give consideration to altering the
Constitution Act to.make it a requirement
of candidature that a person must be en-
rolled on the Legislative Assembly roll
within the State, except in the, case of a
person just attaining the age of eligibility.
The Minister, in the course of his reply,
said that consideration would be given to
this suggestion. It is coincidental that the
section which is being amended by this
Bill also deals with the matter I. referred
to: and while my Proposed amendment, as
members will see when we reach the Corn-
mittee stage, is in effect imposing. certain
limitations on a person just turning 21, 1
feel it would not in any way damage such
a person. It would apply only to those
becoming 21 between the closure of the
roll and the closing of nominations for
any particular election.

Very rarely is a Person under the age of
21 endorsed for a seat on the understand-
ing that he will be 21 by the time the
election is held. It could be a possi-
bility, but the possibility is so remote that
I do not feel it would be worth the while
of the House to give consideration to it
at this juncture.

it is my intention to support the Bill
at the second reading stage in the hope
that the amendments I propose will be
given due consideration in Committee. At
the third reading stage I will give further
consideration to the measure, depending
on the action that has been taken. How-
ever, I ask the Minister to give close atten-
tion to those amendments. I feel it is
superfluous to have in the Act these old-
fashioned provisions which deal with the
time before compulsory enrolment and
compulsory voting existed. I believe the
Act badly needs reprinting so that we will
have available to us a modern Statute
printed in the size of print that reflects
the right number of lines, instead of as
at present.

I consider the Bill deserves the support
of all members, despite the fact that, as
the member for Balcatta indicated, it
could have been passed some years ago.
The People whom it makes a pretence to
assist should have been provided for years
ago. However, be that as it may, we now
have it before us and I imagine all mem--
bers will support it, for it is worthy of
support hs it stands.

MR. W. A. MANNING (Narrogin) [9.55
p.m.]: This has been an amazing debate.
on the one hand we have the Minister
being severely criticised for not giving us
voluminous information to back up this
important Bill, which he supported; and on
the other hand we have members opposite
giving us a tremendous flow of words,

mostly against the Government, and mostly
against what has been done. Yet in Some
obscure way they indicate that they intend
to support the Bill! From their great flow
of words one was hardly able to distinguisb
whether they were in favour of the Bill
or against it; yet they said they would
support it!

Mr. Evans: Our actions have been con-
sistent.

Mr. W. A. MALNNING: I have not heard
one word of congratulations to the Gov-
ernment for introducing the Bill.

Mr. Jamieson: Alter last year?
Mr. Evans: We supported the principle

in this Bill when you opposed it.
Mr. W. A. MANNING: There has been

a. good deal of criticism in regard to the
fact that the Bill has been brought down
at this stage. But there is a very good
reason why this Bill has been introduced
now and not before.

Mr. Evans: The Commonwealth.
Mr. W. A. MANNING: It has nothing

to do with the Commonwealth; it has to
do with the conditions of the natives. I
would like to refer members to a speech
I made on the 9th September, 1958, when
the then Minister for Native Welfare in-
troduced a Bill on citizenship rights.

Mr. Evans: You opposed it then.
Mr. W. A. MANN-ING: I opposed the 1 ill

and I gave my reasons. I refer members
to vol. 1 of Mansard, 1958, page 660, where
I said-

One would surely expect that in
urging the acceptance of such a Bill
the accruing benefits would be clearly
stated. Yet we find the closest the
Minister came to that was in his re-
mark that the adoption of this meas-
ure will provide an entirely new order
for a group of people who, due to the
colour of their skin, are subject to dis-
criminatory legislation and special re-
striction. There is no indication of the
nature of this new order that the Min-
ister mentioned.

I would ask a few questions. How
many native children will it save from
drifting back after their school years
to the careless ways of their parents?
How will it teach natives hygiene and
sanitation? How will it lilt them to
a life of f avou rabl e acceptability? How
'will it convert their humpies into
homes? How will it inspire them with
Christian virtues? How will it educate
them? How will it supply health ser-
vices and expansion of mission work?

There can be no new order for the
native people within this Bill, because
it is empty of anything that will pro-
mote full native participation in our
community life. That is what we are
seeking.

Mr. Evans: Have you got it now?
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Mr. W. A. MANNING: That was the
question raised at that time, and in the
interim a tremendous amount has been
done to improve the conditions of the
iiavivcs.

Mr. Evans: The great leap forward!
Mr. W. A. MANNING: There is no com-

parison between the conditions of the
natives today and what they were as
recently as 1958. One can go on to the
reserves today and see that the natives
have nicely painted little huts with
gardens at the front. The people are
living comfortably in them; and on the
reserves there are sports fields and halls.

Mr. Curran: Why didn't the Govern-
ment do it last year?

Mr. W. A. MANNING: This Government
has been doing this work for the last four
years. I would like to point out that the
Auditor-General's Report, under the head-
ing of "4Minister for Native Welfare and
Education," shows the expenditure on
native welfare for the year 1960-61 was
£410,964, and for 1961-62 the figure was
£913,613, an increase of £502,649 in one
year. That is an increase of over 100 per
cent. from roughly £410,000 to £913,000 in
one year. and the expenditure for the year
1960-61 showed an increase on that for
the previous Year. Since this Government
took office the expenditure under this
heading has increased by threefold or four-
fold the amount spent when the present
Opposition was in Government.

There is a good reason why this Bill
could not have been favourably introduced
earlier. It is possible to introduce such a
Bill favourably now because the conditions
of the natives are such that they are able
to take an intelligent interest in the
affairs of the community. They have better
educational facilities and a much greater
appreciation of hygiene. -Further, they
have a completely different outlook from
what they had in past years.

Mr. Evans: in that case, why did you
not grant them citizenship rights last
year?
Mr. W. A. MANNING: This Bill is grant-

ing the natives citizenship rights now.
That is the very thing I have said. It is
amazing that here we have a Bill which
the Opposition pretends to want; yetI in
every utterance, its members have spoken
against it. Then, later on, in a few quiet
words they want to support it. For a
couple of hours it sounded as if the Oppo-
sition was condemning the Government
for introducing it, and yet its members are
now trying, in a few quiet words, to indi-
cate that they want to support it.

A Special Committee 'was appointed by
the Government to inquire into native
welfare a few years ago, and the following
is an extract from page five of that com-
mittee's report :-

Too often, the life of the average
native, in the southern part of the
State at least, is eharacterised by dirt,

inferior housing, gambling, instability
and excessive drinking with all its
complications. Its children are unduly
exposed to sickness, attend school
irregularly and leave at the earliest
opportunity. Largely because of these
factors there is no reason to believe
that the rising generation will differ
materially from the Present one unless
urgent steps are taken to change those
conditions.

That is the crux of the whole matter;
the conditions of the natives had to be
changed first. That was the essence of
my speech quoted tonight and on another
occasion in the past. It was of no use
introducing a Bill which, on paper, pre-
tended to do something without doing
anything underneath to change condlitions
of the natives. Those conditions have
been changed beyond the imagination
over the Past four years, although there
is still a long way to go; and that is the
reason why this Bill is introduced now and
why it could not be introduced a few years
ago. I support the measure.

MR. RUNCIMAN (Murray) 110.3 p.m.].:
I am extremely happy to be a member of
Parliament and especially a supporter of
the Government that has introduced this
measure, which is of great importance, I
am not aware of what has gone before. I1
have listened attentively to what has been
said this evening. What has happened in
the past really does not concern us. What
does concern us is what is happening now.
This Bill is of an epic nature and I have
much pleasure in supporting it.

The member for Narrogin referred to
the changed conditions of natives in his
electorate over the last four years, and I
can fully endorse his remarks. I know
that when the late Mr. Perkins, as Minis-
ter for Native Welfare, first went to Pin-
jarra he was appalled at the conditions
he saw there because th~ey were not good.
However, We now have seven houses, in
good order, accommodating these natives,
and they are well conducted by them.
There is a new kindergarten established
for the Young children, and the natives
now have an entirely different outlook. I
repeat that I am happy to be a supporter
of the Government that has introduced
this Bill.

MR, BICKERTON (Pilbara) [10.4
p.m.]: Firstly, I wish to refer to the re-
marks made by the member for Narrogin.
I think they were classic. For the few
years I have been a member of this House,
the one person who has consistently and
vigorously opposed legislation to assist and
extend the rights of natives, has been the
member for Narrogin. Tonight he has
performed one of the greatest backflips
I have seen in this House. The excuse
that he gave was the weakest I have heard
in the time I have been a member of
this Chamber. In support of his argu-
nients he read extracts from the speech
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he made in 1958. 1 think it would have
been much better if he bad read the whole
of the speech he made in that year
because I was reading it tonight, together
with the one he made in 1957 and the one
he made previous to that.

On all occasions the arguments that he
advanced followed the same lines; that is,
that one could not possibly give these
people voting rights; it was wrong to im-
pose such a right on them; they could not
possibly carry it, because they were not
educated sufficiently to dio so. Yet, tonight,
he has stated that in the space of a mere
four years those same people have reached
the stage where all the previous arguments
advanced by him have been wiped away
in one great surge forward in the im-
provement of native conditions. I do not
think anybody, includinz, the member for
Narrogin himself, could believe that.

Mr. W. A. Manning: I will take you down
to my electorate and show you.

Mr. BICKMTTON: I am pleased that
this measure has been brought before the
House at last because it is long overdue,
and the sooner it is passed the better. I
have always felt that these People should
assume their voting rights. Whatever they
may lack in intelligence, so far as using
those particular rights are concerned,
they will soon learn what to do once they
have gained them, because there will be
mnany more natives taking an interest in
voting now than there were Previously.

Last session I pointed out the restric-
tive nature of the legislation which was
brought before this Chamber and which
sought to grant natives citizenship rights
some 15 years hence. I opposed the
legislation then because I pointed out that
if it were placed upon the statute book
it would be forgotten and no-one
would do anything to ensure that natives
were granted their vot~ng rights earlier.
I think it is now borne out that the de-
feat of that legislation by the Opposition
was the best thing that could have hap-
pened because, as a result, natives will be
given the right to vote this year instead
of having to wait another 15 years. and
then only being permitted to vote on a
restrictive franchise.

I am Pleased this legislation has been
brought before the House. As I have said,
it is very much overdue. Many people
have changed their minds on the subject.
I see nothing wrong in that. People are
entitled to change their minds because
views alter a great deal from time to time
with the Passing of the years. However.
let those that do change their minds admit
it! Do not let them beat around the bush
and make the statement that because of
some fanastic advancement made within
four years they have the right to change
their minds!

I am sure the native people will use
their voting rights intelligently. From
what I know of them, a large number

will give a great deal of thought to this
sort of thing. Many of them take a keen
interest in politics. With a few years of
experience they will, if anything, make
greater use of their voting rights than
Possibly their white cousins do now.

Possibly, there will be a certain amount
of difficulty in the early stages. I be-
lieve that this Government and future
Governments may encounter a certain
amount of pressure being brought to
bear on these people in the early stages
of their being granted voting rights with
the object of trying to influence them one
way or another. But as I said when deal-
ing with this matter' last session, that is
nothing new. For many years people
have been trying to influence other people
on how to vote, and the Australian native
is not going to fall for that influence any
more than the white man. I believe he
will use his voting rights intelligently.

I do not think the more nomadic type
of native should be forced to enrol or to
vote. He should be allowed to please him-
self whether he will vote. However, I
think that natives who are encamped on
native reserves or accommodated in native
welfare camos or in missions should, with-
out being influenced in any shape or form,
be assisted by the Department of Native
Welfare in how to vote.

I do not wish to labour the point on
this Bill. I am very pleased, however, that
the measure has at last reached this
House. Apparently all members are in
agreement with it, and I have the great-
est pleasure in supporting it.

MR. NORTON (Gascoyne) [10.11 pm.]:
Like the member for Pilbara, I have great
pleasure in supporting this Bill. I believe
the natives will vote intelligently-I cer-
tainly know the natives of the north will
vote intelligently. In my electorate there
are a number of these natives who have
been granted their citizenship rights, and
who exercise their right to vote. These
People make sure their votes are cast as
they wish them to be cast. No-one can
tell them how they should vote once they
have already made up their minds.

The measure before the House last year
certainly did not take the natives any
great distance. It would have given them
the right to vote 15 or 16 years hence.
The measure before us, however, immedi-
ately gives them the right to vote-a right
to which they are justly entitled.

At this stage I would like to put the
member for South Perth right in respect
of some of the figures he quoted. From
what I could see' of it the member for
South Perth was grabbing figures out of
the sky. He was merely trying to air his
knowledge on something of which he knew
nothing. I have not been able to get the
complete figures for the districts con-
cerned, because they are not readily given
in the report of the Department of Native
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Welfare. But I have taken out quite &
number of figures, and those figures have
not been mentioned by the member for
South Perth.

Let us have a look at what is known
as the southern district. The district wel-
f are officer reports there are over 3,000
natives, or coloured people, in that district.
The figure for the central district is given
as 2,757 for full-bloods and coloured
people. The figure for the eastern district
is given as 2,912 natives. For the north-
west district, which includes Pilbara and
Gascoyne, we find a figure of 1,207 for
the Gascoyne, and 1,739 for Pilbara-not
200 or 300, as the member for South
Perth would have us believe. The figures
I have quoted do not include adults only.
but children as well. When members quote
figures to try to prove an argument, I
think they should at least try to get their
figures correct. I support the Sill.

MR. HALL (Albany) [10.13 p~m.]: Li.ke
the member for Gascoyne, I was hoping
to enlighten the member for South Perth
by quoting extracts from the report of
the Select Committee on Voting Rig hts
of Aborigines. The report reads as f ol-
lows:-

Disenfranchised Aborigines.
Only aborigines living in the North-

ern Territory and the States of
Queensland and Western Australia are
disenfranchised. To obtain precise
figures of the number of these people
in those areas is extremely difficult
because there are no systematic
records in the Commonwealth Census.

However, both States and the North-
ern Territory have made every effort
to enumerate their aboriginal popula-
tions and it is from these sources that
the following figures have been ob-
tained and except for the reference to
Torres Strait Islanders the figures
refer to full-blood aborigines:-

Queenslanid-
Controlled 10,284
Non-controlled .. 1,080
Torres Strait Islanders 7.250

-18.814
Western Australia-

Non-nomadic
Nomads ..

Northern Territory-
Non-nomadic
Nomads

8,872
2,000

17,136
250

10,872

17,386

46,872

The Select Coniliittee then continues to
bring down recommendations; and I would
say the recommendations of that Select
Committee have had a great bearing on
this Government bringing forward the
legislation we are now considering.

I might say straight away that I com-
mend the legislation. I think it would add
up to giving the native pop ulation of
Western Australia some rights to exercise
their opinion through voting powers, and
thereby gain for themselves some measure
of justice-not only for themselves but for
their children. This, of course, will mean
better standards of living; better standards
of housing and education; and better
medical facilities. All this will follow
with their being granted voting rights.
No-one will try to refute the fact that the
exercise of voting power will give these
people some influence on future Govern-
ments.

I recently had the experience of a native
in Albany who bad full citizenship rights,
and who sought employment. He was told
to go to Onowangerup, where he had been
working on a farm. He may not have been
cut out for farm work, but that was the
opinion of the department. This man's
wife required specialist treatment. He was
debarred from receiving social service
benefits at tbe same time. He was a man
with full citizenship rights and yet be was
subject to Considerable pressure from the
Social Services Department, which was of
the opinion that he should go back to
Gnowangerup. This man was living with
a d~e facto wife and-

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hleannan): I think
the honourable member should relate his
remarks to the Bill.

Mr. HALL: Other members seem to be
given a great deal of latitude, Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I do
not think this Bill has anything to do with
d~e facto wives.

Mr. HALL: Very well, Mr. Speaker. I
will endeavour to make my point from the
report of this Select Committee. In the
recommendations of the Select Committee
we find the following:-

Your Committee recommends in
respect to the existing law of the Comn-
monweath-

(1) That because the aboriginal
people in New South Wales
and Victoria have long been
integrated into the Australian
community, early administra-
tive action be taken so that
the compulsory provisions of
the Commonwealth Electoral
Act relating to enrolment and
voting be applied to them.

There was no doubt that that would have
some bearing on this Government's action.
Let us now consider each State separ-
ately-

Queensland.
The Elections Act 1915-1959, pro-
vides--

(9) Subject to the disqualifica-
tions hereinafter set out,
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every person, whether male
or female, not under twenty-
one years of age-

(a) who being a British
subject has lived
within the Common-
wealth of Austraia.
for a continuous
period of six months:
and

(b) who has lived In an
- electoral district of

Queensland for a
continuous period of
three months im-
mediately preceding
the day on which he
makes his claim to be
enrolled as an elector
for such district; and

(c) whose name is on the
electoral roll for such
district.

New South wales.
Under New South Wales electoral
laws there have been no restric-
tions against aborigines as such
during the present century, but
until 1926 most aborigines were
debarred from voting because all
persons who were in receipt of
State aid, or from any charit-
able institution, were not entitled
to be enrolled.

Victoria.
The State of Victoria, in its elec-
toral laws, makes no differentia-
tion in respect of aborigines.
Since the inception of the Con-
stitution of the State in 1855,
aborigines have been entitled to
enrol and to vote, although neither
enrolment nor voting became
compulsory until 1926.

So it was apparently offered them since
1855-

South Australia.
In the State of South Australia
the aboriginal people enjoy the
same voting privileges as other
British subjects, provided that
they are domiciled in a particular
place having lived in the particu-
lar subdvisiion for one month as is
required also of other electors.

In Western Australia they were debarred
from voting, unless they had citizenship
rights, and to obtain them they had to
make application. In a Bill related to the
one before us this matter can he dealt
with. There is no doubt the legislation
under consideration is commendable. I
might be wrong in saying that some mem-
bers were critical of it; probably they
wanted to push the Government into
action, and to censure the Government
for not having put through the measure
at an earlier date.

MR. COURT (Nedlands--Minister for
Industrial Development) [10.21 p.m.]: I
sense from the utterances of certain mem-
bers of the Opposition that they are
almost disappointed that the Government
has seen fit to take this legislative action.
There has been a lot of political ranting
and raving from members opposite this
evening, and a lot of political build-up
was evident. When we examine the Posi-
tion it is like pricking a balloon and it
collapses. The criticism of the opposition
was not sincere at all.

A lot of play was made about the 1961
legislation introduced in this House-a
Bill introduced by the late Charles Perkins.
It was in several instances completely mnis-
represented by speakers tonight. That
Bill was a very forward move by this Gov-
ernment to benefit the natives of Western
Australia; but the Opposition saw fit to
withhold a constitutional majority, with
the result that the Bill was defeated.

It is quite wrong and quite unfair to
suggest that that Bill has anything to do
with the measure before us on this occa-
sion, because even at that time the Min-
ister in charge of the Hill indicated that
the question of voting was already deter-
mined in the mind of the Government. On
many occasions the Premier had said like-
wise, and it was only a matter of practical
commonsense for the Government to wait
and see exactly which way the Common-
wealth would handle the situation. It was
just sound practical commonsense to await
the result of the deliberations of the Corn-
monwealth, and to find out how it Proposed
to handle this matter, before the Govern-
ment in this State tried to adopt a similar
approach, as close as we reasonably could,
in the interests of the native people them-
selves.

Some of the native population will find
it difficult enough with one system of
voting; and to place them under two sys-
tems of voting and enrolment would create
greater confusion in their minds. It has
been suggested that members on this side
of the House have turned a somersault,
but that is incorrect.

The member for Narrogin was quite sin-
cere and appropriate in his remarks, be-
cause he has devoted a lot of his time in
an earnest effort to help the natives, and
he has achieved practical results. Over
the years I have known him he has made
it very clear that it is his ambition to see
these people achieve full citizenship and
all that goes with it; but he did not want
to bring down a piece of legislation wvhich
merely provided that from a certain date
all natives would be given full citizenship
rights, while nothing was done about the
matter. Hle has strenuously advocated that
there should be preparation for the day
v'hen these people will have citizenship
rights, There is nothing inconsistent
about his attitude on the Bill before us,
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as compared with his attitude over the
years on the question of voting rights and
citizenship rights for natives.

It is fair to say that more was achieved
by the late Charles Perkins during the
three years of his Ministry than by any
other single Minister in 10 years. If ever
there was a man who bad a practical ap-
proach and a down-to-earth understand-
ing of this problem, he was such a man.
I admired his great practicability, his
commonsense, and his down-to-earth ap-
proach. I also admired the way in which
he very quickly won the confidence of the
native people of this State. That was Very
evident on the day of his funeral and
subsequently.

The attitude of the Government and
supporters of the Government to the ques-
tion of native welfare is different from
the attitude of those on the opposite side
of the House. I should hope that we all
have the same ultimate objective, but I
think the attitude of members on this side
is the more realistic one. We are not
merely concerned with bringing down
legislation for the sake of political kudos;
we want to bring down something which
is more responsible, to enable these people
to be brought up to such a way of life
that they can thoroughly enjoy their
ci'tizenship.

Mr. Graham: Why should the Common-
wealth Government make the timetable?

Mr. COURT: The honourable member
was not in the Chamber when I dealt
with that aspect earlier in my remarks.
I pointed out that a lot of misrepresenta-
tion had taken place tbis evening regard-
ing the legislation introduced by the then
Minister for Native Welfare. it was made
very clear that the Government had
arrived at a decision on the question of
voting rights for natives, and on many

-occasions the Premier intimated that our
decision had, been taken. it was only
commonsense to await the details of how
the Commonwealth Government proposed
to handle this matter before we brought
down this legislation.

Mr. Tonkin: Why did you fiddle around
with the Bill you had?

M~r. COURT: The Bill we bad did not
deal with the question of voting rights.
The Bill we introduced last year was a
very positive and practical approach to
lift the natives of this State and bring
them to full citizenship by logical means.
Contrary to what the member for Mt.
Hawthorn said, it did not merely provide
that certain of these people born before
a certain date would not be able to obtain
citizenship. He used the expression that
they were debarrd for all time.

Mr. Graham: If we had amended the
legislation in this State there would have
been no need for the Commonwealth to
move in this direction. Voting would be

automatic for them under Federal elec-
tions. The move should have started in
this State,

Mr. COURT: It all depends which way
we look at the question. I do not want
to enter into a detailed debate on native
citizenship rights, because that is the pre-
rogatLive of the Minister -for Native Welfare,
except to point Out that our approach is
more realistic and more responsible. In-
stead of bringing down a piece of legisla-
tion to provide that on a certain date the
native population will have full citizen-
ship rights, and then let them wallow in
the difficulties that follow, we hope that
when they get citizenship they will be pre-
pared for it and will be able to enjoy it.

The member for Ealcatta turned on a
display of histrionics, but when his con-
tribution is boiled down there is nothing
to it. He was trying to cash in on a piece
of legislation before the House, thinking
that grandstand play was called for. He
accused us of being ultraconservative, and
his suggestion of putting a brake on pro-
gress is so much nionsense.

Mr. Graham: It is borne out by facts.
Mr. COURT: A little conservatism can

be of tremendous value to some people.
Mr. Graham: Give us some examples.
Mr. COURT: It can be of tremendous

value to sorur people when they are under
a disadvantage and under disabilities, and
are being encouraged to a better way of
life. Thank goodness we have a few people
in this country who possess a degree of
conservatism, and who are prepared to
make haste slowly but properly!

Mr. Graham: Words and words!

M~r. COURT: I think it is more appropri-
ate that the Minister for Native Welfare
should deal with the native voting rights
aspect of the Bill to amend the Electoral
Act when he speaks on that measure. His
is the responsibility for administering the
Native Welfare Department-a job he is
doing with great keenness and thorough-
ness. No doubt he will explain in more
detail the background from a purely native
welfare point of view. My task, on behalf
of the Minister for Justice, is to introduce
the Bill before us so far as the law is
concerned, and I have tried to do that as
simply and as clearly as I could.

Apparently in this House one cannot
win. If one goes into a detailed explana-
tion one is accused of padding words, and
if one strips the explanation of all words
and gets down to the real meat one is
accused of being niot enthusiastic.

Mr. Graham: Don't you think we ought
to hear the Minister for Native Welfare
before we deal with this Bill?

Mr. COURT: No. If the honourable
member were to look at the Electoral Act
Amendment Bill he would see that it was
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much mare appropriate for him to speak
on that Bill. This 301l was put forward
first in its logical sequence.

Mr. Graham: Speaking on the blind
without hearing from the Minister,

Mr. COURT: Nothing of the sort. The
member for Beelco touched on the ques-
tion of qualification of a candidate for
membership in the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly. He referred to
the provision in the Bill as harking back
to the dark ages, as it were, or at least
to the very early days of this State. How-
ever, I would respectfully invite his atten-
tion to the fact that all we propose in
this Bill is the inclusion of the provisions
of the Commonwealth Act: and I quote
from page 868 of Commonwealth Acts,
1901-1950, vol. 1, Constitution section 69,
subsection (1), paragraph (d)-

(d) He must be either-
(i) an elector entitled to vote at

the election of members of the
House of Representatives; or

This qualification is for either the Senate
or the House of Representatives. Con-
tinuing-

(ii) a person qualified to become
such an elector.

Having received a copy of the honourable
member's proposed amendment before the
tea suspension, I took the trouble during
that time to do some research and make
contact with the Chief Electoral officer
to see whether I had the facts right in
respect of this provision. and I think if
the honourable member will have a look
at it he will see it is only fair and proper
that this provision should be in the meas-
ure because if it is not it might have the
effect of preventing a desirable candidate
from being a candidate.

It is consistent with the procedure under
the Commonwealth Act;, and the reason
why it has been adopted by the Common-
wealth is no. doubt the same reason that
I think it should be in our Act. It could
be that an objection is undetermined anid
a person is not on the roll, although quali-
fied to be on the roll. It could be a straight-
out printer's error; and if the man who
wias not on the roll went to vote he would
have to claim a section vote, but in the
meantime he would not be given the right
to contest the seat.

Therefore, it is necessary to have this
provision so as to provide that not only
is he a person entitled to vote, but a person
who Is qualed to become an elector can
be a candidate. The member for Beeloo
stated some reasons which were in favour
of the amendments as proposed by the
Government, but he said these reasons were
not sufficient in themselves to warrant
putting in this provision. There are many
cases which can be quoted where it would
be unfair to the person if we did not have
this added qualification in the Bill, as I

enunciated when introducing this par-
ticular measure, the relevant points being:
An elector entitled to vote at an election
of a member of the Legislative Assembly or
a person qualified to become such an
elector,

There is no object in my going over this
in great detail. The simple facts are that
the Government has put forward this Bill
and supports it wholeheartedly. It is not
just a sudden urge to do it: it is some-
thing that has been foreshadowed officially
by the Premier and other Ministers for
months and months; and if I did not
appear to be enthusiastic enough to please
the member for Swan, if he will tell me
what I have to'do to appear enthusiastic
-whether it be to speak louder, softer-

Mr. Oldfleld: Speak less often.
Mr. COURT: -1 will do anything to

satisfy the member for Swan that we are
enthusiastic as a Government about this
measure.

Mr. W. Hegney: About time, too.

THE SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Before
I put the question I would point out that
this measure requires to be passed by a
constitutional majority. If I hear a dis-
sentient voice there must be a division
regardless of the call of the voices.

Question Put.
The SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I have

counted the House and there being an
absolute majority present, and no dissenti-
ent voice, I declare the second reading of
this Bill carried by a constitutional major-
ity.

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

Int Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. I. W.

Manning) in the Chair; Mr. Court (Minis-
ter for Industrial Development) in charge
of the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed.
Clause 2: Section 7 amended-
Mr. JAMIESON: The reason given in the

Minister's reply to the second reading
debate that he was not very keen to accept
my proposed amendment was not sound.
He did say he had made contact with the
Chief Electoral Officer, but I again draw his
attention to the reason I gave when I first
mooted the proposed change. It was as
the result of a question I asked of him
concerning a person whose name had
never appeared on the electoral roll even
though he was, 47 years of age and had
resided in the State all his life. To my
knowledge he could not be traced as a
person on the electoral roll. Surely the
Electoral Department, when accepting a
nomination, should be in the position where
it can substantiate that the particular
person is that person! Surely it is not a
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very stringent requirement for the person
to be a member enrolled for the Legis-
lative Assembly, as it is proof of his being.

During the last election there were two
candidates in the Beeloo electorate, not on
the roll, one aged 26-he had never been
on the roll in his life-and the other 47.
The purpose of this amendment is to make
sure that the Electoral Department knows
the bona fides of a person by the fact that
he is enrolled as an elector entitled to vote
at an election of a member of the Legis-
lative Assembly. The requirements of the
law are that one has to be enrolled. The
Minister stated that there may be a dis-
puted enrolment claim or a case of in-
advertence. in regard to inadvertence, the
fact that the enrolment card was in the
hands of the Chief Electoral Officer would
be prima facie evidence in any circum-
stances to warrant his being on the roll,
irrespective of whether or not his name
did appear on the roll. The Minister in-
dicated, obviously on the advice of the
Chief Electoral Officer, that there was
some justification in the move. For the
life of me I cannot see where the objec-
tion arises. It will do no-one any harm
and it will do the Electoral Department
a considerable lot of good, because it will
have the complete dossier of any person
who is entitled to be a candidate at an
election.

IAt the moment, it is an open book.
A person can come to this State and
sign a declaration to the eff ect that he
is entitled to be enrolled, and the Elec-
toral Department has nothing to indicate
that he is not. He can call himself any-
thing but at least we will have a guarantee
the same as we have in connection with
other matters concerning the Electoral
Department, such as postal votes. There
is the signature of the person which can
be compared with the card in the filing
system of the department. I move an
amendment-

Page 2, line 11-Delete the word
"either".

Mr. COURT: I cannot agree to this
amendment. With respect I suggest that
the honourable member has overlooked an
amendment included in the other Bill
dealing more particularly with the griev-
ance he had in connection with certain
people standing as candidates, or wanting
to stand, in that they were not adequately
described or were difficult to trace.

There is provision in another measure
before the Chamber, which is a kindred
measure to this one, for the section to be
amended so that the surname and
Christian names are to be inserted in the
nomination form.

Mr. Jamieson: It would have been aL
funny nomination form before.

Mr. COURT: At present the Act only
provides for the nomination form to be
signed by the candidate. I think the

honourable member raised some queries
regarding a certain candidate who appar-
ently signed one way and appeared as a
candidate for election under some varia-
tion of his name. If I remember correctly,
in answer to the question, I said on behalf
of the Minister for Justice that we would
give consideration to this point, and that
consideration has been given, with the
result that there is an amendment in the
Bill dealing with the Electoral Act.

If we do not pass the Bill in its present
form we could be unfair to some people-
not many perhaps, but we are unfair if
in fact we are unfair even to two or three
-in regard to enrolment and as to who
can be candidates. If a person is in-
advertently left off the roll and he desires
to be a candidate, it could be claimed-
and there are those who would claimn-
that he did not come within the provisions
of the Act. It is true that such a person
could claim a sectional vote, and no doubt
he wvould do so.

However, it is felt that if this extra
provision does not remain in- the Bill there
could be a serious doubt about the eligi-
bility of a person to be a candidate even
though he is qualified to become an elec-
tor for the Legislative Assembly. There-
fore, ha-ving- discussed the matter in detail
with the Minister concerned and the Chief
Electoral Officer, I am afraid I must
oppose the amendment because the provi-
sion in the Bill in its present form is
necessary and desirable.

Mr. O'NEIL: Briefly looking at the
amendment, I think we could find another
danger if we agree to it. If we delete
the words "or is qualified to become such
an elector" we will preclude anyone who
is on the electoral roll in one district from
making an application to contest the seat
in another district. Perhaps I am playing
with words, but I am wondering whether
that would not be another difficulty if we
agree to the amiendmnent.

Mr. GRAHAM: The member for Beeloo
has made a case. Some of the points
raised by the Minister in rebuttal are not
appropriate, because if we agree to the
proposition of the member for Eeeloo the
provision will apply to a person "who is an
elector entitled to vote at an election"-_
not that he must be on the electoral roll.
Therefore if he is inadvertently missed or
there is some dispute about it, if he has
his acknowledgment card that is sufficient;
because he is, under our law, entitled to
vote, notwithstanding the fact that he
does not appear on the roll.

Mr. O'Neil: In the case of a by-election
in one electorate, it would appear that it
may' be impossible for a qualified elector
living in another electorate to qualify as
a candidate for election.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am afraid I am un-
able to follow that interjection closely; but
let us assume there is some merit in it.
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Surely we are not asking anything un-
reasonable or impossible of a, person con-
sidering offering himself for election to
Parliament by requiring him (a) to fill in
the nomination form which is very short
and simple; and (b) to ensure that it is
in order, and to check with the Electoral
Department to see that he has been en-
rolled. Is there anything unreasonable
in that?

As the member for Beeloo has pointed
out, unless we are to have a 'whole series
of Phoneys nominating, surely the Elec-
toral Department should be aware of the
existence of the persons nominating and
something about them. Unless a candi-
date has been already enrolled so that he
can be identified by the department, then
I think the whole position becomes far-
cical. I think the Minister himself has
admitted this would not be likely to have
any practical effect. Regarding the num-
ber of cases-to use my own words: one
case in a million years-the person likely
to suffer any disadvantage would be the
one who had taken.no precaution to check
to see whether" he was enrolled. Is there
anything unreasonable about that?

I think that if the Minister is fair-
and to meet a very real problem raised
by the member for Beeloo-he should, on
consideration, be prepared to agree to the
proposition. The fact that the proposed
insertion will be almost identical with
what appears in the Commonwealth
Statute does not necessarily make it right.
If a ease can be made out for some de-
parture from Commonwealth warding,
and we are satisfied there is merit in it,
we should act accordingly. I think the
Minister would, upon reflection, be in-
clined to agree with the member for
Beeloo.

Mr. COURT: It has been suggested by
the Previous speaker that the amendments
proposed by the Government in the Bill
could be the reason for a series of
"phoneys" occurring.

Mr. Graham: No.
Mr. COURT: I do not think that would

be the case.
Mr. Graham: I did not suggest that.
Mr. COURT: Because that does not re-

flect very well on the intelligence or the
capacity of the electoral office.

Mr. Graham: There was a phoney in
the last election; and with this portion,
which the member for Beeloo is going to
seek to have deleted, there could he a
repetition of that.

.Mr. COURT: There could not be, very
well; unless, of course, the honourable
member is suggesting the electoral officers
are not going to be vigilant in the matter.

Mr. Graham: Apparently they weren't
a few months ago.

Mr. COURT: One could not say they
were not vigilant; and under the Elec-
toral Act, as we propose to amend it, it

will be even More difficult for anyone who
wanted to pull a 'fast one" so far as
nomination for candidature is concerned.

We must allow for the fact that time
is the essence when it comes to nomina-
tions. Let us say there is an argument-
a genuine dispute-about a candidate's
qualifications, and the nomination day
goes by, It cannot be recalled. Therefore,
it is rather important that we give the
Chief Electoral Officer every facility to en-
sure that justice is done by all those con-
cerned. This has not been inserted lightly.
It is advocated by the Chief Electoral Offi-
cer and is supported by the Government,
because the Government thinks it will be
fair, even though certain cases which are
rare, may arise.

Nothing positive has been put up from
members opposite that would help one
single person. But under the Govern-
ment's Proposition we could advantage
some person who is entitled to be aL candi-
date and who should be a candidate; and
we overcome any legal doubts about this
Question of entitlement and allow ample
opportunity for the law to prevail.

If, after the nominations had closed, it
was found that a man was "Pulling a fast
one", he could be dealt with very easily.
But it cannot be done the other way
around. If nomination day has gone, and
a man's nomination has not been accep-
ted, that cannot be put right; and hav-
ing regard for the practical aspects of
this matter, I think the Government Bill
should remain.

Mr. Graham: Neither the Minister nor
the department knows how Mr. Lacey
spells his name, or whether it is his proper
name.

Mr. COURT: I have explained that
under the provisions of the kindred mea-
sure to this one, we have taken legislative
action as promised to the member for
Beeloo earlier in the session. As the law
stood, a man had only to sign a form.

Mr. Graham: But you cannot sign it
with the wrong spelling of your name.

Mr. COURT: He now has to declare his
full name-his3 Christian name and his
surname.

Mr. Graham: The argument was over
the surname-the Christian name won't
alter it.

Mr. COURT: It will. A man is required
by law-if our amendment in the Bill goes
through-to declare his full Christian
name and surname. It was because of a
genuine desire of the Government to meet
the objection raised by the member for
Beeloo that the amendment was incorpor-
ated in the other Bill.

Mr. Graham: I don't think it does that.
Mr. COURT: We cannot go any further.

If a man puts down his wrong name-
either his Christian name or his surname
-he has committed an offence, and he
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can very easily be dealt with. As the
legislation stood, he had. only to sign a
form.

Mr. Graham: Even incorrectly?

Mr. COURT: If that was his normal
signature, he could justify it at law; but in
the kindred measure, he cannot do that,

Mr. OLDFPIELD: The Minister has men-
tioned the time factor: that there could
be an argument as to the eligibility of the
candidate to become a candidate-that is
to say, a candidate for endorsement to be-
come a candidate for an election. I do not
think he is so naive as to have us believe
that one; because it is well known that
candidates for parliamentary elections, in
the main, belong to political parties, and
they are genuinely enthusiastic members.
They make very sure they are enrolled;
and if they do not, their party does. People
do not suddenly decide to seek a party en-
dorsement on the eve of nomination day.
Nominations are made months in advance.

Mr. Guthrie: What about a by-election?

Mr. OLDFIELD: All that a candidate
needs to do is, on the day he applies to
the party for endorsement, to check with
the electoral office to see that he is on
the roll. If he is not, he lodges the neces-
sary application.

Mr. Guthrie: That presupposes he has
to enrol immediately. But he has to live
in residence for three months without a
break.

Mr. OLDFIELD: But he is still entitled
to be on some roll.

Mr. Guthrie: Not necessarily.
Mr. OLDFIELD:- The only person who

w.ill be debarred is an itinerant person
prior to his turning 21 years of age; one
who has not lived at the same address for
three months; or somebody from the
Eastern States.

Mr. Guthrie: Let us take the case of a
naturalised person. He may not have re-
sided for three months in the place in
which he was living on the day he became
naturalised.

Mr. OLDFIELD: But he is living some-
where.

Mr. Guthrie: He cannot retrospectively
enrol.

Mr. OLDFIELD: But he should have
been enrolled. Any Person who wishes to
become a member of Parliament would be
interested in polities and would, at some
time or other, have made sure he wvas en-
rolled when he became eligible to be en-
rolled. The only person who would not be
eligible would be someone who became an
itinerant prior to turning 21 years of age.
If a person had not resided anywhere for
a period of three months, his home address
would be his parents' address. He would
have a home address somewhere.

Mr. Guthrie: Would he? How could
he? Tell me how he could!

Mr. OLDFIELD: I remember very well
that for five years I never lived at home,
but I had a home address and I was en-
rolled for that address.

Mr. Guthrie. But you may not have been
enrolled correctly-if it had been chal-
lenged.

Mr. OLOFIELD: I am speaking about
the war years.

Mr. Guthrie: There was a special pro-
vision for soldiers.

Mr, OLDFIELD: The member for Su-
biaco is trying to be naive, like the Minis-
ter. There is no time factor whatsoever.
The member for Beelco has put forward
an important point, and his amendment
should he accepted. The Minister suggests
the amendment is necess-ary because of the
Bill which follows.

Mr. Court: No I didn't! I was answering
a specific query by the member for Beeloo.

M%. OLDFIELD: Th& Minister said the
amendment was necessary because of the
following Bill.

Mr. Court: No I didn'tl I said that a
query which the member for Beebeo raised
was dealt with in the next Bill. That is
not the reason for this present measure.

Mr. OLDFtELD: We are dealing with
this Bill, and not the next Bill. If there
is something in the following Bill which
will satisfy us on the paint at issue, I
suggest to the minister that he deal with
the other measure first. If the Minister is
sincere in his efforts to get the Bill through
in a correct and workable form he should
agree to report progress to allow us to deal
with the other measure first, and then we
can come back to this one.

Mr. Q'NEIL: Relative to my long inter-
jection when the member for Baleatta was
speaking, I instance the case of a by-
election being held in one electorate. Be-
fore a person can be a candidate for that
by-election, according to the provisions
which we have before us at the moment,
he must be entitled to vote in that elector-
ate, or be qualified to become such an
elector. if only one election is being held,
anybody who is not on the roll for that
electorate, or who lives outside the area
and may be on the roll in another area,
according to my interpretation is not en-
titled to seek candidature for that election.

Mr. Graham: No. It says "at an elec-
tion" and not "at the election."

Mr. O'NEIL: If there is only one election
it can only refer to that one, and the person
would not be entitled to seek candidature.
I may be wrong: but if my contention is
correct, I think only one thing is needed,
and that is to remove the word "such."
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Line 11 would then read "who is an elector
entitled to vote at an election of a member
of the Legislative Assembly or who is
qualified to become an elector."

Mr. JAMIESON: If the member for East
Melville is right then the Minister is in
trouble, because I have not dealt with that
aspect at all. It is clear in my mind that
so long as he was an elector of the Legisla-
tive Assembly it would not matter where it
was; and I think that is what this particu-
lar proposal envisages.

A while ago the Minister made reference
to~the proposal in the Bill he introduced.
But that has nothing to do with the pro-
visions of the nomination paper, a copy of
which I have before me. It says. "names
in full in block letters." If they are not
provided, I cannot see a returning officer
accepting it because it is an official form
which is no doubt Put out under regula-
tions made under the Electoral Act.

The provisions I propose are only to
tighten up something that has been over-
looked in the drafting. My argument is
that this is a protection for the Electoral
Department when somebody comes along
and nominates. He should be known to
the department because it is there to pro-
tect other people who are nominating for
the election. The Minister said nobody is
harmed but somebody could be harm-
ed. A person could come into the State
by ship and claim, he was entitled to
be on the roll; but as the Act stands
at present the department would have no
knowledge of him because he had not been
on the roll, and it would not know
whether he was entitled to be on the roll
or not. Certainly the nomination paper
says, "I the undersigned being duly quali-
fied do hereby nominate myself as a candi-
date," but it looks as though some candi-
dates did not worry about that at the
last election. As a consequence, I think
some measure of protection is desirable.

If somebody nominates he should be
legally entitled to nominate, and he should
not just nominate from out of the blue,
from anywhere, and under any name he
might choose for the specific occasion.
This protection is needed. Under the
Electoral Act, before a person can vote
he must lodge a claim to be put on the
roll; and either it is right for a man to
be enrolled before he is entilted to vote
at an election, or it is not right, and that
is all I am arguing about. If it is right
for him to be enrolled before he can vote
for the Legislative Assembly, surely it is
right that he should be on the roll-it does
not matter for what part of the State-
before he is entitled to nominate. Under
those circumstances I cannot see the Min-
ister's argument in regard to this matter,
and what the member for East Melville
has said in regard to the word "such"
seems further to confuse the issue.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

I2
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

W. flegney
Jamileson
Kelly
D. G. May
Norton
Rowberry
Sewell
Toms
Tonkin
H. May

Ayes-
Mr. Blickerton
MIr. Brady
Mr. Curran
Mr. Davies
Mr. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hall
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. J. Hegney

Noes
Mr. Bovell
Mr. Brand
Mr. Cornell
MIr. Court
M~r. Craig
Mr. Crommelin
Mr1. Dunn
Mr. Garfer
Mr. Orayden
Mr. Guthrie
Mr. Hart

Pair
Ayes

M~r. Ithatigan
Mr. Oldifeld
Mr. Mofr

Majority against-I.

-22
Mr. Hearman
Dr. Henn
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. Nler
Mr. Nimmo
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Runciman
Mr. Williams
Mr. O'Nel

Noes
Mr. Hurt
Mr. Wild
Mr. Mitchell

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 3 and 4 put and passed.
Title put and passed,

Report
Bill reported, without amendment,

the report adopted.

(Teller.)

and

ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 11th October,
on the following motion by Mr. Court
(Minister for Industrial Development):-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

MR. BRADY (Swan) [11.15 p.m.]: Since
obtaining the adjournment of the debate
on this Hill I have carefully perused the
measure; and the Minister, I think, in the
main, has clearly explained the principal
provisions. All I can do, for the benefit
of members of the Opposition, is to run
briefly through what the proposed amend-
ments seek to do.

Firstly, on page 2. there is set out the
definition of "native." Followingr this
there is the provision to remove the dis-
qualification of natives from being able
to vote. The existing Electoral Act pro-
vides that natives do not possess the right
to vote because they are disqualified under
certain native administration Acts.

Further, the Bill removes from natives
the obligation that it places upon people
whose names appear on the roll. Such
people must carry out their obligations,
and should they not do so they are subject
to penalties. One of those obligations is
that after a person has been in residence
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in this State for a certain period he must
enrol. The provision in the Bill releases
a native from this obligation. The only
exception is that there is an obligation on
the Rlectoral Departmnent to acknowledge
the application of a native seeking the
right to vote. This provision must be car-
ried out.

As the Minister rightly pointed out
tonight when dealing with the previous
Bill, there is a provision inserted in this
measure that any person who nominates
himself as a candidate for either the Legis-
lative Council or the Legislative Assembly
must set out his Christian and sur-
names in full on the nomination form.
Apparently, in the past, the nomination
form made provision for a candidate to
show his full name, but no provision was
actually inserted in the legislation that It
should be done in that form. The Bill
will flow make it mandatory for any can-
didate for election to set out his full name
on the nomination form.

The next clause in the Bill specifically
lays down the various circumstances which
entitle a voter to apply for a postal vote.
It sets out clearly the position of an elec-
tor, whether he be living in the country
or the metropolitan area; and, similarly,
it explains the position of the officer who
issues the postal votes, either in the metro-
politan area or in the country.

The position of the person who witnesses
the signature of an applicant for a postal
vote is also clarified, and if he does not
carry out his obligations, by satisfying
himself as to the Identity of the person
making the declarationi, and so on, he shall
be liable to an extremely heavy penalty.
The Bill also deals with postal votes that
are made outside the State. Members will
recall that in the general elections held last
March, Mr. Mathea, the Chief Electoral
Officer, withheld six postal votes cast for
the Darling Range electorate, following
legal advice that the people who had re-
corded those Postal votes did not have the
right to do so.

The Bill seeks to show how a person
who is residing within the Commonwealth,
but outside Western Australia, may obtain
a postal vote, and the obligations he must
fulfil in order that such vote will be valid.
The measure also explains what shall be
done by any person seeking to obtain a
postal vote whilst residing outside the
Commonwealth; whom he shall ap-
proach; and who shall be the authorised
witnesses to his signature, and so on.

The Bill further proceeds to deal with the
important factor of native votes, and lays
ddwn certain features which might be con-
sidered an endeavour to bribe natives , or
to induce them to vote, or not to vote, as
the case may be.

Any person now who tries to exercise
an influence in regard to a native who is
voting for a. certain candidate could be
up for a very severe penalty. The matter

of bribery in relation to the voting rights
of natives is clearly defined, as is the
use of undue influence when a native is
exercising his right to vote. Finally the
measure defines undue influence and seeks
to add to section 1.84 the words, "or with
the free exercise by a native of his choice
whether or not to enrol as an elector".

In other words, if one seeks to influence
a native not to get on the roll, one is
exercising undue influence. At the same
time if one tries to insist on a native
getting on the roll, one is also exercising
undue influence. To me, as a layman, this
raises a very important point. I cannot for
the life of rae see how natives are going to
obtain their rights under this Electoral
Act; because a person is said to be using
und:ue influence if he tells a native not to
get on the roll, and he is also using undue
influence if he advises him to get himself
enrolled. The position is very difficult in-
deed.

It is this aspect which made me ask the
Minister earlier, when we were dealing
with the previous Bill, what the depart-
ment is going to do about it. I under-
stand that in Darwin, in the islands off
Darwin, in New Guinea, and in Papua the
Commonwealth Government has men
going around the various native settle-
ments with dummy ballot boxes, dummy
voting cards, and dummy polling booths
and carrying out dummy elections. It
seems to be a difficult matter on which to
ask anyone for advice.

The person concerned could quite easily
be a missionary, or somebody else who has
a great deal of regard for the welfare of
the natives;, it could be a member of Par-
liament or somebody else who, because he
happens to say a word out of place by way
of endeavouring to advise the natives,
could be charged under this measure with
using undue influence. That is not right--
whether Lbe person be a member of Par-
liament. a native welfare officer, a mis-
sionary, or someone who merely wants to
help the natives.

I understand the Minister for Native
Welfare proposes to speak on this Bill, and
when he does I hope he will enlarge on
this matter, so that we will all know what
the exact, position is; because I am sure
no-one wants to be charged with having
used undue influence; and no-one wants
to be subjected to a penalty of £100 for
doing what he thinks is the right thing.
I will he quite honest in this matter.
From time to timne I have advised a
number of natives what they should do to
become enrolled. A short while ago I
heard two natives from the west coast of
Africa speaking to natives at Allawah
Grove. They were amazed to find that
the natives here were not on the roll, and
that they were not advised as to how they
should get on the roll, or as to what their
rights and obligations were once they were
on the roll.
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If those sentiments could be expressed
by neople from other countries then surely
members of Parliament, missionaries, wel-
fare officers, or somebody else, should be
given authority to visit these native settle-
ments to advise the people of these things.
There would not be more than 2,000 or
3,000 natives on the roll: yet we are told
by the Minister for Native Welfare that
there are 18,000 natives who could derive
advantage from the amendments con-
tained in this Bill.

It is logical and possible that 1,000 of
the natives will know nothing about the
Bill for many years. These people are
nomads who live in the desert, and they
will not know the first thing about it.
Even if they did, they would not be eligible
to have their names placed on the roll,
because they would not possess the neces-
sary residential qualifications. I am con-
cerned about the 9,000 or 10,000 natives
wvho could immediately take advantage of
the provisions of this Bill, and I felt I
should enlarge on these matters.

I do not wish to go into the details of
the various clauses of the Bill. I think
I have set out clearly what is intended by
the amendments contained in the meas-
ure. I hope these amendments will go
through in the main; though there are
one or two that are objectionable, par-
ticularly the one which deals with undue
influence. I think that provision could be
dropped entirely without any harm being
done.

I could speak for another 20 minutes or
half an hour, and deal with the various
clauses of the Bill and what they mean.
Some of these clauses run into two or
three pages. In the main the measure is
an attempt to tighten up certain aspects.
and particularly those dealing with votes
that have been signed by people who have
no authority to sign them, or in relation
to people who have applied for Postal Votes
without having the right to do so; and
also those with respect to declarations be-
ing made by people who have no auth-
ority to make them. In all those cases
the offenders will be subjected to heavy
penalties, and rightly so.

The main purpose of the Bill is to grant
the natives the right to vote; a right
which they should have been given years
ago. Apart from the question of undue
influence and the charge that is likely to
be made against people who advise natives
-either to become enrolled, or not to be-
-come enrolled, there is one further aspect
I1 would like to mention. It appears that
under this Bill there is no compulsion on
the native to get his name on the roll.
He can please himself whether he does
so or not. But once having taken advan-
tage of that provision, and once having
got his name on the roll, he is obliged to
vote, and will be subject to all the penal-
ties to which any other citizen is subject.
That is the only matter of major import-
ance I wish to mention.

In regard to postal voting, the returning
officer will have certain rights to accept
postal votes where there may be some
minor breaches of the Act as a result of
the amendments contained in the Bill.
There are one or two other provisions
which are necessary to overcome some of
the looseness which already exists in the
parent Act. I support the Bill in the
main, and I hope it will be carried.

MR. LEWIS (Moore-Minister for
Native Welfare) [11.29 p.m.]: As Minister
for Native Welfare I propose to address
myself to this Bill, although at this late
hour my remarks will not be unduly pro-
tracted. I daresay I could have addressed
myself to the Constitution Acts Amendment
Bill with which we have already dealt, but
I considered it would be more appropiate
for me to say something on this measure
in relation to the social advancement of
our natives.

I do not propose to enter into political
partisanship on this measure, I nave not
approached it, at any time, from a party-
political point of view. I know the
charge has been laid tonight that this Bill
is many years behind the times and should
have been introduced 50 years ago. I am
not concerned with whether or not it
should have been introduced years ago, or
whether it has been introduced too early.
Trhe fact is that the Bill is being intro-
duced now, and in my view is. is better to do
it now than 12 months or 12 years hence.

This measure seeks to give natives the
right to enrol, and subsequently to vote
at State elections. From the figures sup-
Plied to me there are accounted 8,683 full-
bloods and 10,810 of varying degrees of
caste natives, making a total of 19,493.
In addition, it is estimated there are ap-
proximately 2,000 nomadic natives living
away from settlement, and it is not easy
to get a true account of them.

Of the 19,403 natives it is estimated
there are 11,210 adults, but here again the
figure is a little misleading because it in-
cludes all those over 16 years of age. of
the 11,210 there would be some below 21
years of age, but how many I have no
information. In addition to those, there
are 8,283 children under 16 years of age,
thus making the total 19,493.

Mr. H. May: How did you establish their
ages?

Mr. LEWIS: I suppose that was done
through the taking of a census. I do not
know why the figure was not taken for
those over 21 years of age. However, that
was the information supplied to me.. I1
have checked with the Statistician's
Office and the only information it has re-
lates to those over 16 years of age.

Mr. H. May: It is a stab in the dark.

Mr. LEWIS: I became the Minister for
Native Welfare some six months ago. I
have been a member of this House for
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four years, and during that time I have
listened to animated debates on the ques-
tion of citizenship for natives. When I
was charged with the responsibility for
administering the Native Welfare Depart-
ment, one of the first steps I took was to
make myself acquainted with the manner
in which the natives lived. In a period of
a few weeks I travelled through the Great
Southern, and some of the areas in the
eastern and south-western portions of the
State. I was able to see natives on the
reservations. I had meetings with native
welfare committees and shire councils,
and I visited the natives in their homes.
In some cases they were living under de-
plorable conditions, but in others they
showed evidence of considerable improve-
ment in their standard of living.

I visited one home in Pinjarra at the
end of March or early April, where the
native family had been in occupation
since shortly before Christmas. The mem-
bers of the family had cleared the land
in front and behind the house, and they
had planted a lawn, a hedge, and a vege-
table garden containing many varieties of
vegetables: they had also planted a flower
garden. The home inside was as clean and
neat as any home occupied by a white per-
son could be expected to be.

I met the housewife, but the husband
was away at work. One of the vital fac-
tors in the uplift of the native population
is full employment for natives. I con-
gratulated the woman on the way she had
kept her home and garden. She told me
that they had accepted the house and the
way of life as a challenge. They knew
they were being carefully watched by the
coloured folk as well as the whites. She
told me they could not afford to fail. I
thought that was a very admirable atti-
tude to adopt, and it inspired me greatly.

On the same evening I was rather in-
terested to learn at a meeting of the
native welfare committee that it was mak-
ing representations to the shire council to
have the track leading to the native re-
serve named Perkins Road. At the time
I did not realise this was meant to be a
tribute to the late Charles Perkins, be-
cause in my travels which preceded my
visit to Pinjarra the tracks leading to
native reserves were, in the main, rough
tracks, except where the local authorities
had assisted in grading and covering with
gravel. However, when I saw the straight
gravel road which led, to the three houses,
including the one occupied by the couple
I mentioned, I realised why the committee
wanted to name it Perkins Road, because
the road really led to their uplifted way of
life.

I found similar instances when I
travelled in the north. I covered about
8,000 miles in the north of the State right
up to Kulumburu, near the mouth
of the flrysdale River, Yalgoc, and
Warburton Ranges. Although it was

my first trip to those parts I did hear
from all sides tributes to the vast improve-
ment in the mode of life of the natives
over recent years.

In that regard I add my tribute to the
very sterling work- which was performed
by the late Charles Perkins. At Onslow
I visited the native hostel, which is called
Charles Perkins Hostel. It was my privilege
to open a similar hostel at Halls Creek.
Again, at the wish of the local people, it
was named the Charles Perkins Hostel.
I know no greater tribute than to have
these hostels named after a Minister for
Native Welfare who did such great prac-
tical work to uplift the natives.

I have no illusions about this measure.
It proposes to give voting rights to natives,
but I do not think it will give them any
material benefit directly. I hope it will
give them some psychological uplift, and
a sense of importance, to indicate that
at least they mean something in the scheme
of things. If we are able to do that it
will help the natives to gain self-respect
and uplift their way of life. As the miember
for Narrogin pointed out, when he spoke
in 1958 gnd to the measure now before
us, this Bill will do nothing to provide
better houses, better education, greater
employment, or a better standard of living.

Mr. Graham: Don't you think that their
voice in future elections will have that
effect?

Mr. LEWIS: It will have this effect: I
believe that candidates and members of
Parliament will take a greater interest in
them from now onwards, than they took
in the past. That is not to say they have
not taken any interest in them, because
in letters I receive from members on both
sides of the House, ,representations are
made not only on behalf of individual
natives, but also on behalf of groups
situated in various places, whether on
native reserves or even more widely dis-
persed.

I believe, too, that it will not be long
before the native will know that since he
has the right to vote he has a member
of Parliament, and he will be educated
into making representations to his mem-
ber to get something more done for him.
So I hope that the combination of these
circumstances will hasten the granting of
the material help which is so necessary
to the social uplift of the natives.

Giving them voting rights will help. It
is somewhere along the track, but by itself
it will not mean much at all. In my
travels during the last six months I met
with many views on natives. I met all
sorts of people and took every opportunity
to do so during the course of a trip-as
I mentioned earlier-which covered over
8,000 miles and lasted for three weeks and
two days. We travelled almost non-stop,
leaving early and getting back very late-
and there were no rest days.
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I met shire councillors and local welfare
committees, and I talked to natives on
their reserves. I discussed with Pastoralists
and other people the question of natives
and their advancement; and many varied
views were given to me regarding the
natives. The view was expressed to me by
one that the natives were not worth em-
ploying; yet the man alongside would be
quite satisfied with his "boys," the name by
which they are known.

In most places I asked the question:
What would be the effect in your opinion
of granting full citizenship rights to
natives? And I was given many replies. I
was keen to find out the answers to these
questions so that I could submit subse-
quent recommendations to the Government
for the future advancement of the natives.

I made a trip to the Great Southern
areas and the south-west and I came back
to Perth recognising that the social status
of the natives was a good deal below that
of whites. Nevertheless, I thought we could
just about take a chance and grant full
citizenship to natives. But when I went
on the trip to the north I realised that
the scale of civilisation-if a may Put it
that way-varied very much. There were
natives who were acquitting themselves
equally as well as most whites; but there
was the other extreme where they were
carrying around their spears. That was
at the Warburton Ranges. Therefore, we
have to be realistic about this.

it is all very well to speak on these
matters as most people can do, with a lot
of emotion; but we have to be realistic
enough to know that as much as we may
deplore it the natives are still, in the main
-there are exceptions which I will mention
later-a long way behind the whites in in-
telligence, if that be -the right term.

* I know they are a long way behind in
the opportunities they have, so we cannot
blame them in any way. Even so, in
Western Australia we have a matron of a
hospital who is a native. I heard of
another native educated at Roelands who
was a tutor sister in a hospital in Tas-
mania. In the Native Welfare Department
we have a young man who studied at the
University; and in that respect he had the
advantage of a better academic education
than I had. Coming down the scale we
have schoolteachers and others who are
acquitting themselves veny well in regard
to our way of life.

Nevertheless, it is true that most of the
natives are still dragging a long way
behind. The question has been asked:
Why not grant full citizenship? I may be
wrong, but I say with all sincerity that we
must first bf all educate the native to
handle this thing we call "full citizenship".

Mr. Davies: How long do you think that
will take?

Mr. LEWIS: I hope it will not be long;
and I can assure the honourable member
that I, as Minister for Education, believe
education plays a vital part in this matter.
and I intend to strain every nerve to hasten
the coming of that day. It is well known
that we do not make any discrimination in
our schools between native and white
children. They sit alongside each other.
My own youngster sat alongside natives
at Miling. The natives get the same basic
education as the white children; but, un-
fortunately, by the time they get to the
sixth grade, they slip behind and the white
children forge ahead.

I do not say that the native child is lack-
ing in intellect. Probably at that time the
native has reached an age when he or she
feels there is no future; and I cannot think
of anything more discouraging to anyone
at the tender age of 14 or 15 than to think
there is no future. Unfortunately in too
many cases that is only too true. There
are no employment opportunities for many
of them. Many have not been trained, and
it is necessary for them to live in districts
where the employment potential is not
great.

We are still wrestling with tribal in-
stincts; and I am told on the best authority.
I can get that the native works, roams, and
moves within his tribal district. As the
natives become more educated and de-
tribalised they drift to other parts of the
State away from the tribal areas, which are
fairly extensive. We have to keep pushing
on with this system of education. I know
the late Charles Perkins introduced a sys-
tem which he called "handyman training."
This was introduced into many schools in
the north-west and the natives were
trained to mix concrete, fix a windmill
head, and do running repairs to a motor
vehicle, and so on-just the sort of job
they would meet with on stations.

Some station owners complain that edu-
cation is wrong and that the natives were
better before they went to school-that in
the early days they learned to ride horses
and to muster, but that nowadays we take
them away and send them to school, and
when they come home at the age of 14 or
15 they cannot ride and are useless on a
station.

Mr. Tomns: They learn how many pennies
there are in a shilling.

Mr. LEWIS: They may not be able to
ride, but the mere fact that they have been
to school means they are able to reason
and they more Quickly learn the duties
they have to carry out on a station, and
within a few years are valuable as employ-
ees. At any rate, we are pushing on with
this manual type of training. It is only
during the last 10 years that the Education
Department has really provided an ex-
tensive education for native children; and
we are learning that even with the best of
intentions in the world there is a certain
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amount of trial and error. We try some-
thing, and after a period find-it-does net-
work, and then have to try something else.

However, we have-now devised a system
of manual training where we have junior
high schools, but it requires a certain
minimum number before it is economic to
appoints- qualified instructor. We try to
get tradesmen from local towns, but not
all tradesmen are, able to teach others.

Mr. Cornell. What has this to do with
the Bill?

Mr. LEWIS: Not very much.
Mr. Cornell: You're telling mue!-
Mr. LEWIS: .1 gathered from, remarks

of memb ers,opposite-and I hope you, :Mr.
Speakei, will bear ;wkith me in this--that
it is nisuffIcient 'to give the natives voting
rights: that w6 -should give them full
citizenship. What were we doing? They
wanted to hear from the Minister what
was being done about this. I am sorry
that I happen to be speaking -at--this -late
hour. and I am sorry for the member for
Mt. Marshall. . However,. at the risk of
upsetting the'nfiemnbeF for Mtl Marshall' I
feel I must-

Mr. Hawke: He was sorry for you last
week.

Mr. LEWIS: The feeling is reciprocal
tonight. In addition to providing better
education, we are trying to provide more
houses for them. I have some information
here which shows that at the 1st' August
this year we had 38 self-contained houses
and these are to be increased before July
next to 70. We have 185 on reserves and
we propose to increase them to 249.

Mr. Heal: When?
Mr. LEWIS: From. the State Housing

Commission, about 50 purchase homes,
and an unknown number of normal rental
homes. Some natives these days buy their
own homes, if they wish. In that case we
help them along sometimes with financial
assistance, and we enable them to go on
the road towards ultimately possessing
their own homes. On reserves we are en-
deavouring to increase the number of
houses, ablution blocks; and so on. Many
have been put in and many more will be
put in during the coming year.

Mr. H. May: We have some vacant
houses in Collie.

Mr. LEWIS: If they are the poorer type
of house. I am very glad to hear it.

Mr. H. May: They are State Housing
Commission homes. -

Mr. LEWIS: We hope ultimat ely to
house our natives in State Housing Com-
mission homes. We have found to our
cost that natives have to be educated in
regard to living in houses. We get them
first of all living in shanties and put them
then into houses-what we might call
cheap substandard houses. AS they gradu-
ate through those, we put them out and

[64]

improve their mode of living Until ulti-
irately they~catn live-alongside white people
in State Housing Commission homes.

I -met some of them in their homes in
the Great Southern areas and they were
paying up to £3 17s, a week. They are
accepted on all sides and are not rejected
because of their colour. Wherever they are
rejected it is because of their lower stan-
dard of living. When this is overcome they
are accepted by white People.

Without wearying the House too much,
I hope. I want to say that I regard the
question of employment as very in-
portant.,to;-them. . Whenever they have
been working the'y 'Set about improving
their.- homres... -The. womenfolk -have re-
frigerators and other amenities. in-. the
home, no doubt on the hire-purchase
system. The husband finds himself, as the
late Mt. Perkins~saKd, oh'te treadmill of
civilisation-and it is ideed a treadmill.
Nevertheless, It does keep the husband
homue aridit keeO him* working because
hie haS to keip up the payments; arid it
is perhaps not a bad thing after all.

The Native Welfare Department over
recent Years has adopted and is following
&t.blicy- tb Whichi I give* iny lull support
-of endeavouring to teach the native that
if he wants the Privileges of the white man,
he. has to-carry also the obligations and
responsibilities. Therefore. I do not en-
courage giving -the native something for
nothing, but expect him to earn what he
gets. and ,Pay for what he purchases. We
are not -alwiays successful. After all, it is
part.. of~ the education. We cannot expect

child to run befor t I s properly walig
Some people argue that natives shouldbe

given full citizenship and allowed to learn
the hard- way: My-answer to 'that Proposi-
tion Is that we do not allow a child to
walk near an open fire; we put a screen
around it until we feel the child is able
to lo6ok, after itself. There is no question
in my mind tha't a native, too, requires a
good deal of education.

IfE I4-eak :fti 'any greater-lbngth I know
I will weary members, but I do give.- this
Bill my blasing and hope that it will re-
ceive the Support of the House. ,While I
cannot, of course, say at the moment when
I would be Prepared to recommend full
citizenship. I assure members I am not
going to be, influenced one iota by what is
said at thie United 'Nations or anywhere
else. When .1 myself feel the time is ripe
to giant full citizenship, I can assure mem-
bers I1 will not hesitate to recommend to
1th&1 overn ,iient that that step be taken:
and anything I can do to hasten that day
I will do. I

Mr. W. Hegney: A bit different from
last year!---

MR. JAMIESON (Beeloo) [11.55 p.m.]:
I would like to indicate that in my opinion
this is the wrong way to -go about giving
natives rights because It immediately
places political candidates on the auction
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block in regard to what is the best offer
far native improvement. That is ndt de-
sirable in any minority section of the com-
munity, but it is exactly what the Govern-
ment is doing by Introducing & Bill that
merely grants voting rights without the
other obligations associated with citizen-
ship in this State,.

There wvill be a scramble among the
parties from time to time to submiAt some-
thing that will appeal to the minority
group in certain areas. Therefore, for the
good government of the State that situa-
tion is not desirable and should be
obviated. The only way to overcome the
situation would have been to introduce a
Bill giving lull and comprehensive rights
to natives.

However, that has not been the object
of the Government on this occasion and
it has confined itself to giving natives
voting rights. The Government may live
to regret this, because it may not be able
to offer as -much as the other party. I
do not know, and I, would not like to pre-
diet anything at this stage.

Mr. Bickerton: They might be declared
black.

Mr. JAMIESON: Yes. The Minister in-
dicated earlier that an amendment had
been, provided in order that the full
Christian names might be given on the
nomination form of a candidate for Par-
liament. At the time, I indicated that I
did not consider that was a great protec-
tion for the department or for the persons
who were being opposed at an election.
I still consider that it is very weak. It
would have been far better had the Min-
ister merely indicated It was to correct the
original drafting of section '78 which, on
reflection, is apparently the case.

One of the main features of this Bill is
the redrafting of the postal vote provisions.I would like the Minister to take very
close notice of the fact that there is a
very serious omission in regard to the
provision. It has occurred on quite a few
occasions that if a person's name has
been inadvertently omitted from the roll
-due to a printer's error, an error by the
clerks, or a number of other reasons-he
is disqualified from voting If he has to
vote by post. It is not desirable to have
that provision in any electoral Act; because
if it Is right for a person in those circumn-
stances to make a sectional vote if he votes
at the polling booth on the Saturday, then
it is equally right for a person to make a
sectional vote if he desires to record a
Postal vote. That is a wrong condition,
and I am sur 0 the M!nlster will aeree
it needs attention; and this is the time
when attention should be given.

.I would not suggest at this stage that
atn addition could be made to the section:
but I do think a Provision should be Put
in whereby section 122A could apply to a

person requiring a postal vote--and it is
most definite that at the present time
it would not be granted.

At the recent' Bunbury by-election I
knew of people who applied. and who were
sent a cursory reply from the department
that they could not receive a section
vote under the postal vote provisions. That
is quite true. Under section 122A such
persons are specifically excluded from hav-
ing the vote at an election. The vote could
be given at a polling place; and a polling
place is not deemed applicable where.
prior to an election, Postal votes are issued.
That provision needs close scrutiny and at-
tention. The redrafting of the postal vote
provisions are, as the member for Swan
indicated, for the betterment of the Elec-
toral Act. I think they will help quite
considerably in sorting out the problems
which exist. 'To the lay person It would
appear that the conditions surrounding
refusal of postal votes were obscure. The
tidying up of the Act is necessary for
future elections.

I support the second reading of the Bill,
but I hope the Minister will have a very
close look at the possibility of providing
a section vote for those persons desiring
a postal vote..

MR. NORTON (Glascoyne) [12.3 a.m.J:
I intend to support the second reading of
the Bill. As the member for Beelco said,
section 90 of the Electoral Act has been
examined very closely and many of the
omnissions and errors have been tidied up.

When one is engaged on countinig postal
votes one sees quite a number of anomalies.
An anomaly which has been rectified is
that the witness to a signature has now
to insert his enrolment address after his
signature. Previously, any person could
sign as a witness and his address could not
be checked. This signature was regarded
as sufficient on a postal vote declaration.
That anomaly has been tidied up in this
Bi11.

I would like to draw the Minister's at-
tention to the fact that one provision has
been omitted from section 90. It concerns
those persons who are eligible to issue
ballot papers for postal votes. Under the
Act, authority may be given to a Justice
of the peace' appointed by the Minister to
issue ballot papers in places where any
of the persons mentioned in preceding
subpsragraphs are not readily available.
That Provision was inserted in 1959, and
it is one which Is very handy to those
electors who live in large districts. Quite
a number of electors are a long way from
the nearest police station or polling booth,

I think that particular provision was
inserted by Mr. Watts. It is particularly
useful to those people who live in such
p!aces as Mt. Walker out from Narembeen,
where they may be at least 30 miles from
a police station. It is also convenient for
people living in pastoral areas--people who
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are not registered postal voters. It saves
them considerable time, and their applica-
tions can be sent by one mail, and the
ballot papers may sometimes return by
the next mail. Were this not so, it would
mean that some voters would have to wait
two or three weeks before they could
obtain a ballot paper.

I give the Minister notice that at the
proper time I will move that a section be
added to the Dill so that "a Justice of the
Peace" may be a person who can be ap-
Pointed by thte Minister and who can isue
a postal vote ballot Paper.

MR. WV. HEGNEX (Mt. Hawthorn)
[12.8 p.m.]: I desire to indicate my sUP-
port of this Bill. There are only a few
clauses in the measure, but to my mind
the major one is the removal of the bar
on natives in connection with section 18
of the Act. That section precludes natives
from being enrolled and, consequently.
from voting. There is provision in the Bill
that It will be optional for natives to enrol.
I1 think that is a very wise- provision in
the initial stages of this very important
amendment to the Electoral Act. In due
course the natives will realise that they
should all be enrolled and, consequently,
they will come under the compulsory pro-
visions of the Act.

I do not propose to discuss the question
of postal voting. Suffice it to say that a
short amendment will be required. The
matter was mentioned by the member for
Beelon and I hope that in the Committee
stage the amendment will be effected.

I propose to put the record straight with
regard to the subject matter of this Bill.
The subject matter is closely related to
that of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act. We on this side of the House are
not going to be misrepresented. The Min-
ister for Industrial Development indicated
earlier in the evening that the member
for Mt. Hawthorn chided the Government
because the Bill which was introduced last
year was not the end of what the Govern-
mient proposed to do,

Last year-and I invite contradiction
from the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment-a Bill was introduced in connection
-with extending the franchise. That Bill
definitely provided that no person who was
born before the 1st January, 1955, would
be entitled to comie under the provisions
set out in the measure; and one of the pro-
visions was that, in effect, no native would
be entitled to exercise the franchise before
the 1st January, 1976.

Mr. Court: The old provisions were not
revoked, or were not to be revoked.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: That was the sub-
stance of that measure, and there was no
strong reference as to what the Common-
wealth was going to do then: and there

wvas no reference as to what the Commnon-
wealth was going to do when we intro-
duced a Bill in 1954, and in subsequent
years, to extend the franchise.

When the Minister for Native Welfare
was speaking I had to look twice; I
thought he was introducing the Depart-
ment of Native Welfare Estimates-

Mr. Hawke: It sounded like it.
Mr. W. HEGNEY: -and not speaking

to an amendment of the Electoral Act. He
made passing reference to it at the finish.

As regards the member for Narrogin, I
thought his speech was rather inconsistent
and I think he condemned himself. This
Government -was in office in 1958, the Labor
Government having gone out of office in
1957. But last year the member for
Narrogin subscribed to the Bill to which I
have just referred, and members of the
Government indicated that the time was
not ripe f or full electoral privileges to be
extended to natives;, they said it would be
the 1st January, 1976 before the natives
would have the requisite intelligence.
understanding, and culture to be able to
enjoy the privilege of voting. We had the
member for Narrogin trying to make out-

Mr. Court: You are quite wrong there.
Mr-. W. HEGNEY: -that in the four

years from 1958 onwards so much has been
done that it was quite competent and just
for the Government to introduce the
measure now before us.

Mr. W. A. Manning: Quite true.
Mr. W. HEGNEY: But last year was

only three years after the Government
took office. Therefore, what happened
between last year, when the member for
Narrogin subscribed to a Bill which would
not confer citizenship rights on natives
until 1976, and this year? Because tonight
he seeks to justify the introduction of this
measure. Have there been any miracles
since last year?

Mr. W. A. Manning: The Government
has been re-elected.

Mr. Graham: That was a miracle all
right.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: That was not a
miracle.

Mr. Lewis: No; it was not.
Mr. W. HEGNEY: The Government was

returned; and I ain Pleased the member
for Narrogin made that interjection
because we were the Government in 1955,
and in 1956 we were returned with a very
strong mandate; but that did not alter the
attitude of the member for Narrogin
regarding an extension of the franchise
for the natives of this country; nor did
it alter the attitude of the other mem-
bers who were then in opposition and who
are now on the Government side.

I would like to know, apart from the
fact that the Government was returned in

- March of this year, what other miracles
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have taken place between last Year and
this year? I am fully in agreement with
the Bill, but I just rose to Put the record
straight and try to counter a little of the
hypocrisy which is being displayed by the
member for Narrogin and, to a certain
extent, by the Minister for Industrial
Development.

Mr. Nalder: You would be an authority
on that, wouldn't you?

MR. -BICKERTON (Pilbara) [12.14
a.m.]: There are just a couple of words
I wish to say in support of the measure.
As has, been Pointed out, probably the
,main jssu9 .,.in the Bill Is the provision
that gives, vcting& rights to hatiVes; but
there are-h eduple*of matters I would like
to have cleared up. With the measures
dealing with this subject it is rather con-
fusing because they are being handled by
the Minister for Industrial Development,
'who' represents the Minister for Justice
in this Chamber, and yet.the main provi-
sions In both Bills deal with voting rights
for natives. I think it would have been
bletter if the Minister for Native Wel-
fare had handled both- measures be-
cause it is around his portfolio that most
of the discussion has taken place.

I wish to support the measure, but there
are a couple of points on which I wish to
touch regarding voting rights for natives.
The first is that, as we all know, the pro-
vision says enrolment is optional, and I
would like the Minister, when he replies
to give us some idea of who will approach
these people to see if they require to be
enrolled. We do know that in the normal
course of events many people, such as
Party organisers and members of Parlia-
ment. do a certain amount of enrolment,
because enrolment is compulsory. They go
around and probably check to see whether
people are on- thei roll, and, if they are
eligible, they have them put on the roll.
As regards natives, what Provision will be
made to let them know that they can be
enrolled, and who will point out the ad-
vantages of enrolment?

That brings me to the point where, they
having been enrolled, I have no doubt cer-
tain People will be canvassing for their
support. But, as we know, under the Native
Welfare Act certain natives reserves are
restricted regarding the entry of certain
persons. No person can go on to these re-
serves except under certain circumstances.Therefore, could the Minister tell me how
canvassing will be done en these native re-
serves, and how enrolment caP be carried
out, assuming a native requires to be en-
rolled; or is it the objective of the. Gov-
ernment to leave this matter to the niative
welfare officers?

I do not know that that. would please
all candidates, although it might in some
cases, and in others it miight not. If that
is not to be the position, is the'work to be
left to the Electoral Department? Just

what provisions have been made for can-
vassing and enrolling in view of the re-
strictive clauses in the Native Welfare
Act?

-MR. COURT (Nedlands--Minister for
Industrial Develbpmdint)' - 12.17 am.]: I
thank members who have indicated their
,support of,- the measure. -There are one
or two points I should reply to, and first
of all I shall refer to the, 6fiembei for Mt.
Hawthorn. Unfortunjately he is not here-

Mr. Graham: He Is here.
Mr. COURT: -but I do want to make

the point that he keeps referring to the
1961 legislation, and he also refers to the
alleged inconsistency of the member for
Narrogin. The Bill introduced in 1961 was
not one directed at voting rights. I
thought I made that clear when I was
speaking on the other measure.

- Mr. Graham:, Ultimately voting rights.
Mr. COURT: It was a Bill related to

citizenship,- rights: and, not voting rights
at all; and chad that measure-been passed
this voting, rights. Bill, would still have
c .omei befo Ire the Houie......

Mr. J. Hegney: I wonder.
Mr. COURT: The other point that has

not been mentioned by members on the
other. side is the fact that the old order
of the'right to apply for citizenship rights
,would still have, existed..

Mr. Graham: Nobody has denied that.
Mr. COURT: But that was implied on

the other measure-that a person born
before a certain date would be irrevocably
denied the right to have citizenship rights
and voting rights. That is not correct, be-
cause the old provision remained.

I do not want to deal in great detail with
the comments made by the member for
Narrogin, because I think he gave a com-
plete vindication of -his attitude, which is
consistent with the-, Government's ap-
proach to this question of the uplift of
the native population of this State.

Mr. Norton: He hts been whipped into
line.

Mr. COURT: The member for Pilbara
referred to the methods of enrolment and
the question of entry on to native reserves.
I think this can be left to the Department
of Native Welfare and- to the Electoral
Office. Surely- this Act will not' change
the right of certain people to enter these
native reserves! It will not mean that just
because a person is canvassing for votes
he can enter a native reserve simply
because People on that reserve have vot-
ing rights. I do. not think, we need to
worry ourselves about this position because,
so far as the native welfare officers are
concerned, it will be unchanged.

Mr. Bickerton: You would think they
would have given it some consideration.
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Mr. COURT: They have.
Mr. Bickerton: What do they think about

it?
Mr. COURT: The present policy of

education will continue. The department
is always indulging in a programme of
education, and I am sure the member for
Swan would confirm that from his oWn
experience as Minister. For Instance, they
are always bringing to the notice of
natives their right to obtain citizenship
rights, and this will be an extension of
that particular type of work. I think we
can leave it to the department, in con-
junction with the Electoral Department,
to handle It in a fair and proper manner,
free from any interference.-

Mr. Bickerton: Do you give the assur-
ance that You will discuss it with the
Minister for Native Welfare? .I-

Mr. COURT: I know he has already con-
sidered the matter and that his department
has it under review.

Mr. Bickerton: -I will put a question on
the notice paper.

THE SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): Before
I put the question that the Bill be now
read a second time, I will again point out
that this is a bill which requires a con-
stitutional majority:

Question Put.
THE SPEAKER (Mr. Hearman): I have

counted the House and as there are more
than 26 members present and there is no
dissentient voice, I declare the question
carried by a .const itutional majority.

Question, thus, passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
The. Chairman of.Committees .(Mr. 1. W.

Manning) in the Chair; Mr. Court ( Min-
ister for Industrial Development) In charge
of the Bill.

Clauses I to 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Section 78 amended-
Mr. JAMIESON: This is the clause that

sets out that a candidate for election has
to state each of his Christian names and
his surname. I want the Minister to give
the Committee the assurance that the
department will show more vigilance in
regard to people Xwho nominate Fis candi-
dates for an election. In the past the
Electoral Department has been extremely
dilatory on this issue. It has not been
prepared to do anything about it
when the matter has been brought
to its'-notice by Parliamentary question.
It was not prepared to investigate the
position of a person who had not noin-
ated in the correct manner.

I would like to have
the Minister that when
Placed in the Act the
Officer will be Permitted

the assurance of
this provision is
Chief Electoral

to, or will of his

own right, ensure that any person who
nominates for an election is the Person
he claims to be according to the name
set out on the form. Unless that is done
the provision is useless and will not
strengthen the Act.

Mr. COURT: There is no need for me
to give the assurance sought by the bon-
ourable member.

Mr. Jamieson: You did not do anything
about it when I drew your attention to
it.

Mr. COURT: The honourable member
is implying that the Chief Electoral
Officer does not do his job.
* Mr. Jamieson, He is -not -allowed to

do. his job!, Youi willnot let him!
Mr. COURT: That statement, of course,

is completely unfair and untrue.
Mr. Jamieson; No it isn't!
Mr. COURT: The Chief Electoral

officer is well-.known to every member of
this Committee Personally.

Mr.' JaiioA: I knb*~ that; 'rd he is
a good friend of mine. .1

Mr. COURT: The member for Beeloo
made the accusation--

Mr. Jamieson: I did not make any
accusation against the Chief Electoral
Officer. 1.1

Mr. COURT: If the honourable member
did not. I do not know who did. He im-
plied-that he was intimidated or was pre-
vented from carrying out his duty. We
all know 'Mr. Mathea, well enough to
apipreciate that if aniything interfered with
the execution of his duty he would soon
let someone know. It is quite obvious why
these words are being placed in the Act.
The Chief Electoral Officer has asked for
those words to be inserted for an obvious
reason; namely, he will be fortified with
a Statute which states that the nomina-
tion form' must show the surname and
all. the Christian names of the candidate.
Surely we cannot ask for anything morel
I have complete confidence that Mr.
Mdthea will do his job whether this Gov-
ernment or any other Government is in
office.

Mr. TONKIN: I want to correct the
Minister on one statement he made;
namely, that the Chief Electoral Officer
would not be intimidated or obliged to
do something against his desires. Whilst
I might agree that it might be the wish
of the Chief Electoral Officer to do some-
thing, he may be up against a power that
is 'too strong for him. I can recall the
Chief Electoral Officer calling in a postal
vote book because it was being wrongly
used by a postal vote officer, and the Min-
ister ordered that it be returned, and It
was returned. I told the Minister who
was in charge of the Electoral Department
at the time that I proposed to raise the
matter in this House subsequently, but as
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it happened we won the election and I
took the view that it was not worth while
doing anything about it. However, the
Minister wanted an example, and I gave
it to him. The Chief Electoral Officer was
instructed to do something, but on Instruc-
tions from his Minister he had to do the
opposite.

Mr. JAMIESON: I want to make it
clear that I believe Mr. Mathea would do
the Job he is asked to because he seems
to be extremely interested in his duties
as Chief Electoral Officer; but, neverthe-
less, he is not always allowed to act as
he would wish in that Position. As memn-
bers will recall, when I took exception to
the Minister being present in the midst
of votes being counted when all other
members were forbidden to be present, the
Chief Electoral Officer said, "I must
administer the Act according to the wishes
of the Minister." Therefore, I want the
assurance of the Minister representing the
Minister for Justice that the Chief Elec-
toral Officer will be permitted to admini-
ster the Act to the satisfaction of all con-
cerned.

Mr. Oldfield: What is the good of
getting his assurance? You might as well
get the assurance of the Minister for
Works!

Clause put and passed.
Clause 6: Sectlbn 910 amended-
Mr. GRAHAM: I would like some com-ment from the Minister In charge of the

Bill on paragraph (b) appearing on page
3, and with specific reference to the word
"that" at the end of line 10. The clause
reads-

An elector who-
(b) being enrolled for a province.

has reason to believe that
throughout the hours of poll-
ing on Polling day, he will be
more than seven miles by the
nearest practicable route from
any Polling place open in
that Province for the purpose
of an election for the Legisla-
tive Council

may make application for a postal
ballot paper.

It could be that an elector is living next
door to a polling Place for another
Province and Yet be more than seven miles
from a polling place in his own province.

Mr. Lewis: Could he not vote next door,
then?

Mr. GRAHAM: No. That is why I am
raising this point. His qualification to
apply for a Postal vote is that he must be
more than seven miles away from a polling
Place within his own province. I am
wondering, therefore, whether we should
not make an adjustment to enable such
a Person to do the sensible thing and vote
at the polling Place next door to his house.

Mr. COURT: As I see it, the position is
quite satisfactory. This gives them the
right to apply for a vote, and it could be
there is no election in the province next
door.

Mr. Oldfield: Then there is no polling
place.

Mr. COURT: But the person concerned
wants to take advantage of this provision
in the Act.

Mr. Graham: I want him to vote in the
polling booth next door to his home.

Mr. COURT: Suppose there is not one
there?

Mr. Graham: Then there is no polling
place next door.

Mr. COURT: Why not leave it as it is?
It is no different from the position at the
moment.

Mr. Graham: That is no reason why it
shouldl not be put right.

Mr. COURT: The honourable member
is not introducing anything new or to the
advantage of the elector. This gives the
elector the right to claim a vote because
on the day of the election he would be
more than seven miles from the polling
place in his own province. He can get a
postal vote easily enough if he knows he
will be seven miles from a polling place in
his own province.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: My remarks will be
confined to the first part of the Bill, which
deals with an elector being enrolled for
the district. It would be incumbent on
the Chief Electoral Officer to look at the
electoral roll; and if the applicant's name
were not on the roll, he would not be
entitled to a postal vote. Owing to the
redistribution of seats I had the experience
at the last election of two or three people
being left off the Mt. Hawthorn roll,
although they were In the new Mt. Haw-
thorn area. They were placed on the
Halcatta roll.

In two other cases electors were placed
on the Wembley roll when they should
have been included in the Mt. Hawthorn
roll- There were others who were not on
any roll; and when I checked with the
electoral office I found that the names of
the people concerned were on the previous
electoral rolls, and even though they had
not moved for two or three years their
names did not appear on the new roll.

As I see it,' if one of those people applied
for a postal vote and the electoral office
checked and found he was not on the roll.
even though he were entitled to be on
the roll he would not be supplied with a
postal vote. I think the position could be
met by deleting the words "being enrolled
for a district."

Mr, COURT: I omitted to refer to the
point raised by the member for Beeloo, but
I did make a note to ask the Minister to
have a discussion with the Chief Electoral
Officer because the person referred to,
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while being eligible for a section 122A
vote, would not get a postal vote. I cannot
commit either the Minister or the Chief
Electoral Officer, but I will have the matter
looked into, because such a person could
be disfranchised wader the present wording
of the Act.

Mr. NORTON: In my second reading
speech I mentioned that a certain provision
had been omitted from this Bill. I refer
to the one which allows a Justice of the
peace to be appointed by the Minister f or
the purpose of. issuing ballot papers. The
amendment I propose to move will cover
the people in the Murchison, the Great
Southern, the North Province, and the
South-East Province. I move an amend-
ment-

Page 4-Insert after the word
"Clerk;" in line 31 the following new
subparagraph:

(d) a Justice of the Peace ap-
pointed by the Minister to
issue postal ballot papers in
places where any of the other
persons mentioned in the pre-
ceding subparagraphs are not
readily available.

Mr. COURT: I am prepared to discuss
this matter with the Minister to see
whether on reflection it could be agreed
to. I would ask the member for Gascoyne
to allow this to be considered in another
place. The deletion was made deliberately.
AS members know, after an election the
electoral office submits various reports to
the Minister on the experience of the
working of the Act. One of the aspects
in the Act which the department asked to
be amended was this question of the
justices.

There were 52 justices appointed. and
for the Legislative Assembly election only
six of them received applications, and a
total of 13 ballot papers was Issued. For
the Legislative Council only one justice re-
ceived applications and he is-sued three
ballot papers. No justices were called upon
to issue ballot papers for the three by-
elections.

I understand this involved the Electoral
Department in a tremendous amount of
additional work. This could be seen from
the fact that there were 52 justices ap-
pointed. Although only six of them re-
ceived applications and issued a total of
13 postal ballot papers, it nevertheless
involved the department in a tremendous
amount of paper work in having to deal
with 52 justices of the peace. It was as
a result of administration and experience
in several elections that the department
asked for this provision to be deleted.

If the honourable member is prepared
to leave his amendment on that basis I
undertake to discuss the matter with the
Minister administering the department
who, in turn, will take it up with the
Electoral Office. I1 take it the honour-
able member is putting this amendment
forward more from his experience of what

happens in the north than from what takes
place in the southern part of the State.
It could be that in respect of elections in
the north the provision has more applica-
tion than is realised by the Chief Electoral
Officer. If necessary, I can arrange for
the honourable member to discuss the
local application of this provision with the
Minister.

Mr. NORTON: In the light of what the
Minister has said, I am prepared to deal
with my amendment In the wanner sug-
gested. Probably the greatest expense of
appointing justices of the peace to issue
postal ballot papers is the first expense.
In the light of the experience of the Elec-
toral Office, it would not appoint justices
of the peace to act in this manner in
centres where no applications were re-
ceived. If the provision is retained in the
Act it could be used where necessary, and
there would be no expense to the depart-
ment. In the light of the explanation given
by the Minister, I ask leave to withdraw
my amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 92 amended-
Mr. COURT: I move an amendment-

Page 8, lines 4 to 6-Delete the
words "or until such later time as he
commences scrutiny of the postal ballot
papers" and substitute the following:-

until he commences scrutiny of
the declarations relating to the
postal ballot papers enclosed In
those envelopes as provided in
subsection (8) of this section.

The Parliamentary Draftsman has drawn
my attention to an error in the verbiage
in this clause, and a copy of this amend-
ment has been circulated among members.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amnended, put and passed,
Clause 8 put and passed.
Clause 9: Section 181 amnended-
Mr. GRAHAM: Under section 181 a

person is guilty of bribery if he Interferes
with the intention of persons to nominate.
to record votes, or to refrain from record-
ing votes, etc. It is proposed to add a new
provision to that section. under which a
person who promises, offers, or suggests
any valuable consideration, advantage, etc.,
is also guilty of bribery. It is proposed to
make this addition apply only in respect
of enrolment of natives. I take exception
to the use of the word "advantage" in line
28 on page 9.

Anyone who approaches a native with
the intention of enrolling him would
naturally outline the advantages of being
enrolled, and the fact that enrolment would
entitle the native to vote in the election
of parliamentary representatives.

Mr. Brand: That is not meant in the
way you suggest at all.
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Mr. GRAHAM: If the clause is agreed
to section 181 will Provide that any person
who offers or suggests an advantage on
accounto -0.any enrolment as an elector by
a native shall be guilty of bribery. For a
person to point out the advantages of exer-
cising the basic democratic rights of enrol-
ment and the franchise is hot an offence.,
It is my intention to move for the deletion
of the :wQ~rd. "advantage," unless the. Minis-
ter can give me- ~a satisfactory explamnation
for. its retention.

Mr. COURT: If this word were left out
we-:.would-, expose' the native to a very
undesirable situation. The reason why
this has to be enacted is that the parti-
cular significance initially in respect .01:
a native is enrolment. After he is -en'
rolled everyone is subject to the same
bribery prbvisions --as are already -in
the. Act. Once he is over his fIrst hurdle
it is no,- longer an issue. Any political
organisation or individual would be subject
to the Provisions of the Act in respect of
bribery. The word "advantage" is used
in its, legal sense. It means someone is
getting a benefit of a tangible nature.

Expressed in this'wAy, one could go along
and say; "Mr. Jones, You~enrol,- because -f
You do 1. will make you my overseer: but
if you do not I will make. Tom Smith my
o6rs~ei." - That is' a form of practical
advantage-'which could mneani E2 or £3 per
week to the native: and I do not think it
should be allowed. Once he is enrolled he
then becomes subject to the- provisions of
the Act which already includes this word.
'advafitage"; 'Aff I~gaitdless of iny amend-
ment'*e- mightimMke 'siow, if ori& went to
him'and sai-. "You vote--for -my' Candidate
and I will make you my overseer," that
Person would be up for bribery under the
AMt'asrit'tov 8tandg.

Ther -forU,1I:thfhkze:5 emtlst 'put this
word in; otherwise -a very important legal
won, will' be left. out, oL the clause, and the
p sition could be abused by anyi persons
who set out deliberately to -try to bring
some presisute ' to beat, 'di- a native to
enrol. After all, -we haye decided, on
the. priniciple -that. enrolhiit so far as
a fiativet is 'conc&'ned Is voluntary; and
once he is, enrolled he becomes subject
to-..the same' provisions as-you and I-he
hips- to vote~fcompulsorily fori-the- Legis,
lative Assembly._.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am wondering whether
th&- Minister'igM even 'cohivlnced himself,
or whether' 'he is anxious that the Bill
should go through intact. With the dele-
tion - f1 the .word T have suggested, the
Provision would still read, "Any person
promises, offers or suggests any valuable
consideration- recompense, reward or bene-
fit for or oni account of,".-

Mr. O'Neil: What about the-word "bene-
fit?! w, . -

Mr. GRAHAM: I amn prepared to go as
far as leaving the word "benefit" in as
I do not think it is as all-embracing as

the word "advantage." However, if the
member for East Melville feels that the
word, "benefit" could be offensive to inno-
cent People, I would support. him -in any
move he might- make f or its deletion.
Frankly I think it would be a better propo-
sition for both words to be deleted, Un-
doubtedly, without any suggestion of brib-
ery; tl6fe are advantages and benefits to
be derived from being in a position to cast
Your vote at an election. I will test the
feeling~ of 'the' Committee.' move an
amendment-L- ' ' -

-Page9. line 28-Delete the word
" advantage".

,Mr. COURT: Now that the honourable
member has formally moved his amendment
I want to formally say that I must oppose
It because I think we leave ourselves ex-
Posed to a lot of criticisifi if we' alter the
drafting of this particular provision in res-
Pect of enrolments, when" it is compared
with the bribery provisions after the native
is enrolled. Surely the provisions should
be'-exactly the same; and in view of the
Peculiar situation that arises owing to the
fact that these people. are going to be
tpeajeA diffegrently,from ordinary citizens
in that they will not' have to compulsorily
enrol for the Legislative' A~sembly, I think
we, 'should-' leave the clause as it stands.
It has been said earlier this evening that
the provisions in respect of people who try
to indulge in malpractice in regard to the
enrolment of natives are desirable, and I
concur in th ose views.

A ied ntcp .ut and .. nekatived.
Clause Put and passed...
Clause 10: Section 182 amended-

*Mr.- GRAHAM: 'It 11wo .ul d a ppear that
there is -a mistake in line 10. Section 182
of --the' Actieeki 'fiiws: - -
I.-,Without 'limiting 'the -effect"bt the
,,.!;general words in the Preceding section,

"bribery-''..particularly - includes the
supply of food, drink, or entertain-
ment . .. ''~ o

hind 'st"oV , Ifirthe -bi. ls W.* b o
cbntidetihk it *sdys'*" 6t the supply' of- meat,
drink,' -entertainment." Surely the word
"meat", should be "'foo4;' otherwise one
could supply a native .with fish, straw-
berries, apple tart, and that sort of thing.
I would like to hear the-Minister in con-
nection with this matter.

-Mr; COURT: I would like to read the
whole of- the section' as it -will now -appear.
It swill read as- follows:-

W Without limiting .the effect of the
general words in the'preceding section,

-bribery" -Particularly- includes the
-supply of- food: drink;" or entertain-

-- rment after the niominations have been
-- officially declared, or horse or carriage

hire for any voter whilst going to or
returning from the poll, with a view
to influencing the vote of an elector or
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the supply of meat, drink, entertain-
ment or transport with a view to in-
fluencing enrolment or refraining from
enrolment, as an elector by a native.

It is only an extension of the previous
verbiage. If the honourable member would
like me to do so;-I will submit the. matter
to the -Crown'- Law' Department, and if
there is any., error it. can bealtered else-
where. .1.

Mr. GRAHAM: It looks ridiculous as it
is. I hope the Minister is making a list
of these several things he is having in-
vestigated before this measure goes to the
Legislative Council.

Clauseit and passed..
Clauses .11 and'12 put *and -passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported :with. an amendment.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE
MR. BRAND: (Greenough-Premier)

[1.1 am/I: I would like to inform mem-
bers that we will.,be sitting.,after tea on
Thursday, the 25th of this month. I move-

That the House do now adjourn.
Question Put and passed.

House adjourned at 1.2 am. (Wednesday).

trEetaatur T (fnril
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The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C. Diver)
took the Chair at 4.30 pm., and read
prayers.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

BLAIR STREET, BUNDURY:
EXTENSION

Use o/ Railways flepartnient Land

1.The H -on. N. -E.: BAXTER asked the
Minister for Mines:
"(1) 'Whtis the pUrposi'of th ex-

change of three blocks' opposite
the railway station, Bunbury, for
three blocks in Nature Park?

.(2) In view of the limited area of
land at Bunbury owned by the
Railways Department, does the
Governiment support the proposal
to'surrender -a one. chain strip of

*..its present-owned. land, north of
Wellington Street, for the pro-
Posed extension of Blair Street,

* thereby causing a severance of
its property and reducing its
area?

-The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH replied:
(1) The buildings on railway land to

the west of the existing station
approach road and forecourt are
used for railway residential pur-
poses.
Bunbury Planning Scheme No. 4
provides for the extension of
Blair Street across this residen-
tial land, leaving the existing rail-
way approach road and forecourt
free from through traffic for the
purposes of parking, a bus ter-
minal, and other railway purposes.
The council is prepared to nego-
tiate with the Railways Depart-
ment for acquisition of the rail-

* way property referred to, by
means of exchange with council-
'owned land elsewhere.

(2) The extension of Blair Street
north of Wellington Street is a
long-term proposal which would
not be realised until the intended
redesign of the railway marshall-
ing yards on to new land to the
north and to the east, is carried
out, thereby relieving the land in
question from railway commit-
ments.

WATER SUPPLIES FOR SWAN
* -.. ,VALLEY

Progress of Reticulation Scheme

2. The Hon. N. E. BAXTER asked the
Minister for Mines:

Will the Minister inform the
House-
(1) Has -the- !Minister for Water

Supplies, in conjunction with
his officers, given considera-
tion to the reticulation of
water to the Swan Valley?


